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The purpose ofthis project is to disGover the best solutions for current ESL/EFL

pedagogical drawbacks in Taiwan. It will cornbine the use ofinstructional technology

and the kiiowledge oflearning theory to help Taiwanese studentslearn English,with a
balance between receptive and productive skillis.
The use ofconiputers offers solutions to a variely oflearning difficulties

existing in current English as a second language(ESL)/English as a foreign language

(EEL)pedagogy. Froni a review ofpertinent literature,the relationship between
learning theoiy and instructional technology will be traced. Applications in each skill
domain support the effectiveness ofcomputer-based learning. In addition,an f
evaluative framework offers instructors a formatto assess software. The computer
helps students shift from passive to motivated engagement. The teaching methods
change from those that promote a text-centered focus to an emphasis on interactive and
negotiable meanings. The lesson content shifts from a lack ofculture to a contentthat

includes crosscultural information. The computer integrates various current

technologies to avert unbalanced skill domain development. In addition,schools utilize
the computer as a powerful learning tool.
Appendices A & B feature two unit plans which are based on theoretical

principles which may solve the identified pedagogical drawbacks. These two units
focus on the integration ofprinciples oflearning theory and applications of
instructional technology'for the design ofcurriculum for vocational college learners.
The first unit,"The Internet Project,"introduces the basic Internet skills,empowering

students to search the World Wide Web as a resource to leam English or to acquire
information. The second unit,"The Ofegori Trail Project,"is based on the software
Oregon Trail. From watching videos,simulating games,searching the Internet,and

interacting with others,students findt that learning English is not a tedious process.

Integrating differenttechnologies into theESL/EFLcurriculum will be an effective way
to teach English and give students more opportimities to develop both receptive and
productive skills,
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CHAPTER ONE; INTRODUCTION

Objective oftheProject

English is an international language. It is said that one billion people speak or
are leaming to speakEnglish in the world today(Griffith, 1994). However,English in
Taiwan focuses on grammatical competence. Teachers use traditional teaching

methodstoteachEnglish. Thatis,^theteacher mightbeupfrontlecturing,amajority
ofthe lessons may be textbook-driven,and the learning going on might be little more

thanrote and memorization andrecall"(Hauk,Houstpn,&Walker,1996,p. 14).^
Teachers spend much time explaining grammar or asking students to do practice
exercises. Students spend much time memorizing in order to increase their vocabulary

and grammar proficiency; as a result,they become passive,overly compliantlearners.

In addition,students do not have extensive crosscultural knowledge because they do not
haVe means for interacting with individuals who represent the culture ofthe target

language. The main purpose ofthis project is to combine use ofinstructional
technology and knowledge ofleaming theory to help Taiwanese students leam English,
with a balance between receptive and productive skills. Moreover,using computers,

students can develop crossculturalawareness.
Bacl^otind ofEnglish Teaching in Taiwaii

The Role ofEnglish in Taiwan

People from many different countries use English as a medium to communicate

with others,and English helps countries to exchange their goods, making the world a
global market. There are not many natural resources in Taiwan,so international trade

plays an important role in Taiwan's economy. Because ofinternational trade, more and
more people are aware ofthe importance ofEnglish. People who can speak English

can find a betterjob orfeceiye higher salaries than those who cannot speak English.

That nieans ifone can speakEnglish in Taiwan,one may aspire to greater vocational
success then those who do not speak English.

Since 1968,Taiwan's educational policy has required nine years ofcompulsoiy
education and English has become one ofthe required courses in allJunior high
schools. That is,English plays a decisive role in higher educational entrance

examinations. Students must have high scores in each subject; otherwise,they cannot
enter prestigious schools. Therefore,English tests in Taiwan emphasize linguistic
competence,not communication. As a consequence,many Taiwanese can read English

books,but they cannot speak fluently nor are they good at listening comprehension.
Another reason for people in Taiwan to learn English is to facilitate travel.

Taiwanese are becoming ever more prosperous;thus, more and more people would like
to spend their spare time travelling to other countries around the world. That makes
English important for those people as a medium ofinternational discourse.

Unfortunately,the textbooks in Taiwan do not provide enough target-language culture,
so the culture ofEnglish-speaking countries is not as understandable as it could be.
English Education in Taiwan

In high school,students take English for six hours every week. On the Surface,
class hours seem to be adequate,but the contents focus on grammar,vocabulary,and
reading. Teachers put too much attention on the National Entrance Examination that

all students have to take. The higher the scores students get,the better the schools they
can enroll in. On the National Entriance ExaniinatiQn,^^^

total score is 700 points,and

English comprises 100 ofthose. The English test includes multiple choice on
pronunciation(10%),vocabulary(10%),grammar(20%),reading(40%),and writing
(20%). Thus,it is obvious that English education is yeiy unbalanced. Because ofthe

style ofetitrance exams,all teaching material and curricula are focused on^ainmar,
reading,and writing,ignoring the importance oforal and aural ability.
During regular class,teachers analyze the grammar in textbooks; thisis so
difficult and abstract that many studentsjust do not want to study it. At their ages,they

do not have a sense ofthe importance ofEnglish. For example,during my high school

years I paid more attention to other courses because they were more interesting and
easier to attain higher scores in than was English. 1 merely memorized many

vocabulary words and grarnniar rules to pass the test. Actually,I do not know how to
pronounce those words precisely, or how to use the rules in my writing and reading.
This situation lasted until I had a chance to visit my brother who was working in
California; I became ashamed ofmyself because I could not communicate with other

people in the USA. I knew many vocabulary words,but did not how to pronounce
them. After I went back to Taiwan,I felt the importance ofEnglish. 1 then obtained a

native English speaker as my penpal. Through interacting with real situations, 1 started
another stage oflearning English; 1 began to enjoy studying English. Like other

students,I needed the actual experience ofspeaking English and an exposure to the
target culture in order to become motivated.
3

CAIand CALL Application in Taiwan

The use ofcomputers can provide the needed exposure to the targetculture
languagej however,using the computer asa leaming tool is new to Taiwan: The

developmentstage ofcomputer-assisted instruction(CAI)and cOmputer-assisted
language learning(CALL)in Taiwan can be defined as"embryonic stage"(Chen,J. F.,
1996). In the 1980s Schools in Taiwan usually Were hot equipped with computers

Schoolsdid not provide enough accessto the mainframesand minis upon which most

language teaching Software Was originally developed. Moreover,the teachers p^ed in
computer or language labs lacked training and professional knowledge.
However,the situation changed when computer prices dropped. The policy of
the Ministry OfEducation ofthe Republic ofChina(R.O.C.)in the 199b's has been to

implement the use ofthe computer as a learning tool- These changes allowed more and
more school districts to Spend funds to build labs,and people ha^ve had opportunities to
interact with conaputers. Until now,most teachers have realized the potential ofthe
computer and found students to have positive attitudes towards technology. Now there
is a group ofmany instructional technology professionals who are striving to design
good CAI for the high school level(The Ministry ofEducation online, 1996; Chen,J.
F., 1996).
Target Teaching Level

My target teaching population is vocational college students. English is one of

the compulsory subjects for all schools. There are three kinds ofprograms,a five-year
program in which students are graduated fromjunior high schools;and a two-year

prdgram or a three-year prp^am,both ofwhich include students who graduated from
vocational or senior high schools. The purpose ofvocational colleges is to train

students to be experts in certain professions,such as business administration,ihedical
science,humanities,socialscience,and other fields(The Ministry ofEducation online,
1996);

Most students in vocational colleges do not have the pressure ofthe National
Entrance Examination,exceptsome students who want to continue their studying. The

reputation ofschools is based on students' professional specialty,not the percentage
who enter higher education. Therefore, most schools give teachers freedom to choose

In addition,recently the Ministry ofEducation tried to integrate computerassisted instruction(CAI)into the regular curriculum to improve the information
environment. The goal for CAT in the vocational school is"to make students not only to
be familiar with the computer,but learn to apply the computer to professional subjects
in preparation for future careers"(The Ministry ofEducation Online, 1996,p. 1). At
this time,each college has at least one classroom equipped with computers for teaching
information applications.

Because ofthe freedom to choose teaching materials and the emphasis ofthe
government on technology in vocational colleges,I decided to focus on this level and

fuse teaching English with technology in my curriculum. Therefore,students will have
chances to use the computer to interact with native English speakers, classmates, or
qualified software,and English will not be too boring to learn.

Drawbacks ofCu

The English education in Taiwan needs to change because students do nothave

enough niotivation and interest to apply their English. I propose five reasons as
follows for the drawbacks ofcurrent pedagogy.
Passive. Overlv Compliant Students

The English teaching in Taiwan is grammar-translation-oriented. Teachers

controlthe classroom. Under the granimar translation teaching methods and the

pressure from entrance examinations,most studentsfocus on grammar and vocabulary.
Chang(1996)indicates that learning vocabulary has three main elements,English
spelling,the phonetic pronunciation,and the Chinese translation which 'Torm the

foundation for English comprehension and memorization"(p. 10) Besides,most
teachers believe that students mustknow English grammar. Otherwise,they cannot
understand the meaning ofa sentence or create a sentence by themselves. Moreover,
because ofcultural tradition,reciting and memorizing is the only way that Chinese
master their native language. Thus,memorizing vocabulary and gra.mnmr rules is the

most commonlearning strategy for Chinese: They are not asked to do too much critical
thinking or participate in class discussion because oftime limits and the number of

student per class. The best way to get high scores is to listen to the teacher and follow
directions. Without utilizing critical thinking processes,students become pasSive and
oVerly dependent on the teacher's instruction.
Text-centered Teaching Methnds

In English class, most teachers focus on analyzing the grammar ofevery
sentence and translating English sentences into Chinese; Thejob ofteachers is to

convey the grammar and vocabulary to students by following the text. They use the old

teaching ways to teach a new generation without using currenttechnology. Lado(1989)
emphasizes"whata teacher does with a text is more important than the textitself(p.
56}, The teacher,rather than the text,is the key factor for successful language teaching.
Interesting lessons must be employed that stimulate students' learning motivation and
combine technology to make teaching diversified with multicultural content,rather than

forcing students to accept abstract rules which may decrease the inspiration to leam.
Lack ofCultural Context

Teaching materials published by the Ministry ofEducation in Taiwan lack

cultural context. The higher the grade level,the more textbooks become boring. Atthe
college level,the text contents feature essays,literature, or celebrities' speeches which
are too hard to understand,so students do not have motivation to leam. Even though
video-viewing and online target-language ex;posure may make up for this deficit. The
teaching materials need to be revised.
Unbalanced Skill Domains

As mentioned above,because ofentrance examinations which focus on

linguistic competence,the main test emphasis is on idioms and phrases,grammar,
vocabulary,and English/Chinese or Chinese/English translation. Because oral ability

and listening comprehension are not required on tests, these domains are ignored. The
typical English class is based on"a textbook emphasizing reading and grammar,often
with a supplementary reading and /or grammar text"(Chang, 1996,p. 4). It is common
at all levels ofEnglish teaching.

Lack ofTechnology Support

people still believe school should be taught the same way as it was when they were
students. Multimedia is seldom used in the English classroom. Chen,S.(1996)states
that technologies(video,tape,computer,CD,etc.)can come to the aid ofthe non

native speaking teacher who is not proficient in English but mustteach effectively.
Some teachers have false concepts about CAI(Charpentier, 1995;Hannafin & Savenye,
1993). These include fears that the computer may replace them or that it is too
complicated to learn. Actually,there is much evidence that technology can make
teaching and learning easier, more effective,and more interesting. For example.

activities to build students' linguistic and communicative proficiency.
StatementOft]heProblem^,v

English learners in Taiwan must make a transition from passive, dependent

learning habits to becoming active,self-managed learners who can use computerassisted instructional methods to advance their English proficiency. They need to use

technology to fuse linguistic and cultural knowledge in a pedagogy in which reading.

integrated manner.
Content of the Project

Well-designed curricula are needed that enable vocational college students to

learn practical English. Lado(1989)suggests that teachers should select an appropriate

.-/v.' -. - ' 8'
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text,adapting and supplementing it to niept the needs and objectives ofthe course In

this highly technological society,the use ofinstructional technology is necessary.
Computers,videotapes,TV via satellite and cable,two-way radio,cassette recorders of

all types,slide and movie projectors,3-D movies,electronic labs,arid language labs are
adaptable to teaching English across cultures. These objects not orily increase Students'
learning motivation but also decrease teachers' difficulties. Therefore,1 will use these
items for teaching.

hdy curriculum design will include attempts to increase cultural understanding

between Americans and Chinese. I believe crosscultural understanding is important,
because it stimulates learners' interests and helps them to become global citizens.
When I first camp to the USA,I had uncountable instances ofmisunderstanding
American culture. One good way to reduce cultural misunderstanding is by using
technology,such as interacting with native English speakers through E-mail or doing
online searches for target language culture(Muehleisen, 1997; Lessard-Clouston,

1997).

■■ ■ , . '■
Inevitably,a general communication course includes conversation,reading,and

writing. Combining these different subjects and making them more interesting is
important. CAT will be a good solution. CAT has various applications,such as

stimulatiori games which require basic concepts that students^iSen apply to diffefent
situations. That is,they can draw inferences about other cases from one instance. This

and other techniques make CAT a fascinating pedagogical domain.

9

This project has five main sections. Chapter One introduces the English

educatibn back^ound in Taiwan and states problems with current pedago^. Chapter
Two reviews literature which encompasses learning theories,instructional technology

for English as a second language(ESL)/®nglish asa fbrei|p language(EFL),evaluative
framework,and future trends in ESL/EFL teaching. Chapter Three applies principles of
learning theory to ESL/EFL instruction. Chapter Four introduces the construction and
content oflesson plans. Chapter Five is the evaluation ofinstruction assessed by

teachers and learner self-monitors. Appendices A and B contain lesson plans(Internet
and Oregon Trail projects);Appendix C contains assessment rubrics and student

performance checklist; Appendix D provides samples ofinstructional ESL softwareand

an evaluation form from TESS,an Internet evaluation institution;and Appendix E
features useful Internet sites,

The Significance ofthe Project

The aim ofthis project is to find out the best solution for current ESL
pedagogical problems in Taiwan. It Aill emphasize theihte^ation ofprinciples of

learning theoiy and applications of instructionaltechnology to curriculum design for
vocational college students,so they will have innoyatiye ways to interact with English.
The tyi'O teaching units provide an exemplary model.

TO

GHAPTERTWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The Power ofthe Computer in ESL

Computer-based instruction(CBI)has the potentialto advaaice English
proficiency in English as a foreign language classrooms by involving students actively
in pedagogy that combines language and culture interactively across integrated

language skills. Computer assisted language learning(CALL)increases various
learning opportunities and the quality oflearning experiences to make linguistic input
more leamable and accessible to second language learners. When learners access more

input through the computer,they are led to produce more output with the target

language.^ennington(1996)statesthat"the moreexplicitinvocation ofcontextwithin
the'
decontextualized' computer environment niay cause students to work in a more
concentrated manner,more intently, and forlonger periods oftime.In addition, work
around computers provides for both private,cognitive-focused work and more public,

interpersonal aspectsofcommunication"(p.2^ThuSjthecomputerprovidesaneasy
accessibility to information and risk-free learning environment,which encourages
learners to explore infonnation.

In addition to offering a rich context for learning,the computer helps students

leam according to their individual needs. Computer applicatidns have been updated

toward "self-contained, multimedia ihanagement and presentation systems suitable for
self-access ..."(Pennington, 1996,p. 9). Moreover,in combination with network and
multimedia,the power ofthe computer becomes stronger and richer. Learners can

access different sites or databases to get information using various display formats and

^

IT;

receive feedback from their performance. The interaction between teachers and

students is also non-threatening and enhances psychological and cognitive access. That

is,the computer can motivate learners to develop an interactive language learning
environment with effective communication.

The Definition ofComputer-Assisted Instruction,Networks,and Hypermedia

^otton and Wikelund(1997)state that"the'information age'has clearly arrived
and in the '90s the educational use ofcomputer technology will surely continue to

grow"(p. 1). jXhere is no doubt that computers have great potential on education

(Chapelle,19^86). Networks,hypermedia,and multimedia for language learning have
become popular means ofteaching.
CBI. CiMI and CAT

Computer-based instruction(CBI)is a general term,and refers to all kinds of

educational computer use which includes individual learning activities and instructed
computer activities,such as tutorials,simulations, drill and practice, word processors,
database, instructional management,and other applications. Computer-managed
instruction(CMI)and computer-assisted instruction(CAI)are two branches under CBI.
Computer-managed instruction(CMI)refers to using computer system "to

manage information about learner performance and learning resource options in order
to prescribe and control individualized lessons"(Bozeman & Baumbach, 1995,p. 26).

Teachers may operate this instruction either to organize students' data and make
instructional activities or evaluate students' performance and keep track their progress
in order to guide them to appropriate learning resources(Cotton and Wikelund, 1997;
Lin, 1995;Buake, 1982).

■„ / 'VL . ' "■T2-
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Computer-assisted instruction(CAI)refers to the use ofa computer as a

teachingtool to help teachers and students to complete instructional goals(Bourne,
1990). According to Buake(1982),CAI can facilitate and certificate learning" that is,

"using the cohaputerfo make learning easier and more likely to occur(facilitation),as ;
well as using the computer to create a record proving that learning has occurred
(certification)"(p. 16).

Computer-assisted language learning(CALL)is a more specific term which
"concerns the use ofcomputers to assist in second or foreign language(L2)
instructional activities"(Dunkel, 1991,p. 28). There are five kinds ofCALL learning
methods as follows(Fitch, 1995; Muniandy,1996; Schreck & Schreck, 1991):
Computer as tutoriak The computer is the source ofthe instruction which

presents the new content and questions,asks and analyzes learners' responses,then
gives appropriate feedback and provides different practices to help learners achieve
their levels ofcompetency. Learners can progress this program according to their own
■:

pace.

Computer as drill and practice. This instructional method increases learners'

competence by rote learning and memorizing with repetitive practices. Learners have

the chance to practice with immediate feedback from the computer. Good software

allows learners to interact with stimulating games. Drill and practice is common for
language learning.

Computer as simulation. This instructional tactic allows learners to experience a

real-life situation in which the sequences of their choices are provided. It is a good way

to interact with reality >vithout risks. In addition/it niay require cornrnunicative skills
for learners.

Computer as instructional game. Learners should follow rules to compete
challenging goals whic 1 require probleni'solying skills and understanding ofspecific
content.

Discoverv/problein-solving. The principle ofdiscovery is that"studehits learn

best by doing rather than byjust hearing and reading about a concept"(Newby,Stepich,
Lehman,& Russell, 1996, p. 52). Learners have to identify the problems,find various
solutions, use appropriate strategies,and evaluate the results they obtain. This

instruction helps foster further understanding ofthe content through active interaction.
In general,any method oflearning which is related to using computers can be
called CBI. CMI refers o overall instructional management. CAI refers to "the use of

the computer to assist in instructional activities. CAI is commonly used to refer to tutor
application,such as drill and practice,tutorials,simulations and games"(Merrill,

Tolman,Christensen, Mammons,Vincent,& Reynolds cited in Dunkel, 1991, p. 28).

CALL is CAI applied to L2 learning.
Networks

The term network refers to"a set ofcomputers linked to one another for data
sharing or the link itself(America Online, 1996). A network can support information
exchange,collaborative activities,and other recreational or research areas which can be
served to language learners. There are several kinds ofnetworks. A Local Area

Network ("I AN)is a network that covers a small geographic area. Computers that linked

14

can share materials and send messages(Hardisty & Windeatt, 1989). A Wide Area

Network(WAN)spans a wide geographic area. An example ofa LAN is a school

computer lab linked to a central computer to share software,databases,and printers.
The typical example ofa WAN is the BITNET that links world educational institutions

and organizations,in which world-wide communication for language learning is
provided(Cisco System,Inc., 1994). In addition,some commercial online companies
provide customers access to WANs,so customers can access BITNET,Internet,and

much more. The World Wide Web(WWW)is a hypertext-based system which
provides multimedia access to find and access Internet resources(Krol, 1994); it is the
most popular online tool.

The common problem for ESL learners is that they do not know how to express
their thoughts appropriately and linguistically. Hoffman(1996)claims that"the idea of

process writing addresses these problems by leading novice writers through heuristic
activities aimed at helping them to align their thinking and to shape their expression
with regard to the needs ofan audience and the requirements ofa particular topic"(p.
62). The LAN allows learners to share their idea and writing with peers or teachers; the
audience can react and offer feedback through E-mail. Besides,synchronous
communication over a network,similar to the"Chat"function, motivates ESL learners

to participate in a discussion by practicing the target language. Iflearners use

inaccurate language,their communication will break down;therefore,by participating
in synchronous discussion,learners can observe their levels ofperformance ofthe
target language. Other behaviors ofcommunication are also trained,such as turn-

taking,leadership,digression,and courtesy.

15

A nationwide network offers learriers"the exposure to authentic communicative

language usethatis so often niissing in the miicro-world ofthe classroom"(Hoffman,
1996,jp. 68). Not only studehts,hutalso teachers are benefitedfrom the

conimunication via the network by sharing their ideas,probleriis,and teaching/learning
strategies. Gdhesiye network communication engehders a comfortfeeling ofbeing part
ofa community,along with the ability to search the world by using the targetlanguage.
' Hvpermedia

Hypermedia and multimedia are new tools for language learning that help

learners to connect with other resources. The term hvpermedia refers to"a hypertext
system that employs multimedia resqurces(graphics,videos,animations,and sounds)"

(America Online, 1997). The definition ofmultimedia can be"presentations of
information such as a combination ofslide projection, movies,and souiid that might not
be controlled by Computer"(Ashworth,1996,p. 81). In short,hypermedia is the linking
ofmedia via hypertext which is the linking oftext to text; and multimedia is a

combination ofsounds,videos,graphics,and other resources. For this project,
multimedia will be considered a part ofhypermedia.
Because ofits flexibility, hypermedia can be used in both instruction and

research in language learning. Reference materials such as the dictionary and the

encyclopedia have been revolutionized by hypertext. For example,the electronic vision
ofOxford Dictionarv ofthe English Language allows learners to locate and view every
word in any context. The structure ofan electronic vision dictionary includes five
features: conventional text and graphics,animated or video illustration, phonological

variation,concept exploration,and concepttesting(Ashworth,1996). It is important for
language learners to understand the meaning,pronunciation,and usage ofwords.

Instructional use ofhypermedia includes CALL use ofreading,pronunciation,

and writing. Under hypermedia,words or sentences oftext can be expanded via pop-up
windows to enable view ofthe meaning or structure. The textcan be pronounced in
digitized sound,and the meaning can be shown with graphics,videos,or animations.

(The detail will be illustrated in the section entitled"Computer Utilization by Skill
Domain",p.36).

Hypermedia with computer logging can record learners' performance;then

teachers and researchers can analyze the procedures and outcome and identify the
problems. Hulstijn(1993)declares that use ofhypermedia can"access the influence of
some task variables on readers'look-up behavior"and to understand "readers'
vocabulary knowledge and their ability to infer the meaning ofunfamiliar wordsfrom
information contained in the context"(p. 140). This kind ofapplication is not fully
developed,but it will conduct various studies in future.

Hypermedia has the ability to display various resources,to link,and to combine

resources with self-teaching programs for improving language learning. Additionally,it
integrates four language skills together toward computer networking. According to

/kshworth(1996),"hypermediarepresents both anew mediumfordeveloping
instructional programs,providing immediate access to multimedia resources,and a new

communication mediumin its Ownright"(p.94).jinfuture,hypermediaCALL
applications provide a realistic communications,and it will be designed to meet
people's needs through this medium.
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Learning TheoryApplied to CAI

The content and methodology incorporated within coniputer'assisted instruction
(CAI)as well as the impact ofCAT on the teaching/learning process have been

supported byfour theories: behaviorism,cognitive theory,constructivism,and systems
theory. Three learning theories,behaviorism,cognitivetheory and constructivism,will

be explored from an educational psycholpgy yiev^oint,as well as associated principles
ofinstructional design. In addition,instructional systems design theory Will provide a
series ofstrategies that can be integrated into effective teaching.
Behaviorism

Classical verus operant conditioning. Behaviorism is the oldest theory that
supports computer assisted education. B.F. Skinner believed behavioral learning should

be divided into two types. One is classical(respondent)conditioning,developed by
Pavlov,Which refers to"leaming that involves the co'-occurance ofenvironmental
events"(Proctor & Weeks,1985,p. 7). That is, an existing response is induced by a

new stimulus;such as when we smell the food and we are hungry,saliva begins to flow.
The other type ofbehavioral learning is operant(or instrumental)conditioning in which
"the organism's own behavior is crucial in producing an environmental consequence"
(Proctor& Weeks,1985,p. 7). Black(1995)states that the definition ofoperant

conditioning is"a form oflearning in which anew response is acquired as a result of
satisfying a need"(p. 3). A key concept in behaviorism is reinforcement. There are
two kinds ofreinforcement, positive and negative, which increase learners' responses.

Positive reinforcement as reward makes learners' responses more likely. This principle

leads one to see learning as rewarding.

In this learning model,teachers convey information to students and strengthen it
through repetition,rewards,and feedback. After a period oftime,teachers measure
students' competence bytests. Willis,Stephens,and Matthew(1990state that
behaviorism has two main impacts on education:"First,rewards and feedback are

critical to effective teaching and learning. Second,complex behaviors can be taught
most effectively when they are broken down into smallerj simpler subskills"(p.7).
Skinner(1968)assixmes that an organism rOacts because ofrepeated stirnuluS
response connections.

IS

Behavibrism,in short,bases human
1995:

Proctbr & Weeks,1985;Ginn, 1995).
Behaviorism and instruction,
instruction.

's contributions to educational

practice^They include the followingtechniques:
.. stating bbjectives in terms ofdesired outcorne behaviors; assessinga
student's previously acquired behaviors before any instruction; placing learners
in a sequence ofinstruction where they can achieve at the 90% level; using

and recording a learner's progress through a lesson to gain feedback for revising
the lesson(p. 31).
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To explicate,instmction should designate observable and measurable outcomes

to students. The instruction should be based on objectives that are clearly stated.
Behaviorists promote the idea that students should be preasspssed to be placedin an
instructional sequence. Students should continue attending to the learning activities
untiltheir performance reaches90% proficiency. In addition to the instructional

presentation,interactive learning between students and computer is important. A
computer program should provide information as well as positive reinforcement.
Finally,students' learning progress has to be measured. Ifstudents cannot reach the

minimum expectation,they have to be rerouted through the same lesson until they meet
the standard(Bruner,1996). In other words,behaviorism focuses on"tight control of

the learriing environment,focused instruction,ongoiiig adjustment ofinstruction based
on the responses a student makes,and regular detailed assessment ofstudents progress"

(Willis,etal-i 1996,p^ 82).
Behavioral design principles. Several principles ofthe design ofCAI are
derived from behaviorism(Gagne & Briggs, 1979;Hannafin & Peck, 1988). The first
one is contiguity. The response should follow the stimulus immediately. The stimulus
must be presented within seconds ofthe desired response in order to enhance learning
competence. The second principle is repetition. Practice strengthens learning,

improves retention,and supports the relationship between the stimulus and responses.
Hannafin and Peck(1988)believe that repetition ofthe stimulus/response pattern
strengthens learning. The third principle is feedback and reinforcement. Knowledge
concerning the correctness ofthe response contributes to learning. Learners should
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receive information about the appropriate response. Positive feedback can produce
more correct responses. The fourth principle is prompting and fading:learning may be

achieved by leading the studentto the desired response under decreasingly cued

conditions(Harmafin &Peck,1988,p.47). A stimulus shapes people's certainty in
response. The terms prompting and fading refer to the process ofproviding stimuli to
shape the preferred response. Many cues are provided at first to produce a desired
response;later, no cues are given at all, as learners gradually progress and control their
learning.

Application ofbehaviorism. From the behavioral perspective,the responsibility
ofthe instructor is"to identify and sequence the contingencies(antecedents and
consequences)that will help students to learn"(Newby,et. al., 1996,p. 30). Teachers

should clearly identify and state the objectives which allow the goal to be rearranged
into simpler frames,so students are assisted toward the goal. Besides,teachers should
guide students and use consequences to reinforce the desired behavior by providing
cues. Therefore,through reinforcement and provided cues,students can progress
toward the goal.

CAI and behavioral theorv. CAI programs often involve repetitive language
drills. Drill and practice programs are based on the model ofcomputers as tutors.

(Taylor, 1980). The function ofthe computer in this model is to convey instructional
materials to the students by repetition. The following are reasons for using drill:
Repeated exposure to the same material is beneficial or even essential to

learning; a computer is ideal for carrying out repeated drills, since the machine
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does not get bored with presentiiig the sarhe naaterial and since it can provide
immediate non-judgmental feedback;a computer can present such material on
an individualized basis,allowing students to proceed at their own pace and

freeing up class time for other activities.(Warschauer,1996,p. 2)
The famous sophisticated behavioral courseware is the PLATO system which is
Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation. According to Woolley(1994),
"PLATO is a timesharing system. Both courseware authors and their students use the

same high-resolution graphics display terminals which are cormected to a central
mainframe"(p.2).

Critiques ofbehavioral CAI. Many scholars view behaviorism as a

dehumahization of the teaching and learning process. In the pasttwenty to thirty years,
acceptance ofbehavioristic CALL has been subverted by two main points. First, solely

and the pedagogical levels. Secondly,the introduction ofthe microcomputer has

CAI(see Table 1.) Therefore, we cannot erase its contribution.
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Table 1.

Practical Applications ofPrinciples from the Behavioral
Perspective(Newby,Stepich,Lehman,& Russell, 1996, p. 30)
TheoreticalPrinciple

Practical Application

Learning is inferred from the behavior of

State the objectives ofthe instruction as

the students

learner behaviors.

Behavior is determined by the antecedents
that precede it.

Use cues to guide students to the

Whether a behavior willbe repeated
depends on the consequences thatfollow

it./;

pv

desired behavior.

Select consequences that will reinforce

the desired behavior. Arrange the
consequences to immediately follow the
desired behavior.

Cognitive Theory

Cognition: The studv ofcomplex learning. Cognitive theory is the study ofhow
the mind works; This theory focuses on the conceptualizationofstudentsMeaming
processes(Newby,

al., 1996;Simonson & Thompson^ 1994;Heckman,1993;

Hannafin &Peck, 1988). Cognitive theory is based on exploration ofthe way
information is received,organized,retained,and used by the brain,as well as the

mental process,such as the reception,short/long term nremory,encoding,thinkingi
reasoning,and language understanding(Simonson & Thompson,1994,p. 36). Because

behaviorism ignored internal mental processes,a number ofresearchers developed

cognitive theoryas a reaction to show their dissatisfaction with behaviorism's inability
to adequately explain complex learning behaviors.
Bruner(1966)was one ofthe first to advocate cognitive theory. He clairned that

human behaviors depended on theway people arrange knowledge and the world around
them. ^Cognitive theorists believe that"learning is governed by internal memory

processes rather than external circumstances"(Newby,et al., 1996,p. 31).

Understanding how memory works can help to understand how to improve learning.
Hewby,gt

that human memory is notrandom,but organized; not

passive,but active. Memoryintegrates iiiformation. Bell"'Gredler(1986)claims
memory is like an'^'actiye synthesizer" which involves three processes: attention,
encoding,and retrieval. When receiving information,people's concern is selective

(attention).V New infoima^tipn heeds to be integrated into existing information whenever
possible(encoding). This forms a coherent organization which makes new information

more meaningful and allows relevantinformation to be put together. It also gives a
"search cue"that makes it easier to find information from memory and connect it to
previous knowledge. Nevvbyyet M-(1996

advocate that the individual begins

with the "search cue"provided by the organizingscheme and searches mehioryfor the
desired information,perhaps at the samefitne"scanning"memoiy for other relevant
information(retrieval).

The computer as a cognitive tool. Accordingto cognitive researchers,the
computer has two roles. First, it provides a model ofhuman thinking. Second,the
computer offers a tool for analysis ofdata and simulation ofcognitive processes
(Gardner, 1985). Hypermedia,which is non-linear and non-sequential, becomes a

useful tool to examine students' performance during the process oflearning. In

addition,cognitive theorists focus on particular concepts,such as how to organize and
structure knowledge and what is readiness for learning,and what are intuition and
motivation. Through these considerations,the researchers can comprehend the
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structure ofthinking,then integrate this information to improve learning.
Cognitive principles ofdesign. Cognitive theory cnntrihntes the foilowing

guidelines about designing or evaluating CBI(Simonson & Thompson,1994,p. 37).
The first principle is that predisposition to learning is important, Hanhafin and Peck
(1988)state that"learning involves the synthesis ofprior information that must be
recalled to active memory"(p.48). Because learning is the combihation ofexisting and

new information,reviewing and previewingthe prerequisite infortnation help to
improye the learning. The second guideline is thatthe structure ofknowledge rtiust be
considered. Simonson and Thompson(1994)state "learners are first able to understand

concrete operations,then graphic representations ofreality, and finally abstract
symbols"(1994,p. 37). Students need to have realistic experiences before they can
understand abstract contents. Therefore, materials should be organized in some way.
The third rule is that sequencing instructional materials is important. When learners
process information with limited capability,sequencing becomes a critical condition.

A well-constructed computer program allows students to learn with different cognitive
styles depending on its various accommodation. The last principle is that the form and

pacing ofreinforcement must be considered. For example,simple sentence structure

should be taught first,then teachers can teach a compounding sentence or relative
clause. Feedback should be given to learners when they use it at an appropriate time
and place. Teaching needs to consider the degree ofdifficulty ofthe infonnation
(Ertmer & Newby, 1993).
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Application ofcognitive theory. The role ofinstructors should be to organize
hew infonnation and to link with existing knowledge,which helps learners to encode
and retrieve. Moreover,teachers should guide and support students'attention,

encoding,and retrieval. To draw students'attention,the teacher should offerfOCusing
questions and highliglrt irnpdrtantinfbrrnation. To guide sthderrts'encoding arid
retrieval,the teacher should use analogies and mnemonic devices to make abstract

infprmatiori more concrete so students can learn more effectively.
The important difference between behaviorism and cognitive theory is thatthe
forrner depends on passive learning with the stimulus and responses,and the latter
encourages proactive learning(Bourne, 1990). Hence,more and more CAI products
tend to incorporate cognitive theory to benefit language learners.
Critiques ofcognitive theorv. Cognitive theory is still undergoing development,
sp there is not much criticism. According to Diaz-Rico(1997),cognitive theory has

some defects. The first is that the model ofthe working mind may notaccurately
reflect processing. The second defective point is that cognitive theory does not
adequately account for motivation,as well as account for the differences between
expert and novice knowledge. The third criticism is that it does not contextalize the

cognitive type ofsubject domain or type oflearning, finally,cognitive theory assumes
that everyone thinks alike and is not sensitive to cultural/gender/age differences.
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Table 2.

Practical Applications ofPrinciples from Gogriitive Perspective
(Newby,Stepich,Lehman,& Russell, 1996, p. 33)

Theoretical Principle

Practical Applications

Knowledge is organized in memory.

Organize new information for
presentation.

Learning is influenced by students's
existing knowledge.

Carefully link new information to
existing knowledge.

Learning is made up ofthe component
processes ofattention,encoding,and

Use a variety oftechniques to guide and
support students' learning processes,
including focusing questions,
highlighting,analogies,and

retrieval.

mnemonics.

Constructivism

Constructivism is one ofthe recent learning theories which supports
instructional technology education,foGUSing on the process ofconstructing knowledge.
This theory has a long history. As early as in 1897 Dewey stated,"Education must be

conceived as a continuing reconstruction ofexperience"(p.91)and"the stimulation of
the child's powers by the demands ofthe social situations in which he finds himself

(p. 84). In short,learning is an active process in which learners construct new concepts
based on their existing knowledge that is inextricably linked to their social environment
and cultural influences. Bruner(1996)believes that"cognitive structure (i.e.,schema,

mental models)provides meaning and organization to experiences and allows the
individual to'go beyond the information given'"(p. 1). Constructivists claim humans v
construct their reality by interpreting their experiences,beliefs,and knowledge,and
leamers need an environment where they can actively interpret their external world in
order to construct knowledge.
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GOnstructivism emphasizes the process ofhow learners develop and organize
their ideas. According to Collins(1991),the role ofteachers should be as facilitators,

to help students construct their own comprehension. In this model,the activityof
students has primary emphasis over that ofteachers. The role oflearners is no longer

passive,sirnply a;bsorbing teachers'lectures. Learners should actively create their ideas
and construct their knowledge. Strommen and Lincoln(1992)suggest two features in
order to achieve learning. The first one is play. Play involves the combinations of

inventing ideas and imaging situations. It is a form ofmental exploration which
learners can process their knowledge. The second feature is experimentation, which

tests ideas in reality and provides feedback for learners to arrange their ideas. Play and

experimentation are both self-structured and self-motivated processes oflearning which
encourage learners to reflect on their ideas.

Even though play and experimentation help build the individual mind,

constructivism also focuses on cooperative learning. When learners work together,they
share their process ofconstructing their ideas. The relationship between peers is not
one ofcompetitors,but rather resources,because in this way,peers share a sense of

progress and ofmutual goals in order to solve problems and complete assignments.
Since constructivists affirm learners need to have critical thinking skills to
process their knowledge,they design a supportive environment where learners can
construct their ideas,both individually and collaboratively. Under this environment,

learners can actively interpretthe external world and deliberate on their interpretations.
These constructivists react against the current learning environment. They advocate a

rcsource-rich,activity-based curriculum for learning. The role ofthe teacher serves as

a facilitator who assists students' self-directed exploration,instead ofdirecting

students'leMpng(Ertmer& Newby,1993). The role ofthe teacher,under

constructivism,becomes more complex;therefore,flexibility is importantfor teachers.
For example,sometimes teachers have to use old models ofteaching in order to
stimulate knowledge for required content. Most ofthe time teachers will be

encouraging students to discover principles by themselves and moving around the
students to assist them.

Discovery learning. According to this educational method,students will leam

more by discovering the concepts found in the situation with minimal help from the
teacher. Students develop their mental abilities naturally through discovery. Simonson
and Thompson(1994)view Papert's LOGO program as a computer-based tool to teach
solving problems by discovery learning.
In addition,Hannafin and Peck(1988)claim that"learning may be more
efficient when the instruction is adapted to the needs and the profiles ofindividual

learners"(p. 48). Therefore,effective teaching needs to focus on appropriate
information which can easily facilitate learners' existing knowledge and strategies.
Constructivism design principles. Several principles ofthe design ofCAT are
derived from constructivism(Dershem,1996). The first prin^^

is that understanding

acquired through interacting with the environment. Dershem states that"what is
learned cannot be separated from how it is learned,suggesting that cognition is notjust
within the individual,but is part ofthe entire context"(p. 2). The second principle is

that"cognitive conflict or puzzlement is the stimulus for learning,and determines the

organization and nature ofwhat is learned"(Dershem,1996,p. 2). The third is that

knowledge evolvesthe social negotiation and evaluation ofindividual understanding.
Moreover,according to Bruner,the content ofcontexts should render the student

willing and able to learn(readiness);the contentofcontextsshould be easily grasped by
the students(Spiral organization); and the content ofContexts can facilitate

extrapolation and/or fill in the gaps(going beyond the information given).
The application ofconstructivism. From different researchers yiewpoints,there

are two characteristicsto describe the application ofconstructivism;"good"problems,

arid coliaboration. According to Nevvby,gt. al., who state that"knowledgeislike a
muscle;it grows when it's used,"(1996,p.35)they urge students to use their existihg

knowledge to solve problems which are meaningful and teal. Only through this way,
when students apply their knowledge to a problem,they will explore their knowledge;

that is,they lead to the continual refinement ofthat knowledge. "Good"problems can
stimulate the exploration and reflection necessary for knowledge construction. In
addition,constructivism emphasizes that students learn through interacting with others,
which involves two aspects. The first aspect ofcollaboration is the relationship among
students who combine and exchange their knowledge to solve problems. Working
together provides students opportunities to test and refine their understanding in the
process. The second aspect ofcollaboration is the teachers' role. Teachers are more

faniiliar with how to solve problems and construct khowledge;therefore,teachers
should provide directions and show students how to reflect their evolving knowledge
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under a collaborative problem-solving environment in order to help students interpret
their exj^eriences arid knowledge.

Table 3.

Practical Applications ofPrinciples frorn the Constructivist
Perspective
Stepich,Lehman,& Russell, 1996, p.3^

Theoretical Principle

Practical Application

Learning occurs through the application of
knowledge to the solution ofproblems.

Pose"good" problems.

Learning occurs through interaction with

Create group learning activities.

others.

Constructing knowledge can be thought of
as an apprenticeship process.

Model and guide the knowledge
construction process.

Systems Theory

The founder ofsystems theory,Ludwig von Bertalanffy,asserts that systems
theory"may be considered the science of'wholeness'or holistic entities which

hitherto, under the mechanistic bias, were excluded as unscientific,vitalistic or
metaphysical; With the framework ofgeneral systems theory,these aspects become

scientifically accessible!''(cited in Saettler, 1990, p.353). In addition,Richey(1986)

states that the basic idea ofsystems theory is that the world is an innately ordered place
where allows people to make decision based on tyhat they want to accomplish. Within

this ordered world,a system is"a set ofparts that depend on one another and work
together toward a common goal"(Newby,et. ai-, 1996,p.41). The goal specifies the
reason for the existence ofthe system and drives its operations. In short,a set ofparts
plays a role and works together to reach the goal. These parts are also interdependent;
that is,they influence each other. A small change in the system inevitably alters other

parts or affects overall perfoiTOance ofthe system. Hannafin and Peck(1988)claim
that''systems theory providesa working knowledge ofinstructional design,applied to

the task ofcreating computerized instruction"(p. 58).
The value ofsvstems theorv The process ofinstnictinn k mmpliratpH
Combining students,learning goals,information,teaching techniques,activitieSj and

media. The mostimportant contributidh ofsystems theory is thatit gives a framework
to coinprehend this cbmplex phenoihenOn(Richie, 1993). In addition,instruction can

be viewed as an artificial system because it has a Series ofinteracting and
interdependent parts to reach the goal oflearning. Kemp,Morrison,and Ross(1994)
define an instructional system as having four components:learners, methods,

objectives,and evaluation. Each part ofthe system plays an important role toward
completing the goal. Learners have their own curiosity,interest,and prior knowledge
which relate to the system. These methods provide new information to students who
have opportunities to.use that information during the course ofinstruction. Objectives

clarify the goal;therefore,instructors have a clear blueprintfor their teachings and
blend the system into other curriculum. Evaluation provides a means to revise the
effectiveness ofthe system.

Guidelines for designing svstem approach. According to Saettler(1990),the
systems approach is a decision-making tool that"enables those vyhomanage the system

to state their bias in the form ofa goal and to operate the system so that performance

will achieve a purticular goal"(p. 350). Simonson and Thompson(1994)provide four
principles ofgeneral systems theory to help integrate the procedure with teaching.

The systems approach applies to learning a method oflogical problem

solving similar to the scientific method. Instruction designed using the system
approach is self-correcting and uses logical methods ofdecision making.
Instruction developed using the systems approach applies rational procedures
for designing instructional programs that ensure the attainment ofspecific

behavioral objectives. The systems approach incorporates ways oflooking at
Complex organizational problems that takes into account allcontingencies
(p-33).: ■;

In addition, the systems approach is a man-made system which follows the natural
order and rationality of the world to interact with its environment. One of the most

famous and vddespread apHications of the systems approachis claimed by Michigan
State University. It willbe discussed inthe next sessioh.

Three-part instructional development model. Systems theory features three

steps, demonstratedby Michigan State University's instructional developmentmodel
(See Figure 1), to guide the developer of instruction. According to Simonson &
Thompson (1994), each step of instructional model includes three substeps or
functions. The first step is called system definition which refers to "start-up activities
that must be planned and organized before the development of instructional materials

occiirs.'' The second step is called system development which "specific performance
standards, materials specifications, and design limits are stated." The third step is
called system evaluation which "instructional materials and techniques are evaluated
and revised." Feedback lines connect with all steps in the process which allow

instructors to adjust the procedures.

Even though systems theoi:>'for instructional design is behavior oriented,it

provides a clear framework for educators in designing or evaluating CAI. Many
instructional teaching techniques,such as preplanning,audience assessment,feedback,

interaction between student and computer software,are derived from the systems
approach.

The role ofthe instructor From the aspect nfsystei-nc thpnrjf thp pirtgf
important responsibility for the instructor is to integrate each part ofthe system.In
order to complete this responsibility,there are three guidelines that teachers can follow

(Newby,et- al., 1996). First,teachers should have the ability to identify the goal ofthe
system. Therefore,it will be easy for teaehers to combine their efforts and functions of

the system. Secondly,teachers should have the ability to"identify the parts ofthe
system and role each part plays in accomplishing the goal"(Newby,et. al., 1996,p.42).
Finally, when one part ofthe system changes,teachers should have the ability to make
changes in other parts ofthe system,and keep the system functioning steadily.

Table 4.

Practical Applications ofPrinciples from General Systems
Theory(Newby,Stepich,Lehman,& Russell, 1996, p. 36)

Theoretical Principle

Practical Application

The goal drives the system.

Identify the goal ofthe instructional system.

Each part ofthe system plays a role in
accomplishing the goal.

Identify parts ofthe system and the specific
role each plays in accomplishing the goal.

The parts ofa system are mutually

When changes occur in one part ofthe
system, maintain the system's balance by
making corresponding changes in the other
parts ofthe system.

interdependent.
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Stage 1: System Definition
Figure 1.
Steps within the ThreePartInstructional Model,
Function 1:
Developed at Michigan
Identify problem
State University
(Simdnson & Thompson,
1994,p. 35)
Function 2:

Analyze setting

Functions;

Organize management

Stage 2:System Development

Fimction 4:

Identify objectives

Functions;

Specify methods

Function 6;

Construct prototypes
Stage 3;System Evaluation

Function 7;

Test prototypes

Functions;

Analyze results

Function 9;

Implement/recycle
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In conclusion,theories provide the direction for researchers and instructors to

practice their professions. From the above discussion about learning theory and

systems theory,it is obvious that students have responsibility for their learning and
teachers have responsibilities for instruction. In other words,teachers should plan
instruction,diagnose students' learning needs,and prescribe the information and

activities which can meettheir needs within these theoretical perspectives. Next,all of
the theories emphasis the importance offeedback and assessment to modify behavior,
encourage learning,and modify the system. In addition,theories offer many principles

as teaching tools to help specific students and learning goals. Teachers should fully
understand and adapt some changes to accomplish the goal ofthe learning. Therefore,
understanding different theoretical foundations may help teachers modify their teaching

style to achieve good instruction(Newby,gl- al-, 1996;Simonson 8c Thompson,1995;
Ellington,Percival,& Race,1993).
Computer Utilization by Skill Domain
Reading

Reading is a written language skill which can be viewed as a very important
feature in language learning. There are three main ways to help ESL learners develop

reading skills: incidental reading,reading comprehension,and text manipulation. First,
he purpose of incidental use ofreading may notfocus on reading,but it involves

learners as they read the textto complete the activity. Second,reading includes several
activities that may enhance comprehension,such as guessing the meaning ofa word

from the context,skimming,scanning,paragraph focus and general comprehension
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checking. Learners may use pre-reading skills, analyze part ofspeech ofunknown word

from context^ examine sentence structure,and speed their reading by Usingtiming
element. Third,computer manipulation ofreading texts"involves the machine in

mutilating a textin various w;ays and involves the learner in restoring the text to its
original form"(Jones, 1986,p. 34), Storvboard is the mostfamous and flexible

application which uses the cloze principle to make students find outthe missing parts
or edit the content by themselves.

Davis,Lyman-Hager,& Ha^yden(1992),who designed Cleartext.incorporate the
Bemhardt model ofreading comprehensipft with six essential components: word
recognition,phonemic/graphemic decoding;syntactic feature recognition,intratextual
perception,prior Imowledge,and metacognition; Therefore,often ESL readers fail to

achieve comprehension by simply using a dictionary. Cleartext.a CALL application
which utilizes the Bemhardt model,provides ESL readers five types ofinformation on
unfamiliar words and expressions. When students meet the obstruction,they can click
on the place they do not understand to get the explanation. In addition,a recall protocol
is installed in Cleartext which"provides investigators with information aboutwords

that readers do not understand as well as about more general comprehension problems
involving an entire passage"(Davis,Lyman-Hager,& Hayden, 1992, p. 23).

Hypertext is one ofthe meaiis to connect an emerging battery ofsoftware tools

and the proliferatibn ofmachine-readable text. It allows an annotation to be displayed
with on-screen text. Moreover,hyperlinks can be applied to anything imaginable,such
as video seginents and pathways to reference databases. Therefore,reading involves

not only text but also an access to background or other databases. Microsoft's Encarta

can take learners to media-enriched target language environments which are facilitated

by sound and image,as well as autherttic reabworld databases: This kind ofreading
application gives a text-richsubstrate for ESL learners with high motivation. Gbbb and

Stevens(1996)state that"as with any appKcation oftechnology to pedagogy,
researchers will need to characterize the nature ofthe reading that takes place when

learners are granted access to corpora and databases and assess what affect this might
have on second language reading in particular"(p. 116).
As networks grow,many computerized texts become an "authentic discourse"

which means that texts are not created by teachers solely for the purposes ofincreasing
students' reading ability. Evidence shows that using authentic text in ESL can motivate

learners(Kienbaum,Russel,& Welty, 1986). However,Kleinmann(1987)argues that
comprehensible inputfor reading software is necessary. Only suitable software can

stimulate learning strategies,such as guessing,self'monitOring,skimming,scanning,

and context utilization,because these learning strategies for specific information
require a modest degree ofengagement. Ifthe text is too difficult or too easy,it will
not benefit ESL learners.

Cobb and Stevens(1996)argue for text manipulation as an ESL reading activit>'.
They believe"TM (text manipulation)templates can engage students at higher
cognitive levels while presenting them with virtually limitless amounts of
comprehensible input in the form ofauthentic texts(p. 119). Besides, working with
TM"may promote awareness ofcontextual help in restoring degraded messages while
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exposing learners to a considerable amount ofcomprehensible input..."(p.117) On

line help is one kind ofgeneric textfrom TM program which gives learners more
relevant context, without giving away the answer. This allows learners to choose
various reading activities which can stimulate their interests; therefore,a suitable text is
whatever motivates the learners.

A post-behaviorist model ofthe reading process allows for interactivity between
reader and text. However,it is hard for ESLlearners to interact with a text because

most activities force readers to become passive. For example,ESL readers do not have
automated component processes ofreading in the second language,such as word

decoding or recognition;this results in memory overload or diverts attentioh away from
the construction ofa text model. Therefore,many ESL learners feelreading is a one^
way flow ofinformation from the text,and they do not have a channel to send back the

message. Cobb and Stevens(1996)suggest"second language reading coursewafe

might encbuiage the autoniatizatioh ofcertain controlled processes such as decoding;

or it mi^tinfonn the learnefabout certain discourse scheniiata or in sonle other way
attempt to establish the preconditions for eventual interaction"(p. 122). TM is one

solution which involves interactive-stimulation ideas"With information processing aild
cognitive psychology. "Text manipulation externalizes the otherwise invisible readertext interaction and gives the reader supported practice in real interaction with text"
(Cobb & Stevens, 1996,p. 123),so readers can interact with the text ifthey use a

computer-based reading activity which provides comprehensible input along with
evoking readers' prior knowledge.
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In summary,ESL readers should have a practice environment that can help them
reconstruct encoding messages through interaction with any prior and contextual

information source. TM programs promote interactive reading with access to machinereadable text,so students can receive more comprehenible input and feedback which
makes reading become more fascinating.
Writing

The computer has changed the waylanguagelearners and teachers approach the

writing process. The use ofthe computer improves the writing process in English
composition and rhetoric. It does not produce better writers,but it does change
people's writing process. Schwartz(1984)states that"writing becomes a playground
where revising is part ofthe fun instead ofpart ofthe punishment"(p. 240). There is
evidence that students who use word processors spend more time on writing,change

their view ofthe revision process,make different kinds ofrevisions,and improve their
attitudes toward writing(Simonson & Thmospon, 1994).

According to Phinney(1996),"the computer-assisted composition commrmity
has moved from a focus on the word processor as a tool to an examination ofthe

interactions among teachers,learners,and technology"(p. 140). With the rapid

progress ofcomputer applications,such issues as collaborative writing environments,

electronic mail,synchronous and asynchronous conferencing,and the relationships
between teachers and students in the electronic classroom are new to the study ofESL

writing. In a new computer lab,all computers are installed with word processor
software and connected to the network. Within the network lab,students can write
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messages to each other, participate in a synchronous chat,orjoin news group or bulletin
board.

more

Teachers can use a projection system to show word prqcessing activity on the board,
and help students adjust their writing behaS'iors into a computer environment. In

addition,teachers have more time to interact with students verbally oron-line. The on
line role ofteachers and students is quite different, Phihney(1996)states that "the
textbook becomes much less important as a pedago^cal focus than the vwiting which

the students produce"(p. 142). ThfOu^electronic equipment and various activities,
writing becomes more collaborative and interesting

Many p

designed their own software when they could notfind

suitable software. Many teachers share the sartie ideology ihWhich writing involves
social and personal processes. Therefore,writers can interact with other writers about

through electronics.

New word process

be addcd tb the text. Students

niay exchange their papers and review others)to give feedback amiresponse. For
example.Prep Editor,designed by Garnegie-MellGn University,is a computer-assisted

comments,and reading logs. Prep Editor allows writers or readers to add comments
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arid fevisions iri a separate column ofthe main text. Through observation,peers give
more specific details and comments by using the computer. It is well suited for peer
revision and collaboration among learners. This kind ofapplication has several

advantages. For students,the writers can receive peer coriiriients; peers who provide
their comments have chances to read other people's text arid resporid vvdth their owri
opinions in the target language. Teachers can niark corrections or coninients after the
papesrs:-}' ■ '

multiple forms. Students can use CD-ROM databases and resources on the Internetto

gather useful information for their writing: Search facilities and engines help students
to"?urf'differerit data.bases on the Interriet, while electronic mail helps students
connect with experts in certain areas and gain details. While students wantto put their

own texts with digitized sound,video,and animation. Students become more energized

by doing electronic writing(Phinney & Khouri,1992). Creating a group research paper
provides a good chance for students to divide the tasks. "These collaborative effects

help students learn the skills they will need in the working world, where collaboration
and team effort are the riorm rather than the exception"(Phinney,1996,p. 147).
The most common activity for ESL writing is electronic mail with a pen pal.
Many reseachers agree that E-mail makes collaboration obvious. It becomes much

easier to send messages to their friends,classmates,or even instructors than having face
to face interaction(Hawisher& Moran,1993;Ronesi, 1996; Sire & Reynolds, 1990).

Peer commentary may combine oral discourse and written communication through an
Internet Relay Chat in which students become sensitive to audiences and have closer
interaction.

Onliiie synchrdnous"chat"involves discussion activity where writers ca^
interchange their opiniohs through fhe: keyboardi. For ESLstudents,oiiline chat allows

them to take time to frame their response,read others' ideas,and encourage students :
who are less fluent orally to grasp the fast talkers. The mostimportant thing is that
more students participant in an online classroom. The electronic environment led

online discourse more in the target language than face to face discussion. The main

purpose for ESL students is to improve their writing ability through practice.
The computer can be viewed as a writing tool,a gateway ofinformation,and a
bridge to link teachers and students. In the electronic classroom,students may interact
with others verbally or in pen/writing,synchronously and asynchronously. Phinney
(1996)states"the freedom ofcommunication that they experience in an electronic

discussion may help students to participate more fully in oral discussions off-lm^^
151). In addition,electronic discussion,commenting,and criticizing led to longer

interaction than paper work. Phinney's students provide a good example ofthe
computer stimulating their interests, motivating the use ofEnglish outside the

classroom,assisting in the learning ofcooperative skills, and developing negotiating
skill to work with a group. However,because ofindividuals' different language

proficiency and computer e.xperiences,software should be provided according to
individual ability to achieve the best result.

speaking

There is no doubtthe computer has been developed more for application in the

areas ofwritten language,such as reading,writing,grammar and vocabulary,than in

the areaoTspoken language,such as pronunciation and speaking. ^A^en^^p^

aboutspegking,commuriicative cbmpetehee is always nientioned. The:purpose of
learning alan^age is for learriefs to feel competetitto produce conversations fluently
as wellas to master grammaticaland rhetorical structures. According toTennington
(1989),communicative competence includes a"mechanical"aspect and a

"meaningful"aspect. The mechanical aspect ofspeech is'To discriminate and prpduc®
the sounds ofa language and to tie these together prosodically in fluent strings of
sounds comprising syllables, words,phrases,andlonger utterances"(Pennington &
Esling, 1996,p. 154). The meaningful aspect ofspeech is"to build as well as to

functions according to rules ofpragmatic appropriateness in a given speech
community"(Pennington & Esling, 1996,p. 154).
Computers may be useful for improving speech skills in the mechanical

dimension ofspoken language and developing competence in discourse genres and

content-based areas. Various CALL input can help learners in different learning stages
to develop spoken language skills both in mechanical and meaningful dimensions.

CALL integrates spoken language with numerous chances for pre-production,in
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Table 5.

Input Types(Pennington & Esling, 1996,p. 156)

I. Pre-Production

II In-Production

III, Post-Production

Stimulation

Stimulation

Review

Familiarization

Monitoring

Feedback

Rehearsal

Negotiation

Correction

Training

Feedback

Adjustment

: :

Many people consider that spoken language training software produces the

"computer voice" which is far from the real human voice and occupies a lot of
computer memory. Hpwever,the method of"linear predictive coding,"which provides
a compromise between the alternatives bfdigitization arid synthesis-by-rule,is a
memory-efficient system and produces a natural-sounding voice. Recorded speech can

be stored,then analyzed by this computer device. Because ofthe computer's capability
to analyze and produce speech,it serves as a catalyst to create motivating language
learning environments. An interesting environment makes input more accessible to
learners,so learners can absorb, understand,and integrate information from the
computer.

There are four features ofcomputer-generated analysis ofspeech input with a
visual graphic display(Pennington & Esling, 19.96)." First,clear and interpretable visual
images ofsimplified waveforms,intensitv', and duration is available on software.

Second,efficient feedback can be delivered with a slight delay which allows the speech

equipment to analyze the performance. Third,the performance is displayed to permit
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learnersto check themselves by using speech analysis equipment. Finally,equipment
should be inexpensive,reliable,and easy-to-operate. The Kay Elemetrics Visi-Pitch

machine,which matches these features(with one exception*- the price)can analyze
recorded or running speech. With split-screen mode,learners compare their utterances

at two levels"either using an average or expert criterion. According to Peimington

(1996),comparison with other utterances has pedagogical value"in helping learnersto
pinpoint and to develop an understanding ofthe characteristics oftheir own language
and the ways in which their speech differs from that ofothers"(p. 163).

The visual displays ofpronunciation can be used for pre-production training,
such as preparing students for speaking activities;in-production monitoring,feedback,

and adjustment; and post-production review,feedback,and correction. Molholt(1988)
finds that using computer-generation to display information aboutthe speech signal has
positive effects in second language acquisition for training phOnblogy. Moreover,it
increases the accessibility ofinput because it is accompanied by an alternative
symbolization ofsound,thus motivating students' interest. However,Goh(1993)

mentions the "vicious circle" problem. This means thatlearners do notimprove their
spoken language at all because they decline to perceive differences between their

performance and authority speech on tape. Peimington & Bsling(1996)suggest that
"juxtaposing two different communicational modalities or symbol systems may help the
learner to translate between them and so to learn something new by pattern matching,
analogy,and reconceptualization"(p. 170).
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Here is ah example ofusing computer-based visual displays to promote students'
speaking ability by providing feedback.IBM Speech Viewer,one type oflangiiagR
learning program,has been tested in University ofMinnesota for traininginternational

teaching assistants. Speech Viewer provides"a variety ofvisual displays intended to
develop awareness ofthe effects ofvarious types ofvocalization and to build skills in

specific types ofproduction"(Stenson,Downing,Smith,& Smith,1992,p. 7). Atthe
end ofthe experiment,students who used Speech Viewer showed greater progress in

tlheit overall pronunciation,especially in stress,rhythm,and intonation than those who
used traditional methods ofpronunciation practice. Both students and instructors had

positive attitudes when students were able to correct a feature oftheir speech solely on
the basis ofvisual and auditory feedback from Speech Viewer. Stenson,ej. al.(1992)
state that"compiuter-based visual display equipment has a definite subjective value as a
motivator for both students and instructors,but such technology is perhaps most usefiil
as a supplement to rather than a replacementfor the human interaction ofteacher and
student in the teaching ofpronunciation"(p. 16).
Listening

The computer equipment and applications,such as speech recognition devices
and speech synthesizers, make ESL listening easier and more accurate. Listening

exercises should precede speaking,so students have some models first. MostEFL
teachers have their own non-standard English accent. Current technologies can make
up this flaw.
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Jones(1986)states that"learning to recognise and distinguish the sounds ofa

language is a prerequisite both for effective listening comprehension and for good
pronunciation"(p. 78). The computer provides not only instantfeedback and score
keeping,but also keeps records to analyze what kinds oferrors learners make and

recominend some useful remedial GALL applications. Before the growth of

multimedia,there were three listening areas: ear-training,general listening
comprehension,and specific skills,such as dictation and note taking. First,eartraining exercise is a process ofrecognizing word and sentence stress. Learners have to

identify the intonation and stressed syllables in recorded utterances. A computercontrolled AECAL system is one representative. Nextjlistening comprehension is
used with various activities to practice learners' listening skills. It is similar to the
minimal pair exercise,butthe items become longer and more complichted. Storvboard
Plus, in which learners reconstruct a sufamary on screen ah^^ use tape as an extra help,

integrates listening and writing skills and evaluateslearners'listening comprehension

skills in a more active way. Third,even thou^ many people think dictation is an
oldfashioned activity,some researchers still think practice in dictation is valuable to
practice listening with the appropriate medium: word processing software and a
keyboard linked with AECAL. Learners can control the pace and repeat the message.
Dictation can test individual listening skills and the degree ofcomprehension(Jones,
1986,p. 78).

Recent technology allows us to deliver digital video,audio,and graphics as well
as WTitten text. Multimedia is the most popular state-of-the-art technology and brings a
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revolution to language learning. Designers follow principles that"reflect the cognitive
processesnecessary to successfully peiform a given lear^^

task"(Clark, 1983,p.

454). The software integrates second language acquisition(refering to Krashen's

monitor theoiy which says learners should Constantly monitor their learning process and
interpretation ofthe text). CALL software provides a monitoring facility as it accpets

orf^j®*^ts learners'input. The feedback helpslearners ideptify their interpretation of
right or wrong,then make corrections.

Brett(1995)lists three listening comprehehsion skills with CALL applications

and multimedia. First, pre-viewing tasks prepare learners through their knowledge
schemata to predictthe context through activities. Second,the while-watching tasks
include ordering,gap-filling,true/false, multiple choice,and matching activities.
Finally,the post-viewing tasks require learners to use memory and analysis to digest the
meaning. Applying schema theoiy to listening approach,leamers' prior knowledge and
expection ofthe content canbenefit pre-listening tasks Underwood(1990)also

believes that post-listening tasks are desirable using the computer to provide feedback

that corrects learners' performances. Brett(1997)integrates many second language
acquisition(SLA)theories,such as Krashen'S comprehensible input,then assumes that

"exposure to authentic listening and reading texts facilitates an implicit process through
which new language and linguistic rules become internalised and can then be

asthmatically reproduced"(p.41). Moreover,the negotiated interaction is helpful for
listening skills because it calls upon learners to clarify their understanding and
comprehension.

Brett(1997)demonstrated how cpraputer applications promote second language
proficiency by monitoring and testing49EFL students. Results confirmed his four
hypotheses as follows:

Learner success rates with Comprehensioh:tasks would be greater while
using tnultimedia than audio or video plus pen and paper.: The greater suCces^^
ofmultimedia»delivered comprehensiph tasks would coincide ridth

language recall. The greater success rate wduld b attributable to the unique
features of multimedia,i.e.,:(a) The ongoing feedback provided by the

multimediain theform ofinstantticks and crosses would act to guide,confirm
and realign leaners' internal and ongoing reconstruction ofthe messages;and
(b) Efficiency and focus would resultfrom the use ofthe one interface which

allows display oftasks,response to tasks,feedback and lariguage mp (digital
video). Learners would regard use ofmultimedia for listening comprehension
as positive,effective and motivating.(Brett, 1997,p. 42)
Listening skills play a significant role in language learning,including

communication skills that serve as a channel to receive new language input. Because
CALL applications stimulate and mirror cognitive processes in order to facilitate
language learning,the use ofmultimedia technology to facilitate effective listening
skills has better results than traditional tools.

Critical Thinking
In the mid-1980,there were two educational movements,the use ofcomputers

as a learning tool and the critical thinking'inquiry method ofinstruction, which have
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continuing influence(O'Connor,Marshall,Erickson,& Vonk,1987). Critical thinking
is a skill that students can use to synthesize and analyze information. Computers can
provide and store great quantities ofinformation. To make this information effective,
students have to know how to analyze,synthesize and apply this information toward
problem solving.

Curiosity,articulation,assessment,and reflection are the four essential learning
modes for critical thinking and inquiry. Each ofthem has different teaching skills and
computer software which provide clear objectives and activities for students to develop
their critical thinking and inquiry skills. According to O'Connor,et. aj.(1987),
Curiosity represents a relatively free exploration ofa topic. Articulation
builds on curiosity to direct free exploration to specific content. Assessment
involves observations ofcomprehension and further directs specific content,
which in reflection involves the application ofthis knowledge to the resolution
of some curiosity fostered problem"(p. viii).
There are five kinds ofcomputer software applications,drill and practice,
simulation, problem solving,tutorial and application software. Each type can be used
to strengthen different types oflearning outcomes with the critical thinking model.
Crosscultural Knowledge
Culture can be viewed as"the sum ofattitudes, customs,and beliefs that

distinguishes one group ofpeople from another"(Zouhary, 1997, p. 1). The purpose of
language is to communicate with one another. Thus,to learn a second language,the
target culture must be provided in the classroom. Because the vogue in Taiwan follows
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the American,such as Glothes, movies and popular songs,crosscultural knowledge can

stimulate learners'interests and increase their understanding. A realistic learning
environment can facilitate second language acquisition along with target language input
(Chen,S., 1996). Underwood(1984)believes that using the combination oftechnology
with authentic cultural contentcan maximum students' understanding and interests.

Therefore, visual and aural aids should be offered as teaching/learning tools. The
content ofsoftware and teaching material must be based on the target language
environment. For example,the contents oflistening comprehension in TOEFL
examinations describe American college life. Iflearners are familiar with American

campus life,the content will be easier to understand. The Internet is also a good source
to learn the target language which provides fast-paced,interactive experiences to
enhance cross-cultural understanding and tactics,and prepares individuals into this
global village(Belisle, 1996;Singhal, 1997)
Evaluative Framework for CALL Software

The availability and quality ofeducational software has been steadily

increasing. Quality,however,does not guarantee that all software programs can meet
each individual needs. It is the teacher's responsibility to select educational materials,

choosing carefully among available software. Evaluation is an integral process,from
initial planning through lesson completion,and needs to be based on the learning
theory. Evaluation has two purposes: reviewing and revising students' performance
during the process,and evaluating the overall lesson(Steinberg, 1992). Therefore,
skillful selection ofeducational software is important for teachers in order to enhance
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the curriculum and interaction(Bergeron, 1990;Hubbard,1988).

Behavioral theory. When students workwith computer applications,the

;

knowledge ofcorrect results orfeedback should be responded to immediately.
Reinforcement should help learners memorize what they learn.

Cognitive theory. "Individualization ofthe rate ofpresentation and variation of

the route students take through an instructional sequence are teaching methods that
should be used in CBI"(Simonson & Thompson,1994,p. 325). Robert Gagne(1985),
a cognitive psychologist,specifies that CBI design should integrate with nine items of
instructional design(See Table 6).
Table 6.

Thompson,1994,p. 326)
1

Gain the student's attention.

2

Inform the student ofthe lesson's objective.

3

Stimulate the recall ofinformation learned previously.

4

Present stimuli distinctively.

5 ■ Guide the student's learning.
6 :•

Elicit performance from the student.

7

Prpyide informative feedback.

8

Assess performance levels.

9

Enhance retention and transfer oflearning.

Constructivism. Activity(practice),concept(knowledge),and culture(context)
are three crucial factors that should be integrated into software. Constructivist CBI
provides learners with the means to create situation-specific understanding by gathering
prior knowledge,because knowledge is linked to the context under study and to the
experiences that learners bring to the context. Therefore,constructivists believe that
software must offer situation oftasks in real world contexts; use ofcognitive

apprenticeships; presentation ofmultiple perspectives; and use ofsocial negotiation,so
learners can be trained to classify, analyze, predict,and create(Ertmer & Newby, 1993;
Woolfolk, 1995).
Svstems theorv. The value offeedback and the effectiveness ofinstructional

sequences are the main principles ofsystems theory. This suggests designers need to

foresee all circumstances and possibilities which may occur when the software is used.
The above theories provide the steps oforganizing and designing CBI in order
for learners to acquire knowledge more efficiently. Generally speaking,CBI presents

the basic concepts systematically so learners can build their knowledge and cognition
from basic to complex ideas.
Evaluation Framework

There are three categories ofquestions which are always examined during
formative software evaluation; content questions,queries about methodology,and
questions about utilization(See Figure 2.)
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Figure 2.

Computer-Based Instruction Evaluation Form

(Simonson & Thompson,1994,p. 324-325)
Material

Title:

Producer/Distributor:_
Address:

Computer System
Needs:

Other Hardware Needed:_
Cost
Backups Provided:

_yes

no

Copy Protected:

_yes

no

1. Content

A. School Subject_
B. Grade Level:

C. Objective(s):

D. ContentDescription:

E. Accuracy ofContent:

F. Reading Level:_
G.Is the package unbiased?

j^es

H.Level ofCognitive Domain
Knowledge
Comprehension

Application
Synthesis
Evaluation
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no

I. Level ofAffective Domain

Receiving
Responding
Valuing
Organization
Cllaracterization

n.Methodology Used
Little

Considerable

A.Level ofinteractivity

1

2

3

4

5

B. Branching

1

2

3

4

5

C. Visualization

1

,2

3

4

5

D.Feedback/Reinforcement

1

2

. 3

4

5

m.Utilization

A.Type ofLesson:

Drill

Tutorial

Game

Solving

Simulation

Other

B. Approximate time to complete program:
C. Ease ofUse:

minutes
Good

Poor
1

D.Help Procedures:

3

4

2

3

4

Poor
2

3

4

5

Good
1
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5

Good

Poor

Describe Documentation:

5

Many

1

F. Documentation

2

None
1

E."Crash Proofness"

Problem

2

3

4

5

Reviewer's Name;
Date ofReview:

Recommendation: Check one box

;,;"'^^^:D..Excellent,->purchase:''' ■ ■ V

□ Good—purchase if funds available

□ GK-purchase only if substitute not available
□ Poor —do not purchase

Content questions. Objectives and content arrnrary ars snhratpignripg nf
content questions. Objectives must be clearly stated. How can this program help

learners acquire language? After the completed class, what kind of language skill will

students be able to do? What level of performance is acceptable? Content accuracy is
compulsory and errors cannot be tolerated. The content of the software and discipline
of the text should be matched, and the software should be free of spelling, punctuation,
and grammatical errors.

Oueries about methodolosv. Methodology is the method of displaying the
information contained in the lesson. The methodology should expand the
characteristics of the computer which "should be based on theories of instruction and

learning, and should incorporate what is known about the target audience" (Simonson
& Thompson, 1994, p. 325). How the learning theories affect methodology has been
discussed in the section entitled, "Theoretical bases for software evaluation."

: Ouestions about utilization. Utilization consideration means if computer
materials can be used easily during interaction with learners. This has two major
considerations. First, what types of lesson methodology, such as drills, tutorials.

problem solving,stimulations,and games,should be used;and how teachers can

integrate technology with the rest ofthe curriculum. Next,teachers should identify the
degree ofdifficulty or ease,because this relates to prerequisite skills and learner

motivation. Other functions,such as help routines and crash-proofhess,help learners to
use software packages more effectively.
Moreover,when CBI is evaluated,technical criteria should be considered,such

as flexibility, cost,technical support,error handling,management information,
hardware compatibility,backup copies,and copy-protection schemes. Before
purchasing the software,the teacher can find software reviews or testimonials on the

Internet,including published books and magazines which give teachers ideas,options,
or channels to evaluate software(Bitter,Camuse,& Durbin, 1993;Bergeron, 1990).
Through conventions,conferences,and workshops,teachers may share their actual
experiences. The overall evaluation ofcertain software can be called"summative
evaluation." Summative evaluation occurs"after the lesson has been revised and is

being used in the intended environment,to help determine how effectively the lesson
accomplishes its goal"(Steinberg, 1992,p. 163). There are two review aids available.

The Microcomputer Index, which accesses through information utilities, provides
information about software; and the Educational Products Information Exchange

(EPIE), which updates educational software annually. Some samples are provided in
Appendix D.
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environment,and there is evidence for much positive learning related to critical

thinldhg,problem sohdngjand erdss-culturalloidvvledge. However,soine p^^
as a tool.

Teachers need to be Wghly involved in using sofivvare,so they can deal with the
difficulties that students inay encounter. However,learning cotnputer applications is a
time-consuming process,and they cannotleam itsolely in tWo-hour workshops.
Therefore,school adnunistrators shpuld spend funds to extend workshops thatenable
language teachers to experience and share the power oftechnology. In addition,some
teachers have a negative image about the computer. They are afraid computers may
replace them. Through workshops,the concept ofthe computer as a teaching medium
should be clearly stated to make conservative teachers feel accepting(Kait, 1996;
Simonson & Thompson, 1994).
Lack ofintegration into the Curriculum

call applications are quite new for most teachers and students do not have

enough class time to explore them. There is little student accountability or connection
with other language learning activities. There are two possible reasons for this
situation. One is lack of teacher training. The other is that the computer lab focuses
on teaching about the computer rather using the computer as a teaching/learning tool.

/' ■
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An experienced computer teacher may help language teachers link computer

applications with their regular class curriculum(Kait, 1996; Simonson & Thompson,
1994).
Financial Problems and Technical Matters

The cost ofsoftware depends on the type ofCAI as well as computer capability.
Most schools do not have enough funds to renew their computer equipment which may
cause incompatibility with software. New technologies,such as interactive video or

other multimedia equipment,are very expensive. According to Simonson & Thompson
(1994),"mostschool systems are not financially equipped to replace computer
equipment every two or three years,as the rate ofdevelopment ofthe industry would

dictate"(p. 134). One ofthe difficulties in school computer use is a lack ofupfto-date
hardware and software. In addition,the reliability ofapplication is a problem;thus,the
role ofevaluation is important(Simonson & Thompson,1994).
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CHAPTER THREE:

theoret:ical principles appldei:)'To teaching/learning of esl/efl

This project is based on the integration oflearning theory with instructional

technology to solve ESL/EFL students' problems, which have been analyzed in Chapter
One. Various learning theories(behavioral,cognitive,and constructivist)provide
instructional technology designers with authenticated instructional strategies and
techniques to facilitate learning. Applying theory helps instructors understand and
predict the link among curricula, application design,and learners.
Comparison ofThree Theoretical Perspectives ofLearning

Each theory has specific interpretations ofthe learning process and principles
for designers and teachers. A comparison ofthree learning theories represents how

these differences can be applied and translated into practical applications in
leaming/teaching situations. From the following table,the differences among these
theories emerge:

Table 7.

A Comparison ofThree Theoretical Perspectives ofLearning
(Newby & et. al., 1996,p. 36).
Behavioral

Perspective
What is

learning?

Cognitive
Perspective

A change in the
A change in
probability ofa
knowledge stored
behavior occurring in memory

What is the

Antecedent -+

Attention

learning process?

behavior -+

encoding —»

consequence

retrieval of
information from
memory
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Constructivist

Perspective

A change in meaning
constructed from

experience
Repeated group
dialogue and
collaborative problem
solving

Perspective

Cognitive
Perspective

What can the

•State objectives.

•Organize new

teacher to do

•Guide student
behavior with

information.

Behavioral

cany out that
role? ■ ;

cues.

•Arrange
reinforcing

•Link new

informatioii to

consequences to

existing
knowledge.
•Use a variety of

immediately

attention.

follow students'

encoding,and

behavior.

retrieval aids.

Constructivist

Perspective
•Pose"good"
problems.
•Create group
learning activities.
•Model and guide the
process of
construction

knowledge.

These three learningtheories are associated with instructional strategies

offer the optimalmannerfor achieving desired results. Even though instructional
1, constractivism has been

Nevvby, 1993)

As addressed earlier,each

theory has a distinct approach to explain,understand,,and assist learning. In the
follovvirig table,each prineiiile relates to one

lesson plan design. hJo theory can stand alone
can

(see Table 8).
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Table 8.

Relation ofTheoretical Principles to Classroom Instruction

Principle

The goal ofihstruction should be

Learning
theory
Behaviorism

■ clear..

CAI provides positive
reinforcement for learning

Application to classroom
instruction & lesson plan
Each lesson should have

objectives
Behaviorism

Each lesson encourages students
to work interactively with the
computer in order to get
feedback and rewards

Gbservable and measurable

Behaviorism

outcomes can be presented

Each lesson has objectives,task
analysis,criterion-referenced
assessment

Pre-assessmentis required for

Behaviorism

locating students' level

Teachers should adjust
curriculum after knowing
learners' level

CAI involves uses,shaping,and
practice to enhance stimulusresponse association

Behaviorism

Knowledge has to be mastered
early steps before progressing to
more complex levels of
performance

Behaviorism

CAI links explicity to previous
knowledge

Cognitivism

Each lesson should begin with
evocation ofstudents' prior
knowledge and learning

CAI provokes students active
involvment with learning process

Cognitivism

Learners can control the learning
pace with metacognitive training
to monitor their performance

Learning can be facilitated by
structuring,organizing,and
sequencing information

Cognitivism

Learners should use cognitive
strategies to organize

Infonnation should be well

Cognitivism

The content oflessons has

simple-to- complex sequeiicing
ofpractice with use ofprompts
Students have to build

knowledge from sequencing
instructional presentation step
by step

information,such as outlining,
summaries,synthesizers

Each lesson has guided and in

organizeq lor maximum

QO cfnriP'Tii'Q
UcpcnQvllL tAfopfipjP
piavUC'C, oU
olUuCillo

competence

can learn from experiences
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'■ :V:

Principle/'- "

A variety ofstimulation

Learning
.^'Theory, ■
Cognitivism

Application to classroom

instruction & lesson plan
A learning environment should

eneourages attention,encoding,

be created which encourages

and retrieval

leamers to make connections

with previously learned

materials. Teaching with variety
is one ofthe methods
Students construct their own

Cognitivism

projects using the computer

and

ivism

Leamers use cognitive skills to
analyze,edit,and revise
procedures;they have actively to
apply what they have learned

Construct
ivism

Interacting with others during
discussion and group projects,

Construct

Students construct knowledge
through dialogue and
collaborative problem solving

learners can construct

information easily

Content and problem must be
interesting and worthwhile in
order to engage students

Construct
ivism

Meaningful text with authentic
sources assists students to

enhance their language learning

Information should be

Construct

Teachers should rearrange

represented in a variety of
different ways

ivism

contexts for different

Using problem-solving skills to
support learners to go"beyond
the information given"

Construct

Learners should be able to

ivism

develop pattern-recognition
skills and provide different ways
to deal with problems

Assessment focuses on

Construct

Teachers design new problems

transferring knowledge and skills

ivism

or circumstances that differ
from the conditions ofthe initial

perspectives;the context can be
adjusted, not fixed

instruction

Teacher employs role of
facilitator

Construct
ivism

Teachers integrate learning
theory with curriculum to

facilitate students'learning
progress
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The Solutions for CurrentPedagogical Drawbacks

Using computei^baseci m^

assistlearners in imderstanding and

acquiring information can tie defined as computer-assisted instruction. When language
learners acquire skills through the computer environment,there is evidenGe for much

positive learning,related to criticalthinking,problem solving,and Cross-Cultural

knowledge. The effectiveness ofusing the computer has been reported in earlier
sections. Here,the most significant features are sunmiarized
From Passive to Motivated Students

The curriculum enhanced with current technologies is more attractive than

lecture-centered learning. The traditional tedious irtode oflanguage teaching can be

reduced by using the computer in the language classroom. Students are motivated by
CAI because ofself-controlled pacing,immediate feedback,colorful images,controlled
content,and emphasis on whatthey want to learn(Walker,1996). The Internet can be
used as a tool in manipulating,exploring,observing,using varioussensory modalities,
discussing,and experimenting,all ofwhich may help to form inner knowledge. Data

show that students' attitudes change from passive to active when learners can control

educational events;this helps students to develop independent learning habits and

logical analysis. Kearsley states"adding computers to an already existing Curriculum
or media is one way ofturning passive learning into active learning"(cited in
Knisbacher, 1991,p. 54). Thus,the computer provides an ideal individual anxiety-free
environtnent for language learning.(Cowan,1995).
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From Text-Centered Teaching Methods to Interaction and Negotiation ofMeaning
Social interaction is necessary for language learning,comprised ofmutual
interaction between students and others. It is importantfor ESL learners to attain
communication competence. CAT software assists learners to become involved in
purposeful interaction. Thus,"learner involvement in authentic social interaction in the

target language with a knowledgeable source facilitates language acquisition"(Sivert&
Egbert, 1995, p. 55). Cangiano,Haichour,and Stauffer(1995)agree that"in the
foreign language context, ... varied sources ofinput represent a valuable resource for
the learner in developing both linguistic and cultural knowledge"(p. 513). E-mail and
online chat are typical interactive activities.

From Lack ofCultural Context to Life in the Global Village
Current technology makes distance irrelevant. Airplanes shorten the geographic
distance and computers shorten cultural distance. Because ofWANs,information can
be transferred immediately. Learners have more opportunities to interact with target

language culture by chatting with people,making pen pals, or participating in
discussion groups from the Internet. CAl software,such as stimulation games^ also

provide real-vvorld experiences to students using the target language.
From Unbalanced Skill Domains to Combination ofMedia

The computer changes the role oftraditional lecture-style teaching. CAl
software may involve graphics,sounds,and spoken applications. Using the World
Wide Web(WWW)has become popular in language learning because it allows learners
to access or retrieve databases in the form oftext files,audio,video,graphics,and
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animation. Realistic examples oflanguage use can easily be found in well-designed
CALL. It can store an extensive set ofexamples or be combined with online

dictionaries(Evans,Gates,&Levin,1991). Even though CALL software is designed to
feature distinct language skill domains,students are still required to have integrated
language skills to complete the activities. After school,students can find self-

teaching/learning online lessonsfrom the Internet or selfiremediating software to
address weak skills.

From Lack ofTechnolosv Supportto Use ofPower Learning Tools
The drawback ofindifference to technology support can be eliminated ifschool

stuffs tealize the importance and effectivenessofthe computer. Fortunately,the
Ministry ofEducation in the R.O.C has positive attitudes toward computer-assisted

language learning,so it distributes funds to assist schools to build computer and
language labs. Learning English through CALL applications and multimedia is not

tedious anymore. In addition,80% offamilies have personal computers in Taiwan.
More and more people enjoy the convenience ofonline searches as a way to get
information. However,online learning activities still need to be provided to ESL
students.

Computer learning offers solutions to variety oflearning difficulties inherent in
current ESL/EFL pedagogy. Principles derived from various learning theories can be
incorporated into effective lesson plans.
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CHAPTER FOUR:INTRODUCTION OF LESSON PLANS

The purpose ofthis project is to demonstrate the use ofthe computer to enhance
ESL students'learning. These two unit plans are based on theoretical principles which
may solve the problems that have been mentioned before. The content ofthe lesson

plans uses task-based approach which means"succeeding tasksdraw on and exploitthe
tasks that have come before"(Nunan,1995,p. xiii). That is, learning is based on what

learners know.It corresponds with the claim ofKrashen's input hypothesis, "implicit
knowledge ofrules is acquired when input isjust a little difficult beyond the learner's
present linguistic capability(/+!)"(Met,1984,p. 520). Comprehensible input that
promotes additional acquisition must involve some understandable material from the

next-higher level ofacquired competence. Thus,ifthe inputis comprehensible,L2

learners can maximum the effectiveness oflearning(Higgs, 1985;Krashen, 1984). In
short,task chains have each task inform the next by a process ofcontinuity. The
content and functions ofunits,"The Internet Project"and"The Oregon Trail Project,"

will help students to develop communicative competence,computer literacy,and
critical thinking skills. Unit One must be taught first because it involves basic Internet
operational skills.

The Rationale for the Design

"The Internet Project" has been designed so second language learners can use
the World Wide Web as a resource to learn English. There are three reasons why the
author wants to involve the WWW into the curriculum. First,the WWW is a place
where ESL learners can interact and communicate with samples ofauthentic English.
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As ESL/EfL leaiTiefs explore;the Web,they have to use English constantiy-not only for
reading,but also for writing and listening. Ifthe instructor arranges students to work
with a partner,learners will be able to speak English as they work together to get the

most outofthe exploration. Tbe second consideration is that the WWW can provide
ESL learners with useful ESL materials. There is an increasing use ofthe WWW to
post materials specifically designed to help ESL learners develop skills and practice
their English. The third consideration is that the WWW can help ESL learners with

lifoitleSs information resources they can use to gather information for papers they need
to write. The WWW supports many excellentfunctions which allow the search for
relevant information. The above three reasohs have inspired the unit"The Internet
Project." This is a computer content-based instruction. The teacher will use Englishto

teach,so learners can get used to listening to English and have corifidence in speaking
English. Through understanding the basic concepts and functions ofthe Internet,
ESL/EFL learners will begin to feel comfortable,and the Internet will become one of

their favorite tools to learn English. Current technology can help ESL students learn
American history as well as English.

,

The inspiration ofdesigning"The Oregon Trail Project" is from the software
Oregon Trail. In this unit teachers will use video,the Internet,and computer software

to enhance students' learning. The purpose ofthis unit is not only to help teachers but

also students with the advantages ofcomputer-assisted instruction. The role ofteachers
can be as facilitators with various teaching strategies. Students can learn English and
American histoiy from watching videos,simulating games,searching the Internet,and
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interacting with others. The educational coniputer-assisted instnictiohal software
Oregon Trail has two levels,both ofwhich are excellent. The interrnediate ESL
students can use Oregon Trail I and the advanced level students can use Oregon Trail TT

in which students need more advanced listening skills. The students'job is to arrive at
their destination alive,by playing this game. Through it,students cian see short video
clips ofanimal life and photographs ofhistoric landmarks in the mid-1800s. Both of

these can share a framework which requires students to brainstorm,negotiate ivith
dealers, make decisions,chopse directions,and face challenges. Teachers need to

adjust the content somewhat depending on students'levels and do not need to design
two sets ofcurricula. Therefore,ifthe class has students in different levels of

proficiencypfEnglish,teachers can give individual assignments according to students'
"abilities.''

In addition,the video Oregon Trail, which will be shown at class time, i.s a 100
minute historical western trek record. The introduction to the video Oregon Trail states
that"the Oregon Tra;il was much more than a pathway to the state ofOregon;it was the
only practical corridor to the entire western United States," Thisjoumey was extremely
difficult to achieve by today's standards, The video includes infonrnation on remaining
trail landmarks,pioneers' diaries,and interviews with Oregon Trail historians. The

video set includes four tapes:Beginnings,Across the Plains,Through the Rockies,and

The Final Steps. Before playing the game,teachers will shoy/some parts ofthe video to
help students to build conceptual knowledge. After playing the game,students will

watch the video to experience the real situation of 150 years ago. Ifstudents cannot
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understand thoroujghly,they may use the Internetto get infhrmation. In addition,
students are required to do a research project about ohe thing which relates to the

Oregon Trail. They have access to the Internet or other electronic books to gather
information. To sum up,the principle ofdesigning a simulation game is based on

cognitive theory which can help students to have positive attitudes. Integrating these
technologies into ESL curriculum will be an effective way to teach English. Through
these activities,students have many chances to extend and develop their academic
skills as well as cooperative learning and critical thinking skills.
The Content ofthe Lesson Plans

Unit One has six lessons and Unit Two has seven. Each lessonintegrates the

review ofprevious lessonsand the new content which is sequenced from basic concepts
to complex. Each lesson has many activities for students to meet certain objectives,the
specific skills and knowledge students should acquire after completing the lesson. In
the beginning ofclass,teachers have warm up discussions to involve students'

background,interests,and prior knowledge^ so they will have opportunities to interact
with others and become active. Verbalinput,visual/demonstration,guided practice^
and independent practice are various strategies thatteachers can apply for effective

teaching in which the role ofteacheris a facilitator,not a lecturer. Teaching materials
include focus sheets, worksheets,homework sheets,and test sheets. A range of
activities,such as visits to the computer center and provision for primary language
support,helps students get assistance. Teachers can assess students' performance from
worksheets,test sheets,and assignment sheets by using assessment checklist,and

modify instruction utilizing assessment to monitor performance.
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CHAPTER FIVE: EVALUATIHCjTHE EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTR^^
Students' performance evaluation can be divided into categories,assessed by
teachers and monitored by learners. The lesson grade is composed ofwriting

assignments(40%),oral presentation and classroom participation(25%),test grades

(25%),and self-assessment for oral reports(10%). Writing assessments include
students' worksheets and homework sheets; oral presentation consists offormal
presentation, group discussion,and interaction with others. Both ofthem have a

standard scoring rubric for teachers tojudge and students to follow. Test grades
correspond to the degree oflearners' understanding and have their own standards. Self-

assessment allows students to monitor and reflect their own progress as they are
encouraged to explore the ways ofexpression that work for them. Moreover,the

section of "teacher's suggestion" helps learners modify their mistakes and improve
their oral skills. The perfoimance checklist, writing and oral scoring rubric,and selfassessment for an oral report are stated clearly in Appendix C.

Evaluating students' perfonnance can be flexible when using task chains. It is
hard to control class time especially having many independent practices and unexpected
technical problems. Task chains allow teachers to modify instruction. Unfinished
worksheets can serve as homework;or ifthere is extra class time,teachers can move

test sheets forward as guided or independent practice.
To sum up,combining theoretical principles with well-designed instructional

formats is helpful for ESL/EFL teachers. In addition,by integrating language learning
with simulation games and the Internet,ESL/EFL learners can interact with native
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I

I

language speakers and the target culture,and receive instant feedback. Therefore,
learning and teaching language will become more interesting and effective.
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APPENDIX A:

THE INTERNET PROJECT
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Lesson One: What is the Internet and how is it accessed?

Objectives ■

1:To introduce theconcepts relating to the Internet

^

2/To get onto the World Wide Web using Netscape Navigator
3. To move around a web page and use links to move to other web pages

Vocabularv: archil',browser,protocol,gopher,hypertext,bulletin board,
frequently,listserv,telnet, ohlinei icon,mouse pointer,surf
Involving students' background,interests,and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:
What kind ofcomputer do you have?
What do you like about using the computer?
Do you know what the Internet and E-mail are?
What have been your previous experiences using the Internet or E-mail?
■Materials:" - : "

'T'.;. ;

The Terminology of the Internet—Focus Sheet I.l.l
How to Access the Internet-Focus Sheet 1.1.2

Hasic GOnimand for Using the Internet"FOcus S^
■ "

;TestSheetL1.4;

A"

'

Teaching with variety
Verbal Input:
'
■ :T;
1. Present the historical background of the Internet
2. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.1.1 to explain the terminology of the Internet
and discuss the function of the Internet resources.
3. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.1.2 to introduce how to access the Internet.

Visual: Use the computer to demonstrate how to access the Internet.

Guided Practice: How to access the Internet— get online
1. Turn on the computer
2. Go to the Program icon, then click on "Internet Investigation."
3. Click on "Netscape."
4. Type in the address to which students want to go. For example,
http://www.yahoo.com
5. Move the mouse pointer over a word, phrase, or picture icon that
students suspect is a link.
6. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.1.3 as a reference, so students can browse

the Internet by themselves.
7. After surfing the Internet, students will have a class discussion. Each

group makes a list of the reasons why to use the Internet and how it
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can benefit English learners.

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
Supplemental Resource:

Make a list ofreference books,such as Dummies
for the Internet:Dummies for E'^mail: Using the
Internet Guide-

Primary Language Support: Students may labelthe yocabulary cards in
Chinese,using a bilingual dictionary.

Take Home: Students write a halfpage on their experience at using the
Internet or a summary aboutE-mail information from the
newspaper,ihagazines,or a letter printed ffoin the Internet.
'Assessment ;^
1. Through the students' summary and discussion,teachers will record students'
progress on the checklist(See Appendix C:Student Performance

2. Next class,students will have a quiz on the important terminology ofthe
Internet and five multiple choice questions about the WWW.See Test Sheet
■■ ■

1.1.4
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Lesson Two:E-mail Project-- Pen PalI
Objectives
1. To introduce the function ofE-mail

2. To compare traditional mail and E-mail

3. To operate E-mail: send and read E-mail messages,and reply to E-mail
messages

Vocabulary; etiquette, particular,application,forward,destihation,analogous,
gateway,envelope,transmit,expedient,component,efficient,
automatic,domain

Involving students' backgrounds,interests,and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:
What is E-mail?

How do you use it?
Do you have a pen pal?

Do you have any ideas to apply E-mail in a class assignment?
Materials

"How Electronic Mail Works"—Focus Sheet 1.2.1
"Electronic Mail"-Focus Sheet 1.2.2

"Apply for an E-mail Address"-Focus Sheet 1.2.3
Work Sheet 1.2.4

Test Sheet 1.2.5

Teaching with variety
Verbal Input: In the first class,the instructor will:
1. Explain whatE-mail is.
2. Explain how itfunctions and compare traditional mail and E-mail.
See Focus Sheet 1.2.1 & 1.2.2.

3. Introduce to apply for an E-mail account. See Focus Sheet 1.2.3.
4. Ask students to send a simple message to their partners.
Visual: Use the computer to demonstrate the procedure ofsending messages.
Guided Practice:

1. Reading the article about the basic understanding about E-mail.
See Focus Sheet 1.2.2.

2. Divide students into groups to brainstorm the advantages ofE-mail;
ten minutes later, students will present their ideas.
3. Group students into pairs and ask students to write three sentences
about their personal background using Work Sheet 1.2.4.
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4. Teach the procedure ofsending a message via E-mail.

1. Type your paitner's address,(send to:)
2. Copy the message to selfand the teacher,(cc to:)
3. Type the subject title,(subject:)
4. Compose a new message.
5. Choose"send"function.

6. When students receive their partners' message,they will read
it and reply to their partner again.
5. Ask students to practice in order to become familiar with the E-mail
function.

,'Mdependent Practice

-v

'

Computer Center: Students will use the computer to process the assignment.

Primarv Language Support: Label the vocabulary cards in Chinese,using a
bilingual dictionary.
Take Home:

^

1. Students will answer certain questions in complete sentences.
(The teacher will send Worksheet1.2.4 via E-mail).
2. After students finish their answers in an E-mail message,they need to
send their message as follows:
1. Send to partner:
peggy@acme.csusb.edu
2. Send to instructor:
hsienyu@aGme.csusb.edu
Assesisment ■

1. Students will send their homework via E-mail and teachers will use the

checklist to assess their understanding about using E-mail to send the
■ ■'y- ;^':message.
2. Next class, students will have a quiz to test their understanding usingE-mail.
See Test Sheet 1.2.5.

Grade Svstem: Students will not receive a real "grade" for assignments, but
some symbols to show their development.

8) = excellent, professional and of the highest standard.
:) = above average, superior quality.
:\ = fulfills assignment criteria to a satisfactory standard

:( === unsatisfactory work; please resubmit after conference with instructor
8(=unacceptable work; not passing
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Lesson Three; E-mail Project--Pen Palli
Objectives

2;

/■
2 To introduce E-mail etiquette

3.To introduce the term 'listserv," "mailing list," and "newsgroup"

; 4. To send messages using a class cottununicatiye eharmel (bulletinboard)
5. To attach files to E^-mail

Vocabulary: propose, recipient, ihtend, identificatibtt, sarcasm, syndrome,
anonymous, haunt, blast, succihctness, peiplex, deyilish, grin
Involvihg students'backgrounds, interests, andprior knowledge
Asks students some questions:

Do you like to use E-mail?)^y Or why hot?
How do you find sorneone who shares your interests via E-mail?
How do you send your honiework which you save on the disk to the
teacher? Do you need to retype it?
.Materia!s^:\ T

"E-mail Etiquette""Focus Sheet 1.3.1
2T4stservs"--Focus:Sheet

"The Abbreviations and Smiles Symbols"—Focus sheet 1.3.3
Worksheet 1.3.4

Testfiheetl.3.5.A;&:L3.5,B\ ■j-V'";
Teaching withvariety
Verbal Input:

:

1. Review last lesson.

2. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.3.1, Then, introduce the E-mail etiquette for
penpal assignment.
1. Private student-to-student communication - inforaial

2 Piiblic cohimunication among the class

fbrmal

3. Private communication between teachers and students— non

^

threatening

3.

Demonstration: Use the computer to process E-mail.
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Guided Practices:

1. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.3.2,then introduce the listserv function:

1. subscribe and unsubscribe to a mailing list
Ex;Subscribe listname[youmame]
2. postthe message on the listserv
Ex:Set listname digest
2. Teach "attach file"function.

Independent Practice:

1. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.3.1 to every student and explain the
importance ofetiquette.
2. Students have to answer Worksheet1.3,4 in complete sentences using
word-processing software.

3. After students finish their answers in an E-mail message,they need to
attach their files,then send their message as follows:
1. Send to partner:
peggy@acme.csusb.edu

2. Send to instructor:

hsienyu@acnie.csusb.edu

3. Send to list:

Listserv@acme.csusb.edu

4. The teacher explains the symbol keys and abbreviation terms which
students will see very often in E-mail writing. See Focus Sheet 1.3.3.
5. After students receive the corrected assignmentfrom instructors,they
have to revise it and send it back for final evaluation,

Respohdmg to diversity with a range ofactivities
For writing class,each week students need to turn in one paper on different
Subjects. The teacher and students do not heed to use class time to state the topic. They
can meet perhapsjust twice a month to share their experiences and suggestions.
Students need to be responsible for their assignments,and the teacher can give each
individual different instruction.

There are four steps to complete one assignment.
Step One:
Theitudents write letters and send thehi to their partners via
private E-mail.The students read their partners' letters and
respond to each other via private E-mail with comments and
suggestions.

Step Two: ; The students revise their letters and send them to a public list
server. The students read all oftheir classmates' letters and

response to them using the public list server with comments and
suggestions. . /

Step Three. The students revise their letters and send them by private E-mail
to the instructor. The instructor corrects the letters using text

symbols to indicate necessary revisions. The instructor sends the
letters to the students via private E-mail for a final revision.

Step Four:

The students revise their letters a final time and send them by
private E-mail to the instructor.

Computer Center: Students can send E-mail to the teacher to ask questions

Primarv Language Support: Label the vocabulary cards in Chinese,using a
bilingual dictionary.

Take Home: Each week,there is one topic/assignment. Students can find it on
the public listserver.
Assessment

1. Students will send their homework via E-mailand teachers will record
students' progress on the checklist(See Appendix C:StudentPerformance
Checklist)to assess their writing skills and grammar.

2. Next class,students will have an examination about the concept ofE-mail;
See Test Sheet 1.3.5. A & B.

Further Information/Activity

Sites/URL's on the Internet teachers wish their students to use during this
project:

Http://www.netguide.com/server-java/NGPage/SnapGuide?SnapID=makefriend
Http://www.emailclub.com

Http://wvvw.yah6d:eoni/society_and_culture/ffiendship/pen-pals
Http://www.comenius.coni/keypal/index.html
Http://www.arrowweb.com/email-group/wwemgrp.htm
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Lesson Four: Using Search Engmes--Inforniation Superhighway
Objectivesr
, . -7.''
1. To review hpw to access the Intern
2:To introduce the concept of"search engines" ;
3. To practice different search engines(to complete the assignments)

Vocabulary: document,protocol,archive,compile,database,routine,spider,

Involving students' backgrounds,interests,and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:

Do you know whatthe search engine is?
Have you heard about"Yahoo?"

Would you like to obtain the most recentISnBA/NFL information?
What is your interest topic and what do you want to learn the most?
Materials

"The Definition ofSearch Engines"'«Focus Sheet 1.4,1
"Dave's ESL Cafe"Homepage--Focus Sheet1.4.2
"LSL Graffiti Wall"Page-Focus Sheet L4.3
Homework Sheet L4.4

■

\ -Test/SheetL4.5 ^

r

Teaching with variety
Verbal Input:
1. Review how to access the Internet

.2. Distribute Focus Sheet 1.4.1,then introduce"search engine."
3.Teach how to get into different sites:
1. Use key word search.
2. Use mouse pointer to the link associated with the URL.

3. Type the address ifthe user knows it.
Demonstration: Use the computer to demonstrate how to find the information
'■".■ --they"want. ' - - '7
Guided Practice:

1. Teacher shows students how to get into Dave's Cafe.
Http://www.yahoo.c0m, then use key Word search:Dave's Cafe
See Focus Sheet 1.4.2.7 . ■ ■

2. Simply introduce the content of Dave's Cafe.
3. The teacher already left her message on the Graffiti Wall. So,
students have to find out the teacher's message. See Focus Sheet 1.4.3.
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4. Students also leave a message on the Graffiti Wall.
Indepehdent Practice:

Ask students to find several irifonnative Websites;no matter which
search engines they use. Students have to write down the addresses of
these sites and write down one thing they are interested in.
Discoveiy Channel Online
ESPN Sports Zone
' I^inenet

Disney Channel
NASA Space Center

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities

Computer Center:

Studentscan get help from the Internet,the instructor,or
they can write an E-mail to ask the onsite expert.

Primarv Language Support: Label the vocahulaiyrcards in Chinpi^p iicing n
bilingual dictionary.

Take Home: 1. Students have to find the assignment which the teacher left on
the Graffiti Wall and also write their reaction on the Graffiti
Wall.

2. Students need to find the headline oftoday's newsfrom an
American newspaper. They will write down the directions and
a three-paragraph summaiy ofthe news. See Homework Sheet
^ '■ ■■

1. Teachers will use the checklist teachers (See Appendix C: Student
Performance Checklist) to investigate the students' understanding of using
different search engines.

2. Next class, students will have a quiz about search engines.
;■ See Test Sheet

.
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Lesson Five:Pizza Project
Objective^:

^■

1. To review and nse "search engines"to find out the informatipn students want

2; To reyiew how to surfthe vvorld wide \Veb,E-mail,and Netscape
3v To introduce shopping from the Internet

4. Toask students to create and order their ovra pizzawith their favorite
•

■ ;•^

;;.-;toppings-

5fToteach how to save andprintthe web pages
Inttoductive Vocabulary:

Students will each bring 10 unfamiliar computer
terrns wirich they have encountered. Put on board.

Top 15 new words become vocabulaiy words.

Involving students'backgrounds,interests,and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:
TVhat kind ofpizza do you like?

Bb you knbw how to order the pizza by phone/by E-mail?
Bo you know how to make a pizza?
TOiat are the ingredients that go intoa pizza?
How do you eat your pizza by hand,with afbdc,or ..v ?
Materials:,/'-:/:,:;
"The Internet Pizza Server Home Page"-Focus Sheet1.5.1

"InternetPizza Server E-mail Oidering,Area"--Focus Sheet 1.5.2
■^Work:Sheet::I.5,3-/^
. , ' / Homework.sheets'!.-5.4;■;//:

■ ://!,/,, Tdst:Sheet:I.5,5/.://, ':- ':y';.

^

Teaching with variety

iTSiiai: tJse the computer to demonstrate the procedures inprocessingthe
information we want.
Activity:

1. Students will search the pizza servers home page by using a key word
search. Http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/'^pizza. See Focus Sheet 1.5.1.

2. Students need to read the directions on navigating each steps to order
pizza over the web using the Pizza Ser\"er Home Page.
3. The teacher will demonstrate how to use E-mail to order the Internet

pizza. ■ SeeFocus • Sheet1.5,2.

;

4. Students need to print out their ordering form, then give it to the
teacher.

5. Students will be asked several questions regarding their research.
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See'Worksheetl.5.3.;

Responding to diversity with a range ofactivities
Computer Center:
Students can use key word search to find other relative

ELD Vocabulary Support:

The pizza server provides vivid pictures ofpizza
and toppings.

Primary Language Support: Label the vocabulary cards in Chinese;using a
bilingual dictionary.

Take Home: Students need to use the Internet to find out answers,then seiid
their answers to the teacher via E-mail. See Homework Sheet
■ ■ ■ ■. L5.4.. ;:y
• Assessment.

1. Teachers will evaluate students' progress by using the checklist. See
Appendix C: Student Performance Checklist.

2. Next claSSj students will have a quiz about the information on the WWW. See
Test Sheet 1.5.5

Further Ihformation/Activity--Related Sites

http://www.cs.rice.edu/-sboone/lessons/title/pizza.html
http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/'^pizza
http://wwwpizzahut.coni
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Lesson Six; Scavenger Hnnt—Review the Concept ofthe Internet
Objectives

1:To review the concept ofthe Internet
2. To access FAQ files in selected newsgroups to get help or information
3.To use "Scavenger Hunt game"to practice the Internet and get help on line
4. To demonstrate collaborative and cooperative learning strategies by working
as a team

Vocabulary: scavenger;review previous vocabulary words.

Invplvihg students' background,interests,and prior knovrledge
Ask students some questions:

Do you like to work with others or by yourself?
What did you learn from the previous lessons?
Do you feel comfortable working with the computer?
Materials

"Worldwide Web FAQ Homepage"-Focus Sheet 1.6.1
"A World Wide Web Scavenger Hunt"—Worksheet1.6.2
Homework Sheet 1.6.3
Test Sheet 1.6.4.A & B

TeacliihgWith variety
Verbal Input:

1. Distribute Focus Sheet L6.1,then introduce the FAQ's futiction and

guide students to the place where they can find useful infprination and
get help.
2. Explain scavenger hunt game rules.
3. Distribute Worksheet1.6.2,then divide students into small groups.
Students have to record their strategies and track progresses. With
limited time,students have to complete this work as soon as possible.
Visual: Use the computer to show FAQs under different search engines,
yahoo, webcrawler,lycos,infoseek, alta vista.
Guided Practice: Guide students to use FAQs. See Focus Sheet 1.6.1.

Independent Practice: Cooperatively search for information to complete the
assignment.
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Responding to diversity with a range ofiacti^

Computer Center:

Students can get helpfrom online experts,the instructor^
or FAQs.

Primarv Language Support: Label the vocabulary cards in Chinese,using a
bilingual dictionary.

Take Home: This assignment will be a real scavenger hunt. The instructor
distributes Homework Sheet1.6.3,then directs students to a
certain site,Http://\vvvwl.shore:net/-mcheung/hunt.
Students have to follow the direction to getthe clues in order to
complete this hunt.(Time duration: one week)
■■'Assessment ■ ■

1. Thehomework is a high challenge which requires students work together to
find the clues under the authors' directions. Students have to analyze the
;

; information hnd judge itstrustwqithihess inbrder to find the correct answers.
Students in the same group have to sign on the sheet which indicates who find

which pdrt of answers. If students can finish this assignment, Ave can say that
their performanees achieve the required criterion. Use the checklist to assess
students' performances.

2. Students will have a final examination to test students' understanding of the
Internet. ^See TestSheet'L6.4.A'& B.
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Focus Sheet Ll.l

The Terminology ofthe Internet
Term

■'.'G: '

;Explanation

.r'V

*

Address -

A unique identificatiqn that identifies ahInternet site The three
t)q3es ofaddresses in use are E-mail, internet (anTP address that
identifies a node on a network), and hardware (MAC) addresses.

Archie

A search program Used to search files indexed and stored on

f,.

anohyrhous FTP sites.
BBS

bulletin
Board

A computer-based iheetittg place ( and its accompanying software)
that allows people to discuss topics of the Internet, upload and
download files, andmake announcements. Many government,

System)

educational, and research organizations maintain their ownBBS for
posting of local news and to exchange E-mail.

Browser

A software program used to look at various Internet resources.
Browsers are either text- or grahpics-based.

Gohnect

The length of time a user is connected to an online service.

time
E-mail

(Frequently

Files maintained at many Internet sites, especially newsgroups, that
provide answers to common problems. Intended to bring novices up

Asked

to speed without posting repetitive questions.

FAQ
H!

Electronic mail, messages that are sent via a computer network, i.e.,
electronically. The messages are stored until the addresses accesses
the system and retrieves the message.

: *

Questions)

FTP (File
Transfer

protocol)

An application used to transfer files between your computer and
another on the Internet. FTP is a special ways to login to another
Internet site to retrieve and/or send files. Many Internet sites have
established publicly accessible material that can be obtained

throughFTP; the user logs in using the account name anonymous.
These sites are called anonymous FTP servers.
Gopher
*

A widely used menu system to make materials available over the
Internet. Gopher is a client and server type program that allow a
single Gopher client to access information from any accessible
Gopher server, thus creating a single Gopherspace of information.
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Homepage

pre irrtfoductory page toa Wl^VW site.

Hypertext

Any tejrf that contains links to other media,such as audio,videOjor

*

-^ ■

'^graphicS'files.

A spiall picture that represents an action that the computer can

Icon

perform. Usually,the picture shows that button does.For example,
the PRINT icon willprobably look like a print(American Online,
1997). :
Internet
*

Ah internet is a network,the term Internet is usually used to refer to
a collection ofnetworks interconnected with routers. What has been

commonly called the Internet(with the capital I)is the largest
internet in the world. Is a three-level hierarchy composed of
backbone networks(e.g.,NSFNET,MILNET),mid-level networks,
and stub networks.
Listserv

A common type ofautomated mailing list distribution system,
developed originally on BITNET,but now common on the Internet.

Subscribers received all messages posted on that list.
Mouse

A pointing device that looks like a small box with a ball underneath

Pointer

together with a chord attaching it to the computer(American
Online, 1997).

Literally,not connected. Used to denote time spent preparing

Offline

information to upload to a remote system,or to read information
downloaded from a remote system.
Communications via a modem or network to a host system;the time
the user is actually logged into the host.

Online
*

Exploring World Wide Web,commonly seen as"surfing the net"

Surfing

(American Online, 1997).

*

Teln?t

A program that allows login from one Internet site to another.

URL

Addressing scheme used to identify WWW sites.

(World;
Wide Web)

The network ofhypertext servers which allow text, graphics,and
sound files to be mix;ed together and accessed through hyperlinks.

means the very important conGept. Students have to know its definition.

iBarron & Lvers,1996,p. 149-52

Focus SheetL1.2
How to Access the Internet
Access

The commonly used phrases"get on the Internet,""sign up for the Internet,"and
get coiuiected to the Internet , are all a bit hiisleading and do create sotne confiision.

To use the Internet,an individual needs to find an Internet access proYidststtd

get an account with the provider.

The access provider niay be a non-profit organization or institution,such as a

university or government agency,or the Internet access provider may be a for-prpfit
company or organization.

The access method may be via your personal computer(with communication
software and a modem)through standard telephone lines,or via terminals wired

directly to an institution's host Computer(this is common at universities and large
companies).
Free Accounts •

The first step in getting access to the Internet is to find out whether you have a

free account available to you. Universities often have accounts available to faculty,
staff,students,and even some alumni and others in the community.Some K-12schoois
provide access for students and teachers,and some states offer teachers special access
■

as well.

■

In an increasing number ofcities and towns,libraries,city government,non
profit community,groups,and computer clubs are offering Internet access. Some
usually limited,access is available through community dial-up Bulletin Board Systems,
such as the veiy successful"Free-Nets." Many companies also have access to the
Intemet available for employees. Ask around,look around,and contact the computer
system staffofany institution or organization to which you belong.
GommerciaflProviders '

Ifyour search for free access doesn't turn up anything in afew days,go ahead
and get an account at one ofthe dial-up Intemet access providers. Ifyou later find a free
account,you easily can drop the pay account and switch to the free access.
Access to the Intemet for individuals has gone from unavailable,to thousands of
dollars per month,to the current situation in which accounts are available for as little as

NT.500 permonth,withmahy providers from which to choose.
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Focus Sheet 1.1.3

Basic Command for Using the Internet

The Netscape Window
Wh«.N»cnp.snm.1.io«te

pageio thePteierencesdialog txw(ciioose Options,

Uniess you havespecified a personaihome page,yp^w

like theoneShown infigumaiWlchshowsthedetauitNetsape wmcome

■ 'page).,'-';

■

TiUe bar Menubar Toolbar location ReW Olrecosty^b«ttoi»
flg.22.T
I» ioA imm ^ till I 11

The iiifferen^ parts

iiiiie

'zm^l siffllfsie

dt* the.Veccape

window are shown

hereontheUenuit
Netscape Conunu
nicatxods w^icpme
o?v

page.

r.>5

^e-r.

^.
Content area

Status messags area

jcncAM finoevrocmom coMmez

TKciuuwor

•!BS3a>J53l

ctavisazmu

Mail icon

S.—

***

rrst<3safiZ-iK«iani

Security indicator

The URL for the default hbine page is the
;■;http;//bpmc.actscapc.cdiii

llhe fbUowinglbt briefly

each window part The remain^ of this

chapter contatins detailed discussiim ofNetscape's features.

■ The ridei«if contains the usual windoW'futictionbuttons (control
menu.Max^
the appUcaribh (Netscape) and thenanied^

^

as weU as the name of

■ ' .you'are'Viewirig^v

■ TheOT«irt fwr giv« you accea to afl the ftmctioiis that youneed to use
Netscape. You can retrieve documents to view, print documents, cus
tomize your Netscape window, navigate between documents,annotate
documents, save files, and access Netscape's online help system.

■ The {oaaion /feW shows the URL of the current document. When you

open a doaiment.its URL is displayed, and the Netscape lop) (at the
right end of the ban blinks Wtifle the document is being retrieved.

■ The ritreOTryiwcajiUgive you quick access to some items in the pitec
" :tory (lienu.'

■ The canaiitarea is the area of the cvindosv in which you see the te.xt of a
document and any inline iw^es thatIt may contain.
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■ Thesmnis barserves nvo functions.The first is to display hostconnec

tlon and documentloading information. Whiie Netscape «ioadirig

yourdocument,itshows the progressofthe differentdoc^enteie

ments(te.xt and individual graphics)that are being loaded,usmg a
counter toshow the number ofbytes loaded compared with the total
size of the document or image that is being loaded.

When you are viewing adocument thestatus barshowsthe UIU.ofthe
hyperiink on which your cunor rests.

■ The
progress bar to the right of the status bar is a bar graph showing
what percentage of the entire dqcument has been loaded.
■ Theseczinry ind/cflror to the left ofth^
key symbol thatindi
cates the security status of your document.Ifthe key is broken, e
current document is not secure.If the key is unbroken on a blue a
ground,the document is secure.

i Tlie mui7 «con to the right ofthe progress bar opens the Mail window
artdxhecks,;fbrnewmessag^..

■ The toolbar gives you quick access to some ofthe most-used features in
Netscape(see fig/22.2>. By default,die tpplbar cpritaiiis buttons labeled
to describe the actions that they perform.You can configure the toolbar

to show pictures that representthe actipnsof pictures with the descnp
tions printed below them,

-

Back

Fig. 22.2

Forward

Reload Open Print Rnd

Stop

CN C*

rhe buttons in the

ooibar are found

.Sl!

■

i^t a.rS t"2"r ~

It the top of the
, .creen.

Home

1 % t , ii- «

Images
'

« •;

"The inferrr^on SupiM^Jbraryu

■a
Km

BroWie Oa« ofOur Siibjectt-.

The

following list provides basic descriptions pf the toolbar buttons;
I Stick displays the precedingdocument in the history list.
I fonvard displays the following document in the history list,
! Home goes to the default home page.
: Se/ood reloads the current document.

1 Imagesloads the imagesin a document if you had image loading
turned off.

I Open enables you to open a URL.

I Printsends the currently loaded document to your printer.
I f(W locates a te.xt string in the current dpcurnent. ,, ,

I ifop stops the loading process for the current dpcument. ,

Pike, 1996,p. 502-505
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"NameC

■Score: -^ /

^

Test.SheetXl.4- ^ ' •
I. Multiple choices:

For each of the following questions, circle the letter of the correct answer or answers.

Remembeir, there may be more than one right answer for each question.
1. The World Wide Web;

A. Was createdby the US military during the height of the Cold War in the 50s.
B. Is currently funded by evil alien spiders.

C. Consists of electronic pages created by thousands of independent individuals
and organizations from all over the globe.
D. Is often referred as "the Wide W"

E.Is typically accessed with a special program called a WoWWzer.

2. To determine whether a word, phrase, or image on a Web page is a link:
A. Ask it politely.
B. Look for a chain icon to its left.

;:

C. Check whether it's surrounded by the colors of the rainbow.

D. Move your mouse pointer over it and see whether the pointer changes into a
hand.

.

,

E. Move your hand over it and see whether your fingers change into mouse
pointers. ■
3. A URL is:

A. An address indicating the electronic location of something on the Internet,
such as a Web page.
B. The name of a hot Irish rock bank.

C. Internet shorthand for Urban Legend, meaning a story that may sound
plausible but isn't true.
D. The title of episode 69 of The X-Files.

E. What appears in the Netscape message bar when you point to a link.

4. To successfully move back to a Web page you visited during your current session,
you can:

.

v, ■

A. Click the Lost andFound button and then follow the prompts.
B. Click the Back button until you return to the page.
C. Click the page's name from the Go menu or double-click it from the History
window.

-L, -T .

D. Click a bookmark that points to the page from the Bookmarks menu or
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double-click the bookmark from the Bookmarks window.

E. Click a link that points to the page.

5. To create a bookmark for a Web page,move to the page and:
A. Click the Home button.
B.Press Ctrl+D;
C. Click the Bookmarks button

p.Choose Bookmarks

Add Bookmark.

E.Link the page and the Bookmarks menu together using the Staples command.
6._Amodem:,:

A.Is namied after Moe ofthe The Three Stooges,

B.Converts computer data into audio signals that can travel over phone lines
C.Is acenturies-old chant used by gurus to locate their spiritualcenters

^

D. Can be internal or external.

i.Perfbrnis much faster at28,000 bpsthan at 14;400 bps
7. To maximize a window:

A.Dress it up with pretty shades.

B. Set it offwith attractive lighting
C. Surround it ydth post-modem paintings
D. Give it the proper schooling.

E. Click the middle button in its upper-right comer to make it expand to fill the
screen.

,

8. The AT&T WorldNet folder includes icons named...
A. Internet or Bust

B. Netscape Navigator Handbook
C.Double Click to Set Up Account
D. Click Here to Double Your Luck

E. Troubleshooting Guide.

9. To mn the Netscape program:

A.Double-click the AT&T WorldNet Service icon on your computer
B.Double-click the My Computer icon on your computer
C. Double-click the AT&T WorldNet Service icon in the AT&T WorldNet
folder.

D.Double-click the Windows 95 Start button

E. Use your mouse to tap out N-E-T-S-C-A-P-E in mouse code.

10.Ifyou ehcounter a problem with your Internetservice:
,
A. Stamp around and shout,'T knew this stuff was too complicated to work!"

B. Check your modem and phone line to make sure that everything is on and
94

connected properly.

C.Kick the next person you see.
D.Double-click the Troubleshooting Guide icon in the AT&T WorldNet folder
and tiy to find an answer to your problem.

E. Call AT&T WorldNet Customer Service at 800-400-1447,which is available
24 hours a day,seven days a week.

II. Please explain the following terminology:
1. E-mail

2. Gopher

3. BBS

4. Internet

5. WWW

Young & Bender, 1996, p.40 & p. 112
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Focus Sheet L2.1
How JElectroaic Mail

Mow El6c^
Electronic maU differs fhsm the other applications we are Ibokirig at because iris
hot an-end to end" service: the sending and receiving machme need not be able
to coinmiinicate directly with each other to make it work. It is known as a store

and forward** service. Mail is passed from one machine to another until it finally
arrives at its destihatidn. This is completely analogous to the way the U.S. Postal
Service delivers mail; if we examine that, we can draw some interesting conciti^
■sions. ■ ,

The U S. Postal Service operates a store and forward network. You address a mes

sage and put it into a post box. The message is picked up by a truck and sei^o
another place and stored there. It is sort^ and forwarded to anoApr place. is

step is repeated until it arrives at the recipient's mailbox. If the recipient s

ox

happens to be in a place where the U.S. Postal Service cannot deliver ^rectly
(e.g.V another country), you can still send the message; the U.S. Postal Service will
pass the message to the Postai Service of that country for delivery.

We can infer a couple of things about the Internet from this analogy* First, if ypu
correctly address a message, the network will take it from therev You needn^
know much about what's going on. We can also infer that messages can be moved
between die Interne^

other mail networks. This is tnae, but the address

required may be more complex in order to get to and through the foreign network.

Just as in the Postal Service, if the destination and source are not on the same net
work, there needs to be a place where the email from one network is handed to
the email service of another. Points of connection between email networks are

cornputers called "application gateways." They are called ''gateways because they
can be viewed as magic doors between worlds; they are application ^teways

because they know enough about the email applications on both sides to reformat
messages SO they are legal on the new network. To send mail through a gateway,
you frequently have to give an address which contains both information about
how to get to the gateway, and information about how to deliver the mail on the
other side. We'll discuss addressing further below.

Finally, before you can put a postal letter into a mailbox, you put it in an enve

lope.: The $ame happens to email, except that the "envelope" is called
hecider,

header is the To:, From:, Subject: stuff on the front of the message.

Just as an envelope may get changed ^
(e.g., a harid-scribbled not at this
address" here, a yellow sticker with a forwarding address there, etc.), the mail
header gets stuff stuck into it while the menage is traveling to help you figure out
what route it took, just in case it doesn't get through.

Kroi;1994, p. 105-106
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'Focus.SheetL2^-' .

Electronic Mail

HearonicMail

,

Electronic maU (e-mai]) messages are dreated by a

puter,their
transmitted
to other
computers,and
read
by oneconnection
or more persons
using
computers.
A major
benefit of an
Internet
is that

e-mail messages can be exchanged on a worldwide basis—students m the
United States can communicate direcdy with students in Gennany,Ghma,

and about 200 other countries. Usually, the cost of sendmg^ e-maif
message to another country on the Internet is the same as the^cost oi
sending an e-mail message to a neighboring city. This makes Internet
e-mail an inexpensive and mcpedient method for global conamum^tipi|Sv
When e-mail messages are sent, they do not go directly from the
sender'scomputerto
thereceiver'scomputer;instead,theyare temporarily
stored on a remote computer server In other words,if MoniQUein France
sends
an e-mail message
to Alex
an accouht
AmericaOnline),the
message
may in
be Montana
stored on(who
alargehas
computer
operated

by America Online in Virginia until Alex signs on to a computer to read his
e-mail.It does not matter where orwhen Alex signs on to read his e-mail

message; at that point, the message will be sent from the computer in

Virginia to the computer he is using.

.

. ,

E-mail messages are especially advantageous for education bewuse

they are inexpensive and fast, and they can be sent at any tm^.
differences are not important because,even ifit is the middle of me night
on the other side of the world when the message is sent,the message will

waitforthe recipientto checkfor messages.E-mailis making telephones
and fax machines less important, and it is providing financial savings for
■ ■ ■ ■ ■, ■schools. '

Using E-mail

Although thesoftware forsendingandreceivinge-mailmessages varies,
most are menu-based and are easy to use. For example. Pine, by the

University of Washington, is very popular. This public domain software
program offers spell-checldng, sending to multiple recipients, and automat
ic forwarding of messages.
^
just as standard mailing addresses must be unique so that letters and

postcards reach their intendedrecipients,Internet addresses mustbeunique*
An Internet address may look like this:

barron@typhoon.coedu.usf.edu

In this case, fierroMis the name of the person; tphoonis the name given
to the computer her account is on;
is the building (College of Educa
tion) in which the computer is located; usf is the educational institution
(University of South Florida); mid «(/«, the domain, indicates the owner of

Ihe Computer is an educational orgmiization. Internet accounts for other
orgahizations andcountrieslook slightly different For example, anIntsrnst
address for a government entity ends ingor; the militaiy is
commercial
organizations are usually cowi. Codes for countries other than the United
States usually are not subdivided by type of institution. Instead, a country
code is used, for example Ui for the United Kingdom or cc for Canada.
Figure 3.1lists common domains and country codes.
: 9^ v'

■ • ■ -,

■■■

-rr". ' -■ , . ' ■ ■

Thelength ofaddressesvaries.Forexample,the U.S.president's address
(president@whitehous8.gov) has only two components after the

The most efficient way to obtain someone's Internet address is to call
the person on the telephone and ask. If someone sends you an Internet
message, you can find his or her address in the message header (after

FROM:).To answer a message,you can use the automatic reply feature of
your e-mail system, or you may create a new message and send it to the
address given after FROM:in the message header.
Classroom projects that center around e-mail messages are very com
mon.For example,students can send messages to peers around the world,

discussing food, entertainment, sports, and many other topics. They can
also communicate with experts,work with tutors,or interact with others to
investigate global issues.

Figure 3.1.
Some Internet domains and country codes.
Extensiorr
.edu
.com

DTomaihs
Education

Commercial Organization

.mil

Military

.gov

Government Sites

.net

Special Network Resources

•org

Other Organizations
: Domains by Country.

.au

Australia

.ca

Canada

.de

Germany

.fr

.uk

France

United Kingdom
Barton & Lvers, 1996,p. 24-26
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Focus Sheet L2.3

Ajpply for an E-mail Address

Before we have pur own accountSj we have to corlnect with the Internet. There are three
ways to connect:

Internet Service Provider

An Internet Service Provider(ISP)is a company that offers access to the
'■Intemet. "

Commercial Online Service

A commercial online service is a company that offers access to the Internet.
access to the Internet for a certain number
access for a flat fee; Online

lily hews, weather repprts and encyclopedias.
I, unlike information on the Internet.

Popular online services include America Online, CompuServe, and The Microsoft
Network.

University or Company
Universities ando

access to the

Internet. Companies often five employees free access.

address.

For example: Usemame@hostname.domain
hsienyu@aol.com

. •••f

Maran & Whitehead, 1996, p. 13
99

Name:

Worksheet 1.2.4

Please answer the following question in completed sentences,then send the answers to
your partner and teacher whose address is"hsienyu@acme.csusb.edu"

1. What is your personal/family background?

2. What are your favorite interests?

3. What countries have you been and what are your traveling experiences?

4. Whatis your experience in learning English?

5. What do you want to learn from this class?

100

Name:

Test Sheet 1.2.5

Porfaeh ofthe Mldwing questicms,circle the letter ofthe coire

Remember,there may be more than one right answer for each question.
1.

A. usemame@computemame
B. usemame@hostname

C. yOurname@myname
D.elvis@presley
E.intemetlO1@ciummies.com
2.

A.Read E-mail messages addressed to you
B. Send E-mail messages to anyone with an Internet account
C. Send E-mail to anyone \vith an account on America Online and others.
D.Reply to E-raail messages you receive
"'rE..Slice'and dice-'';

3. After composing a message,clicking the Send button:

A. Makes your message disappear,never to be seen or heard from again
B.Transinits the message to the addressee.

C.Deletes the entire contents ofthe message
D. Activates Netscape's spelling checker
E. Deletes your current account.

4. To send a message to someone with an address at America Online:

A.Tap your foot really loudly on the floor and hope that they understand Morse
code and can hear you
C. Call them

D. Add @aol.com to the addressee's screen name
E.

5. A nickname is:

A. A cute name that only your childhood friends can get away with calling you
B. An entry in the Nick Name box

C.From the Middle English eekname, meaning "also name."
D.A name you can use when addressing E-mail messages so that you don't have
to type the person's actual E-mail address.
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6. To create a message when you aren't connected toAt&T Worlds

&Build a fire and send smoke signals
B. Create the message normally in Netscape,but choose Option

Deferred

Delivery from the meriubefore clicking the Send buto^

C. Create the message in Netscape and leave the Message Composition window

D.Create the message in Netscape,butaddress it to Hold.Fpr Delivery.com
p.Pick up the closest bongo drum and beat outsome talking drums songs.

Young& Bender, 1996, p. 58-59& p.74
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Focus-Sheet

V

:-/E-maiI'Etiquette

The UseNetis governed by a code ofcoftduct called"hetiquette"E-mail has a set of
proposed rules for etiquette,both to protectthe sender and recipient,and to ensure
proper behavior in electronic messages.Here are some ofthe more important
'■guidelines^--

v.' ,

Read your mail! Many users let their e-mail back up, intending to read all the old .
messages when they have time. This is rude to the senders and may result in you

missing something important. Keep it current. Also,if you find you are gettingmail you
shouldn't, inform senders that you should be taken off their distribution lists.

Specify a subject. Always use a subject heading that identifies your message. This is
necessary to allow the recipient to prioritize messages.

Clearly identify yourself. Don't assume that your recipient knows who you are or can
figure it out from the header information attached to your message. Give your name and
any contact information that you want the recipient to have. To make this easy, copy a
standard, short identification file into your message.

Know and respect your recipient. Even if you do not know the recipient respect him.
Do not use sarcasm or questionable humor unless you know the recipient will not take

it personally. Also avoid the syndrome of assuming that e-mail is anonymous and hence
allows you to say an)dhing you want. E-mail can be easily tracedback to the sender.

Avoid outbursts. Do not get angry in your e-mail. It may come back to haunt you.
Again, many users perceive e-mail as less formal than a written letter and hence they
are freer to say what they want. If you want to blast someone, write your message
offline and carefully consider the contents before sendingit. Your e-mail couldbe
printed out and used against you in the future.
Use proper English. E-mail messages shouldbe properly spelled, punctuated, and
grammatically correct. A poorly written and misspelled letter reflects very badly on
you.

' ' . - ' ';v

v.-

■ Y..

Be brief. There is a tendency to ramble wheri writingE-mail messages, as they often
follow your train of thought. As with spelling and grammar, the succinctness with
which you present your message reflects on you. Long, rambling messages with little
real content tend to be ignoredbefore the recipient has read the entire message.
Avoid copying messages to others. For some reason. E-mail inspires users to send
copies of a message to long lists of users, many of whom are uninterested in the

- .

contents. Only send copies to those who really should receive a copy,otheiwise it can
reflect badly on you.

Don'trequest replies or receipts unless necessary. As with copies to many users,E

mail also inspires the"please reply"and"please confirrn receipt"syndromes.A reply
may not be appropriate, while confirmation notes can be a waste oftime for the

Ifreplying to a request,fully idehtify the origihal question.Receiying E-mail with
the sole contents"yes"or"no"without any indication ofwhat was originally asked can
be frustrating. It is sometimes bestto copy portions ofthe original message into the
■

reply.'

-v., ■ ■

Neyer assume your E-mail is private. Others may be able to read or access your mail.
Ifin doubt,carefully consider whether you want your E-mail contents to be made
available to others to read.

Do not type in CAPITALS.This is the net equivalent ofshouting.

Pike, 1996,p. 345-346
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Listservs

Listservs

Another optionforinteracting wth groupsof

Alistserv
isan
automaticmessageserncetwhen
wusu'ismbetoa
you receive
every
message sCTt to the Ustserv address
you:subsmbe theKds^

th^t you may receive hundreds

short^pen^

you have alimiton the numberofmessages yoursystem can

.

are charged for message space,theabundance ofincoming messages may
have financialconsequences.

-

THricnhprp ?<?

AUstofselected educationallistservs appearson,page 42.Eds^^^

one ofthe most popularlistservsfor
educators bemuse
conveniehtway to meet hundreds offeUow edurators^w^^^
nicationsin theciassroom-Tosubscrihe
^ the
an electronic hiail message to kidsphere-^r^u^^
thp bddv of the
message header, do not put anything^er
\ibst of the

messak type subscribe Kidsphere,^^^f^^^^^^

by your
mana^rn^toflistsemishandledbynomputeij;th^efore^^rmatfor

joining a Ust mustbe exact(Fig.3.4showsasubscribe message.)
Path of messages posted to listserys.
Subscribers

automatically receive
message.

Subecriberof

list posts
message.

sends message to
aii subscribers.•

iiiniiiiiiii

aI
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listserv.
kidsphere-request@yiiis.cis.pittedu

To:

CC:
Attchmnt:

Subject:
Message Text

subscribe Kidsphere Ann Bairon

Within a

begin to flow into yourin box.After you begin to receive messages,you can
contact other people on the list (using their individual e-mail addresses)
and collaborate on some projects for your classroom.If you want to send a
message to all of the members of the list simultaneously, the posting
address is: kidsphere@vms.cis.pltt.i5du,

If you receive too many messages,or if you decide to discontinue using
the listfor any reason,;
to subscribing—simply send a

type unsubscribe in the body ofthe message.

Barton & Lvers, 1996,p. 27-28
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The Abbreviations and Smiles Symbols
E-mail Abbreviations(acronyms)
Symbol
BCNU
BTW

Meaning
be seeing you
by the way

FWIW

for what it's worth

FYI
IMHO

for your information
in my humble opinion

OBO

or best offer

ROTFL
rolling on the floor laughing
RTFM
read the funny manual
TNSTAAFL there's no such thing as a free lunch
TTFN

ta ta for now

TTYL

talk to you later

E-Mail Smileys
Symbol
:-)
;-)

Meaning
smiley face
wink(light sarcasm)

>I

indifference

:->
8-)
:-D
:-\
:-(
:-P

devilish grin(heavy sarcasm)
eye-glasses
shock or surprise
perplexed
frown(anger or displeasure)
wry smile
leer

■-Q

smoker

:-e

disappointment
scream

:-0

yell
drunk

:-{}

wears lipstick
female

Http!//www.iwillfollow.com/email.html
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Worksheet 1.3.4

Please answer either one ofthe following questions. The answer should have at least

five items (by the order ofthe importance) and please state your reasons in completed
sentences,then send the answers to your partner and teacher.

1. What are your ideal qualities to look for in a spouse?(i.e.,outlook...)

2. What are your life goals?(i.e.,family,money...)

3. Whatthe most importantthings which our government needs to improve now?
(i.e., traffic,economic policy...)
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Score:

Test Sheet 1.3.5.A

For each ofthe following questions,circle the letter ofthe correct answer or answers.

Remember,there may be more than one right answer for each question.
1. MIME is:

A. A French guy who doesn't talk much.

B.Someone who uses American Sign Language(ASL)to communicate
C. Multimedia Internet Mail Extensions.

D.A method ofattaching files to e-mail messages.
E. A method ofconverting any file into a series ofalphanumeric characters,
which can be sent as e-mail.
2. An attachment is:

A.A fond regard between two people
B.The thingamabob you hook up to your food processor
C.A file that is sent as part ofan e-mail message.
D.The legal seizure ofa person's property
E. Something stapled

3. To attach a file to an e-mail message:
A. You choose the Edit^Paste command to glue the file to the message
B. You click the Attach button on the message composition window.
C. You send a message to the intended recipient ofthe file, ask for his or her
mailing address,you copy the file to a diskette, you put the diskette into a
mailer,and you mail the diskette.
D.You use digital tape.

E. You choose File^Attach File from the menu bar ofthe message
composition window.

4. Before sending a file to someone,you should be sure that:
A.The person's e-mail program can handle MIME attachments,because
Netscape attaches file using MIME.
B. The person has software that can read the type offile that you are sending;
for example,the appropriate word processor,spreadsheet,or presentation
■

fi'es.

C.The person feels like dealing with the whole subject ofattached files.
D.The person wants to receive the files.
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E. Yotir sun sign is GonapatiblU with the sign ofthe person you are sending the
fileto.r:;

Y

5. A GIF file is:

A.A file that arrives in ajiffy
B. A file that contains a picture ofsomeone name Gifford.
C. A Graphic Information File

D.A file that contains a picture
B. A commonly used file format on the WWW.

6. An e-mail mailing list is:

A.A list ofnames and e-maii addresses used for bothering people withjuhk e
mail messages.

B.A list ofnames and e-mail addresses used for holding online discussions.

C. A list ofnames and e-mail addresses used for sending announcements to
people who have subscribed to the list.

D.A list ofnames and e-mail addresses ofpeople who wantto receive e-mail
E. A good way to get information orjoin discussions by e-mail.
7. To subscribe to a mailing list, send a message with the word subscribe and the name

ofthe mailing list(anid,for some lists,your full name)to:
A; The administrative address!

B. The administrative address!
G. The admimstrative address!
p.The administrative address!

E,The admini^^^

8. The following are common types ofmailing lists:
A.Discussion mailing lists,in which everyone on the list can send messages and
members can have lively discussions.

B.Moderated mailing lists,in which a moderator acts as censor,screening
mailing lists before they are distributed to list members.
G.Private mailing lists, which can bejoined by invitation oiily
D.Announcement mailing lists,in which all the messages are from the list
manager,and there is no discussion.

E.Flames-only mailing lists,in which all messages consist ofgripes,
complaints,and attacks on other list members.

9. You can use the Liszt Web page to:
A. Search for mailing lists on dirty topics
B. Search for information on romantic composers.
G.Find mailing lists that interest you
D.Play Liszt's music on your PG's speakers.
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E. Search for the mailing list that has the most members
10. You should use the list address for:

A.Sending random friendly messages.
B. Sending subscribe and unsubscribe messages.

C. Sending clearly worded specific questions,advice,or other interesting topical
■:messages. ■ : . '

D. Sending messages of interest to most of the subscribers to the list

E. Sending messages that quote a longmessage from someone else, adding the
single lineIagree\
11. A newsgroup:
A. Is a girl's best friend.

B. Is an ongoing discussion devoted to a particular topic that takes place on the
Internet

C. Serves you the daily headlines and sports scores with your morning coffee.
D. Has a name consisting of words, or parts of words, separated by dots.
E. Is the opposite of an oldgroup.

12. The seven major newsgroup hierarchies include:
A. News and Comp.
B. Rec. and Misc.

C. Doc and Sneezy
D. Soc and Sci.

E. Star-Trek and Star-wars

13. To open aNetscape News window:

A. Click the Netscape browser window's Newsgroups button
B. Choose Directory AT&T WorldNet Newsgroups from the browser
window

C. Choose Window"®" AT&T WorldNet Newsgroups from either the browser
window or the Mail window

D. Click the newspaper icon in the bottom right comet of the browser window
E. Click in the Location box, type Hey, what's new'], and press Enter.
14. To subscribe to a newsgroup:
A. Fill out the postpaid subscription card, drop it in the mail, and wait four to
six weeks

B. Double-click its FAQ
C. Click the blank box its right
D. Click the SCRIBE button

E. You cannot subscribe to newsgroups, only mailing lists
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15. AFAQ;

A. Stands for Frequently Asked Questions

B. Stands for Fascinating Answers Quarterly
C.Fills you in quickly on a newsgroups focus, history,and other basic
information

D.Is best when served chilled with a nice glass ofmilk
E.Rhymes with quack,smack, thwack,yak...and that's all. Jack!

Young & Bender, 1996,p. 86-87,p. 177-78,& p. 197-98
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Test Sheet L3.5.B
True

Multiple Choice

False

For each ofthe following qu^ons,circle the cprrec;
answer or answers. Remember,each question may ha%'e
more than one right answer.

1. To open the Netscape Mali window,
you click the cute mailbox icon or ,
choose Mail'^^Qpen Window.
T

t

F

2. Your e-mail address is your usemame

F

followed by@wor1 dnst.a11.net.
3. Ifyourcomputer isn't conneaed to
;

11. E-mail is great because:
^A.It saveS'trees.\ ^

B.It lets yousend and receive rnessag^^^^^
f!a«;rpr than you can Using paper mail.
CIt lets^you cornmunica;e with people aro

AI^WbrldNetSen^

youre-m^messages are thrown away.

F

4. Netscape Mail provides you with

the world for pennies.

Inbox,Outfaox,Sent,Trash,Ghairt

0.It's more convenient than printing out letters,

Letters,Sweepstakes Entries,and For
Your Eyes Orily folders.

F

lickingstamps,and trudging to a rnailbox.

5. You cansend e-mailfrom your AT&T
WoiidNetaccount to anybody with

citheran Internetmailbox ora ^

E Babe uses it.

12. To access your urircad rnad,click:

mailbox on an online service that's
A.The List folder.

hooked up to the Internet(such as

F

G)mpuServc or America Online).
6. Creating youre-mailsignature

-

your handwriting.

mesMges,^te replies to messages,or
compose newmessages.

F

D.The Unread folder.

E TheJunk Mailfolder.

7. You must be connected to AT&T

WoridNetService to read your

F

v

CTheOutbox folder.

involves aspecid font that duplicates
F

B.the Inbox folder,

13. Youre-mailsignature should include:
A-Your phoiie riumber.

8. Anyone who's able to receive e-mail
from youshould have no trouble with
files that you attach by e-maiL

CYour credit card number.

9. Before yousend an attached file to

D.Your life history.

someone,you should make sure that

the person really wantsand can make

B. Your e-mail password.

E Your name,e-mail address,and a briefsentence

thatsayssomething abom you(ornothing at

aU,b^useasignatumimYrequi^

useofthefi^^

F 10. Becausesending e-mailisso easy,it's a
14. The nicknaihe feanire ofthe Mail window's
address book:

good service to turn to when you're
lop angry or upset to write a mlm,
thoughtfiil letter.

A.Calls you mean names when you're not
■ looking.
B. Makes yousound tough in your messages.

CLets you pick an easy-to-rcmember word to
represent an e-mail address.

D.Spares you frorri having to constantly type
difficult e-mail addresses.

E
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created by a guy named Ni(^

18. Match up the descriptions with the buttons on

15. You can use the e-mail attachment feature

the Netscape Mail window's Toolban

to send;

A. Files youve created with a word processor,
spreadsheet,database rnanager,br other

A. Opens the Message
: Compositionwindow
that you can use to

program.
.

B. Electronic pictures.

create a new message.

,

B. Opens a pre-addressed

C Electronic sounds and video clips.

2.

Message Composition

D.Any data that^n be stored in files on your

window for replying to
the sender and all the

hard disk.

other recipients ofthe
selected message.

E. Fruitcake.,' .

16. The format that Netscape Mail uses to encode
your e-mail attachments is named:

C Retrieves your new mail
3.
and places it in the Inbox folder.

p. Opens a pre-addressed

CVaudeville.

1.

4.

Message Composition
window for replying to
the selected message.

;

E. Moves the selected message
into the Trash folder.

D.Encoder.:

, ^Henry. ■ :

5.

19. Match up the following keyboard shortcuts with
the corresponding feature:

Matching
17, Match up the following Netscape Mail window
Toolbar buttons with the corresponding
commands:
A.

A. Ctrl+T

I. Opens the Message
Cornposition window.

B. Gtiri+H

2. Sendsthe current
message.

C. Ctrl+P

3. Sends the deferred

messages in the Outbox

1. Message'OReply

■ ■folder. V
B.

2. EileC£rint Message(s)

D. Ctrl+M

4. Prints the selected;

;

message.
C

3. 51e*=^Get New Mail

D.

4. fileONew Mail Message

E. Ctrl+Enter

5. Gets your newmail.

20. Match up the following animated characters
with where they live:

E.

5. MessageOForward

A. Bart Simpson

1. Jellystone Park

B. Fred Flintstone

2. Frostbite Falls

C. Yogi Bear

3. Hole in the ground

p. Bugs Bunny

4. Bedrock

E. Rocky &

5. Springfield

Bullwinkle

Young & Bender, 1996, p. 92-93
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The Definition ofSearch Engines

Any program thatlocates needed infomaation in a database,butespecially an Intemet
accessible search service that enables you to search for information on the Internet. To

use ase^ch engine^ you type one ormore key words;the resultis a list ofdocuments or
files that contain one or more ofthese words in their titles,descriptions,or text. The

documents;some also contain itemsfound in Gopher menus and File TransferProtocol

(FTP)file archives. Compiling the database requires an automated search routine
called a spider,forms filled out by web authors,or a search for other databases of
Intemet documents. See Aliweb,Infoseek,Lycos,WebCrawler,and World Wide Web
Worm(WWWW).

America Online, 1996
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D

Where Learning EngUsh is Fun!
"Good teaching is one-forth pfeparatioh and three
■V- { ■fburtte theater^
"

Gail Godwin

Sunday, September 21,1997
ESL Cafe T-shirt

Address Book | Bookstore
Chat Central I Discussion Center

Graffiti Wall | Help Center I Idea Page

Slang Page

ir| /Take MeTherel

Announcemeiits:
The ESL Slang Page is Open!
Surf over to the Cafe's newest creation, theESL Slahg Page, where you can enjoy
learning contemprary slang.

You can

World Service Radio.

Goming Soonr The ESL Web Guide!
Web Guide, a searchable collection of the very best ESL/EFL Web sites. Watch out
Yahoo!
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Focus Sheet 1.42.ESL Graffiti Wall

Dave Sperling Presents The....
IN LOS ANGELES

WHERE YOUR GRAFFITI IS
WELCOME!
(Updated by Dave in his spare time)
Add Your Graffiti

Slang Page

;S:g|lS;'i^:There!_

Want to Make E-mail Friends? ....

Ifyou want to make e-mail friends,please don't post here.Instead,go to the
Student E-mail Connection or the Teacher E-mail Connection.

New Graffiti:
Hi!I'm an English teacher in Korea.Now I'm taking TESOL
course in sookmyung university. This is the first experience in
Internet.I'm very happy now.Thanks.
Written by seo-eunha from Korea

hi? i'm always happy, because everyday is new.
Written by moon kyunghee from Korea

HI,NICE GUY OR GAL.NICE TO MEET YOU.IT IS
MARVELLOUS DAY!ISN'T IT?
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Homework Sheet 1.4.4
Headline News

Please use the Internet to look for today's headline news in America and summarize the
news.Please write three paragraphs,then send it to the teacher.

Hints:

1. You can use the following key words:New York Times,Los Angeles Times,Suns,or
CNN.

2. You can use different search engines to go their newsstand.
3. Find out by yourself.
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v;;;

■Score:. ' - ■ ' ■vr

■; Test Sheet 1.4.5

Multiple choices: :

,v;

each of the following questions, circle the letter Of the correct answer or answers.

Remember, there may be more than one right answer for each question.

1. Ifamagazine article tells you about a great new Web page, youcan check it out by:
A. Showing the article to NetScape and typing Go fetch.

B. Clicking inside the Location box, typing the Web page's URL, and pressing
' :-■

' -.Enter.

Cv0

your eyes, breathing deeply, and, like,letting your mindjourney to

the URL, man.

D. Using a Web search program to locate the page and then clicking the page's
■■^■ -0; ■ ■ '-'link.';

B. Playinghard to get with the Web page until it eventually comes to you.
2. To locate a word or phrase on a Web page:
A. Use the vertical scroll bar to carefully examine the page.
B.
your screen.

D.

■ - ■ ■ ■ '■ ', 'E.-'

3. Some of the programs you can use to search the Web are:
A. Yahoo!, Lycos, andMagellan
B. Yippee, Sneezy, andDopey
C. Huey, Dewey, andLouie.
; ■ D. AltaVista,Excite, and Savvy Search
E. Hide & Seek, Lost 'NFound, and Catch MeIf You Can
4. To print a Web page:
A. Press Ctrl +P twice - :

B. Choose Edit
C. Choose Print

Print and click the Print button
Go

D. Click the Print button and click OK
E. Choose File ^ Print and Click OK.

5. To save a Web page:
A. Pray for it nightly
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B.Click the Save button;type a mename^and click ok; :

C.Choose File

r

Save As,select a file type using the Save astype box,type a

filename in the File name box,and press Enter
D.Choose Bookmarks

Add Bookmark

E.Invest it in a low-risk,high yield bond
6. Some differences between text files and HTML files are;

A. Text files contain sugar and spice and everything nice,butHTML files
contain snips and snails and puppy-dogs'tails.
B. Textfiles are saved with the File Save As command,while HTML files
are saved with the File ta'.Save HTML command

C. Textfiles always end in"TXT"while HTML files always end in"HTML"

D.Text files are stripped ofspecial formatting codes and can be used by any
program,while HTML files retain the look ofthe Web page and can be
viewed only with special programs such as Web browser.

P;None ofthe abovej text and HTML are both phoney-baloneyjargon words
that mean the same thing.
7. To get,or download,a file from the Web:

A.Swipe it when nobody's looking and hope you don't get caught.
B.Offer one ofyour own files to the Web and try to work a trade.

C.Choosej;ile

Download,type a filename in the Download To box and press

Enter.

D.You don't get down from a load,you get down from a duck

E. Click the file's link,click the Save To Disk button on the Unknown File Type
dialog box,select an appropriate folder using the Saving As dialog box,and
press Enter.

Young & Bender, 1996,p. 138-40
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Paae :

The Internet Pizza Server Home Pane

•\ • ^4f-

TheInternetPizzaServerHomePage

.5:

Somethinggoodforyournerveendin^.m
■ ■ ■.

Visitors since October, 1995:261343

Greetings to ww-td48.pnHcy.aoIxoin
gjkMACHlAN
"aSTARSriE
Pjfvrr

Pizza ServerNem:Somefoolsare going to courttoprove thatyoudon't have therighto

peoples'pages
withoutpermission. This is, inour opinion, con^lete andtot ..a
inventedthat describes how complete andtotally whaxever^it'is this is^ vti is one.

,

p

j

total one, at that.

Here
is oar stance:youhave every right to link to anyplace you want^ Toudont
tolinktothePizzaServerPage(Ofcourse,youhavetoaskifyouwanttocmsomethmgfr^^^
but that's different.)

The idiotic money-grubbinglawyersfrom the major news

when

case obviouslyiLeno clue how the web works. We're convincedthey'llbe thefirst against the wall when
the revolution comes.

"The eyeballs are stale andmost oftfae legos are broken!!"-Cap^Kooi-Aid
General informatioii and documents
^ What is this Pizza Server thing, anyway?
^Help withorderingptTza over the Web
^Help with ordering
via e-mail
^ What are
anyway?
^How to use Domino's

for something usefiil ^

^ A description ofother e«mail features ofthe server
^ View a sample pizza
^ The current toppingmenu

^Pizza Hufs been SUED!
^u , .
Read our Deciamrinn of War posted to billions ofnewsgroups around the planet
Additional information and credits

^The www Pizza Server Ordering Area
^Order and view a oizz^ over the Web!

lu

^ Order an e-mail pj'rra through the Web—straight to your raai ox...
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The Internet Pizza Server Home Page

'

Page 2

Other Services Provided by the Pizza Server
The play-by-^mail King ofthe Hill Corewar Tournament.
The IPS Magical Site ofthe Moment!-The sites >vg think are COOL!
The IPS Voting Booth-Trv it!

Other Pizza WWW Sites

The Internet Pizza Server Gift Shop
View the Pizza Server Logo
View the Pizza.Server Logo MPEG

Download the Pizza Server Lngn FLT animation(yizzaflLzip)

View halfofthe Pizza Server Logo FLI animation as a Server Push animation
Read what's scribbled on the current Gift Shoo Wall

Scribble something on the Gift Shop Wall
Read old Gift Shon Walls

Pizza Server In The News
Read the Dallas Morning News column that mentions the Pizza Server

Read the Orion article(school paper)about the server
Read the Raleigh News& Observef report that mentions the server
Read the class assignment that uses the pizza server as an example!

The InternetPizza Server is maintained by Beei(beei(a).ecst,csitchico,edu)and The InternetPizza Server
Elves

Hall, 1996

Http://www2.ecst.csuchico.edu/~pizza
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Internet Pi77a Sender—Order Here

Page

Please select the toppings you would like to chovv down on...don't hold back! We need your niohey! A piping
hbt pizza \yill be deli\'ered7(:>_vowr /»a//6av before you can count to 300 billion!

We mu.st have your e-mail address!It is 100% required! We're not going to deliver this to an\place e.xcept
your mailbox! And dpn't bother pranking pizzas to your friends or enemies. We knowyou can do it witli
xmx^^lc^oh.Don'tbeadork,

you want to order and\iew the pizza strictly"via the Web(not via e-mail)click her^
Note that wur e-mail address

match the e-mail address that your mailer will attach to the veiification

message reply.Ifit doesn't match, you may get a "you havent placed an order" error message. To avoid tliis
problem,you can set the ''Reply-To:"field in your verification reply mail header to the same address you
,.^specifybelow.
Enter vourfull e-mail address j

Select your mailer encoding preference:! UUencI led
Select your desired image tvpe:.!
Select the size pizza vou Would like:!Larl I

Wliat vvould you like on your pizza?
Meats!;;.

.

'OBacon Bits' nBeef .

OBeetl^s Hcahaaia Bacon

: .:;PEyeballs/ ■ Dsoblins' □Kittens OPepperoni'
□pork;
□salami > □sausage □Fingers
■ ■ ■■□curly :
Veggies! ■ ■ ■

•

□sarlick,.,Qjr:een relives ..□Green •pepp'=:n, □F4ushrooms •
. Ojlives" ' DDhions
V □Pineapple.; ' CDRed . Pepper'

Breakfast!

; ■ □Saccn- OEggs □loai
Spoiiing Goods!
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internet Pizza Setver-^Qrder Here;

/

r '

Page'

CUBasebalis CZlBasketballs ^Footballs ..pGolfbal
QTennisballs''■■

Junk Food! ,

•DQuik

QAltoids. Qpizzas . nPoptartz:^'',/^
,

/

Hardware!'

:iZlBoits EjHaininers QNails GKuts , . .

v

,

Aphrodisiacs!

■ •■ ■ ■ ■ [IlGreen.'M&Ms,r ■

' '

"

.

: , ' ''

ODisks . CDLegoS v . IZ]Roadsigris
Qsinks,
□Smiles 03 Balls □Firecra.ekers Pcandles,

Click

Order pizza

or

Start Over

to clear your order and start over.

. ■ :l^;';\.Hall,:.1996''
Http://wvvw2.ecst.csuchico.edii/~pizza/pizzainail.htmI
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Name:

Worksheet 1.5.3

Pizza Project

Please explain these terms by using the InternetPizza Server-Pizza Help
1. What are "Beei-Bux?"

2.WhatisIPS?

3. What does"uuencode" mean?

4.Please name various kinds oftoppings.

5. What did you learn from today's class?
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Homework 1.5.4

1.1 wantto buy a book called"Grammar Dimensions." The author is Stephen Thewlis.
The publisher is Heinle & Heinle Publishers. Would you tell me where I can order
his book? (Hint: use the publisher name)
2. Tomorrow is Mothers'Day. I wantto buy a dozen roses for my mother. I heard
someone said the flower price won't change a lot online and is cheaper than the
market price. Would you tell me how can I order fresh flowers?

3. Next month,I will have a ten-day vacation. I wantto come to America to visit my
friends,but I don't wantto order an airplane ticketfrom the travel agent because they
charge service fees. My friend told me that I can use the Internetto buy a ticket.
Would you find outfor me?

After your search, please send an E-mail tome:
hsienyu@acme.csusb.edu
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Score:-,
Test Sheet 1.5.5

For eachofthe foliowitig questions,circle the letter Ofthe corfebt answer or answers.

Remember,there may be more than one right answer for each question.
1.In access Web pages more qiiickly,you can:
;

A.Line the pages toward you withsw^
B.Saythe rnagic words open S'cz me five times fast.

C.Upgrade your PC system by adding memory,installing a speedier modem,
and/or buying a machine with a fast CPU.

D.Choose Options

Auto Load Images to turn this option off.

2.IfAuto Load Images is turned off, you can still view a Web page's pictures by:
A.Pressing Ctrl+I
B. Clicking the Images button

C Clicking the Hubba Hubba button
D.Choosing View^Load Images
E. Choosing Images^Load Thousand Words.

3.Elements you can remove from the Netscape window include:
A. The lace curtains
B. The Toolbar buttons

C. The Directory buttons
D. The Location box

E.;ThexlownfaCe

\

4. Clicking the Open button in Netscape:
A.Make Netscape communicate with you more frankly and openly
B. Opens the front door ofyour neighbor's apartment across the hall.
C.Leads to treasure,40 thieves,and a magic lamp
D.Reverses the effects ofthe Close button

E. Opens a Location box that lets you enter a URL

5. Clicking the Reload button in Netscape:
A. Restart your computer
B. Allows Netscape to refuel itself with tasty Web data.

C.Forces Netscape to update a Web page that may have changed since you last
accessed it.

D. Is useful for getting information from Web pages that change frequently
(such as pages containing news reports or stock market prices).
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<

E. Continues a file download operation that was interrupted by your catjumping
on your keyboard.

6. The preferences dialog box lets you:
A. Select the fonts Netscape uses to display Web page text.

B. Select the colors Netscape uses to display Web page links
C. Change your eye color from brown to baby blue.
D.Choose which Web page you go to after you fire up Netscape
E.Recover from a bad hair day

Young & Bender,1996,p. 152-53
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«/

Worid Wide Web FAQ

Focus Sheet 1.^1WWWFAQ^s Homepage

e■

V

Pacei

J--4

World Wide Web FAQ
Copyrigjit 1994,1995,1996,Thomas BouteU

BouteU Coin,

the ianguage of your choice.

ThisFAQ consistsofmanyfiles.By popularrequest,itis now availableasanMSDOS
^a
comnressed tarfile,and asasingle,largetextfile.Ifyou havetrouble browsmgHTMLfilesoffline under
Ofcourse,to

Gontents
• About this document
Recent changes to the FAG

• Introduction to the World Wide Web
• Obtaining and using web browsers
• Establishing and using web servers
• Authoring web pages,images and scripts
• Other resources aboutthe Web
■ ♦
Credits
■ ■ ■:

Overview ofthe World Wide Web
Contents:
• Whatisthe Web?
• Whatis a URL?

• Whatare SGML and HTML?
• Whatisthe W3consortium?

• How can l access the Web?
• Whatis available through the web?

• Where isthe subject catalog ofthe Web?
• How can I search thr^"gh AT T web sites?
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World Wide'Web'iFAO^'

^

■ T;'-'i.' - ;

' ■ ■' '

• Can I calch a virus from a web page?
• How can rfind out when a web page has changed?
• How do I publish on the Web?
• Who uses the Web?

■

* What is VRML?
• What is Java?

• What can I do to protect mv legal rights on the web?

Obtaining and using^^ w^ browsers
• Brokers accessible bv telnet
• Obtaining Amiga browsers
• ObtainingMacintdsh browsers
• Obtaining NeXT browsers

• Obtaining Unix and VMS browsers
• Obtaining VM/CMS browsers

• Obtairiing Microsoft Windows and OS/2 browsers
• Obtaining X Window System /DecWindows browsers
• Obtaining Acorn RISCQS browsers
• Obtaining batch-mode "browsers"

• I can't get SLIP orPPP.I want web access Ts there a way?

• Ganibrowse HTML files locally when Fm offline?
• How can 1 access the Web through a firewall?

• rm ninning XMosaic. Whv dbh^ niv extern^ viewers work?
• I have a WindowsPC or a Mac. Whv can't I access WAIS URLs?

• How do I convertHTML to(plain ASCIL PostScript,other printable formats)?
• How can I save an inline image to disk?

• How can I send newsgroup posts in HTML to mv web browser?
• How can I get sound from the PC speaker with WinMosaic?

Establishing and using web servers
■Oontents:'

■

• Amiga servers

.

• Macintoshservers .
• MS-DOS andNovellNetware servers

. ' • Unixservers
• VM/CMS servers
• VMS servers
• IBM OS/2 Servers

• Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 95 Servers
• Microsoft Windows 3.1 Servers
• Servers for Embedded Applications

• CanIserve two domains from one server?
• Comparison: which server is best?
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"

World Wide Web FAQ

—

• How fast does mv connection have to be?
• How can I make mv web site searchable?

• How can I get mv server to recognize both htm arid.html?
• Do I have to approve every imagemap Tny users create?
• CanI safely allow mv users to run their nwn CGI scripts?
• Can I lease space on an existing server?
• How can I keep robots offmv server?

• How do I publicize mv server?
• How can I secure access to mv server?

• Can I prevent others from studving mv HTML?
• How can I keen statistics on mv server?

• How can I serve TWord documents Excel spreadsheets .]through my server?

Authonag web pages,imagesarid scripts
'Contents:':.";" ;■ V. ■ .
• Overview: how to create web documents
• WritingHTML documents vourself
• HTML editors
• Converting other formats to HTML
• Checking web pages for errors

• How caiiI''include" one HTMB^ document in another?

• How canIinclude a 'Txick" button in my web page?
• How canIcreate a background and choose mv own text colors?
• Generating web pages fiom a programlCGR

• How canIkeep "state" information between CGI calls?
• How canIidentify the user accessinfy my CGI iscript?
• Mv CGI script doesnt work! Whafs wrong?

• How canIkeep mv document from bein^ cached?
• How CM users send me comments and/or email?
• How canIcreate fill-out forms?

• Are HTML 3.0 tablesTeadv? Are there other options?
• How canIuse inline images without alienatingmv users?
• CanT create animations in mv web p^?

• How canIdistribute audio through the web?
• How canIgenerate inline images on die fly?
• What is HTML 3.0?

• How doIcomment anHTML document?
• How doICreate clickable image maps?

• How canIcreate transparent andinterlaced GIFs? What are they?

• Why do mv transparent GIFs look (grainy, chunky, not so transparent)...
• Which is better for the web. JPEG or GIF?

• What is a progressive JPEG? How canIproduce progressive JPEGs?
• CanIlease space on an existing server?

• CanImake a link that doesnt load a new pa^?
• How canIredirect the browser to a new URL?

• How can the user download binaries from mv server?

• How canImirror part of another server?
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World Wide Web FAO;

——

—

—

*

• Does mailto: work in all browsers?
^
.
• How can I servefWord documents.Excel spreadsheets...]through iriy server.,
• How do I publicize mv work?

• Hev.why cantI write a web-exploring robot?
• Where can I getan access counter fdr mv page?

other resources about the Web
, Cpntents:\'\

;■vV:v/z:

-

• Books about the Web
• Mailing lists about the Web
• Newsgroups about the Web

• IRC channels about the WebYreal-time chat)

(Gredits

Boutell,1996

Http://\v\vw.boutell.com/faq
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Focus Sheet1.6.2

This is a class activity which is designed to be both FUN andEDUCATIONAL(yes,
both are possible atthe same time!)Working v\^th apartner,try to find the answers to

these 10 questions.:^en you have foundthem,checkthem with yourteacher. You will
be able to find the answers to allofthese questions within afew rnouseclicks fiom your
starting point-theLinguaCenter home page. By reading the LinguaCenter home page
carefully and byfollowing the blue links strategically, you will be able to answer
thesequestions. Number a piece ofpaperfrom 1 to 10 to record your answers andgood
luck!

Useful Tip: Ifyou are using Netscape,then under the "File" Menu,
seIect"New Window"and move it to the right ofyour screen so that
you can look at thequesfioris while you are searchingfor the
information-pretty handy,eh?

1.

What is Netscape? What does it do?

What is the fastest way to return to a Web Page you have
already lookedat during a Netscape session?

4. :yv-

'yy"- ^'''y

y,-.

■y:'''y'y; 

yWhaf are three ways that the World Wide Web can help you in
your studyof English?

rs.';, / -y^y,.'; y.y y,,

^ .yy;y'^;yy' ■y-y '.^y' ': ' : yy" r-y^y-"- ^y- ' ■ ..y' '/i'- ' ' y'y

What is Lycos?

6.

yy,-'- y/ '.yy ;y'-.yy:,. : v

yy-yyyyy
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.■'y\:, -yyy ./:r' .

-y- ;.

^hatis the title ofthe article in the Titne Magazine ofJanuary
16,1995that discusses'stupid things you can do on the Internet'?
■7.:

researchextensively?

What does President Clinton's cat, Socks, look like?

ArtMuseuni during Spring Break?

starred in?

scavenger hunt or better yet, if ypu'reusing Netscape, select "New
Window'' Under the ''File menu to open a new window tOwork in!
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HOW

TO

P I* A Y

computer do the work?

Youfffind a lis,of

»pda»lq»=<i"n^

isn'talwayseasytofind,butwehaventhad muchluckstumpmg playersso
Wheneveryou'rereadyO'oushould haveaURLininind~
foratleast^neofthe possibleansweis.Man^

thmigh,vt

don't worry ifyolff URL doesn't match thesu^

BynoWyodtetMridng-OkaK^
diioiowlodgoofajob wdldone.Oh-and youTlba«ooriKpeoaSee,«toldyoo.tMS

NomVbidv-hineprohibiKd;.^^^
theyVc wornsincethe 5ps.
Now get CTackin^.

V I MS L I5

A

C H B q N g I J 0 SL R I 3 9 S H G|

Cheung&Risberg,1997

Http-y/www1.shore.pet/-mcheunffihunt
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the Hunt- CurrentQuestions

^

C U R R E N T

Q u E St I O N S

These are Round I's now-outdated questions.Round 1 ended MayiSth;

What's the last nptie ofthe brothers whohave a weekly riadio show about c£u
maintenance?[2 points]

.

What are die names ofthe two people who explored an abandoned underground missile
base and created a Web site about it?[2 points]

Who w^the actress who played"Cindy Brady"in die 1988 hit TV movie.4 Very Brady
C/im/OTctj?[1 point]

Find a site thatfocuses on the Boston graffiti scene.[1 point]
Who wrote the Internet talker program called"EW-too"?[2points]
What record label did "The Housemartins"record on?[1 point]

Find a MIDIformat version ofthe song Y.M.C.A.[2 points]
Find a proofofthe Pyth^orean theorem.[1 point]

What state was the author ofthe storyViisr
Afe bom in?[3 points]
Who's playing OpheUa in an upcoming movie version ofifu/»/c/?[l point]
Which U.S. state's state tree is the pecan?[2 points]

What's the regular adult admission price at the Royal Ontario Museum?[1 points]
Name the female author ofan onlinejournal called"The E Files?"[3 points]
What can you do atthe site called"PhoNETic?"[1 point]
What was the "Cool Canadian Site ofthe Day"for December 14,1995?[1 point]
What city is home tothe(American)Snack Food Association?[1 point]
Whatfamous Jerry Lewis comedy is due to be re-made in 1996?[2point]
Find a mtorial on how to toilet-train your cat.[1 point]

Find a U.S.Form 1040(income tax)m Adobe Acrobatformat[2 points]

Find a photo ofthe rarely^seen camera robotin Mystery Science Theater 3000.[1 point]
■

BONUS

'

Whatis name ofthat guy who lives widi diat woman in that book?[24 points]
>'

j ME L I S S A

I^t updatedMay 15, J996.

C H g q N G|JO E t
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R I SB ERG|

Page 1

The Hunt- Current Questionis

C U R R E NT

QUEST T

Round 2will end on June30th.The next round will havesome significantchangesin the way The
;';-Huhtis-played.',

When you have an answergoto thesubmit page.Andremember,you dontgetc^tforan answer unless
you include the exactURL forthe page where youfound it
Note:New questions are added atthe bottom.

Find a page with the population ofthe village Chickaloon,Alaska [1 point]
Find an explanation ofthe origin of"random acts ofkindness."[2points]
Whatis the streetlocation ofa recently excavated African American burial ground in a
major northeastern U.S. city?[2 points]

Dtiring which Chinese dynasty wasthe French military leader Joan ofArc bom?(you
may need 2URLs)[2 points for2URLs,5 points for 1 URL)]
Find a image ofthe fl^ ofEritrea.[2 points]

.

Who is the voice of"James"in Disney'sJamesand the GiantPeach![1 point]

What's the protagonist's nickname in the shortstory"A Good Man Is Hard To Find"?[2
In what field did author Amy Tan receive her master's degree?[2 points]
Name two rules from the game"Questions"in the play Rosencrantzand Guildenstern
Are Dead.[3 points]

Find the street address ofThe Gap,Inc's corporate headquarters.[2 points]
What anrondissement is theLouvre in?[1 point]

Who said,"The toungue ofman is a twisty thing."[2 points]
Find the ingredients forPurina(R)Cat Chow.[2 points]

In the book Curious George Rides aBike,George helps a boy deliver newspapers. What
was the name ofthe newspaper?[3 points]

.

.

.

. „

Whatsort ofanimal by-product do many ballet dances use inside oftheir pointe shoes?
[3 pointsl

Whatis the common name for the Oncorhyncus nerka?[2 points]

Find the mailing address ofthe Alabama SchoolofFine Arts.[2points]
Find an explantion ofthe mles ofthe game Vira:[2points]
Find a US town that was:a)oneofthe settings in Melville's MobyDick,b)was
established in 1671,and c)the only place in the U.S. where an island,county,and town
all share the same name.[2 points]

Whatis the cost per night(in U.S.dollars)to stay in the V PODZAMCI,PENSION
AND HOSTEL in Prague,Czech Republic?[2 points]
Last updatedJune 29 1996.
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Name;

Score:

Trat Sheet L6.4.A

True

Multiple Choice

False

T

F

For each ofthe following questions,circle the correct answer

1. The World Wide Web didni even

or answers. Remember,there may be more than one right

exist until 1990.

T

F

T

F

T

answer for each question.

2. Theinternet now provides access to
tens of millions of Web pages from
around the globe.

11. The World Wide Web:

3. If you remain on a Web page for too
long, yourscreen gets ailgooey,which
is how Web pages got their name.

F

A. Was predicted by HAL2000 in the film 2001:
A Space Odyssey.

B. Is run by an intemationai committee headed by

4. To find a link on a Web page,click the

the Duke ofURL

Netscape Find button,type link,and
press ^ter.
T

F

C Isjust another name for the Internet,and the
two terms can be used interchangeably.

5. to use a link,simply click it. Netscape

D. Is asubset ofthe Internet,along with other

then uses the link's URL to move you

Intemet features such as dectronic rriail and

to the appropriate Web page.

T

F

newsgroups.

6. If you click on a link too hard and
break it, you re obliged to buy it,even

E. Is owned by no one and is available to virtually
everyone,which is why the Web isso chaotic,

if you werejust browsing.
T

F

T

F

7. If you want to return to your current
Web page during future sessions, you
should create a bookiiiark for it by ,
pressing Ctrl+D.

enormous,and fascinating.
12. Links:

A. Was the character played by Clarence Williams
III on The Mod Squud.

B. Display URLsin the message bar when you

8. Ypu can getinformation about

point to them.

virtually any subject by using a Web
search program to list sites that cpver
'■ \ihe'subject.
T

C Wasthesymbolused in the 1950s to identify
Iron Curtain Web sites.

F ; 9. Ifypu don't mind skipping the

D. Are a greattool for rambling around the Web
and discovering pages you may not have even

pictures,you can move to Web pages
:
'

■

.

more quickly by choosing Qptipns^
Auto Load Images to turn the images

thought to look for.

E Is a wild cat inhabiting the northern U.S.that

switch off.

Tias thick softfu^^
T

F

10. You can imhnomore thari thiree
browser windows at the sarrie time.

13. If you wantto preserve a Web page,you can:
A. Print it. '

•

B. Save it to disk as a text file.

C Save it to disk as an HTML file.

Young & Bender, 1996,p. 158-60

D. Priru it or save it, but riot IxJth.

E. Seal it in Mylarand keep it away from sunlight.
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14. The best way to handle the va3t simount of

19. Match up the following Netscape Toolbar
buttons with the corresponding commands:

information on the Web is to;

A. Hide your head under the blankets and hope it
all goes away.

A.

1. View^LoadImages

B.

2. Eile<>Erint

C

3. 0ie<>OpenLocation

D.

4. CpOBack

B. Teliendlessstories about the good old days
when peoplejust watched TV. ■
;
C Stay on the Web every waking hourso you
mi^s as: little as possible. .
D. Save it all to disk because tomorrow it rriay

•' ■ ■ ■/'■■be gone. . ■ '
E Take what you can use and let the rest go by.

5. EditCFind

15. Files you download from the Web can contain:

A. Useful prograins.

20. Match up the descriptions with the buttons on
the Toolbar

B. Attractive pictures.
C. Fun sounds and music.

A. Displays the Find dialog box.

I.

D. Instructive video clips.

E Moristers that eat you and your neighbors after
the lights go out.

C. Cuts off data being transferred 3.
from a Web page.

16. Elements that you can eliminate from the

D. Displays the Open Location

Netscape window include:
A.

B. D^plays the Print dialogbox. 2.

The Toolbar.

new URL

B. The AT&T logo.

E. Forces a Web page to be

C The Location box.

5.

retransrnitted.

21, Matchup the following keyboard shortcuts with

D. Themenubari

the corresponding feature:

E The Directory buttons.

17. When adjusting the appearance of Web pages,
you can specify:

A. Ctrl+D

1. Opens the History window/

B. Ctrl+S

2. Opens the Bookmarit
window.

A. /Whether links ar^ underlined.

C Ctri+P

3. Creates a bookmark for the

current Web page.

B. Which colors to use for links.

C Which color to us^ for the background.

D. Ctrl+B

4. Prints the contents of the

current Web page.

D. Whichcolor to use for text.

E.

4.

dialog box for typing a

E Ctrl+H

Which fonts to use for text.

5. Saves the contents of the

current Web page.

IB. Famous personalities who probably would have
used the Web if given the chance include:

22. Matchup the following comic book charaaers
with their secret identities:

A. William Shakespeare.

A. Superman

1. Peter Parker.

B. leoriardo da Vinci,

B. Batman

2.

C.,;.;Marie-Gurie. / ,

C Wonder Woman

3. Clark Kent.

0,- ■ 'Babe,' ^ A

D. Spider-Man

4. Bruce Wayne.

E. All of the above; the Web is for everyone

E Sandman

5. Diana Prince.

(thoughit may take Babe a while to learfl how
to type with his snout).
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Dream.

Name:
Score:

SheetL6*5.B

True

Muitipie Qioice

false

^

1. As with pap» inailve-niaU nuiling
lists are used primarily forSiding
junk mail.

2. ToJoin a mailinglist,yousend aone
time e-mad message to the li^'s
administrative addres.

3/To commtmicate vdth everyone on a

mailing list, yousend an e-mail
ixiessage to the list address.
4. When yousend messages to the
administrative address ofa list, put

yourcommandsin thesubjea line of

correa

answer oranswers.Remember,each question may ha\'c
more than one rightanswer.

11. The numberofexisting mailing lists on the
Internetis closestto:
A. 500.

B.'
C 10.000.

D. ioo.oda

E R&yziilioh.

themessage.

5. To access newsgroups from Netscape,
you have to open a Newspaper

12. The most-rnddy used-iaailiiig list nsanagemcm
pragiamsare

A. Majotdoma

window.

6. A hierarchy is a group ofnewsgroups
that have namesstarting with thesame

B. lisipxBC. :

C Junk MailRUs.

wordorwords.

7. Due to government regulations/there
are no pornographic or politicaily

D. USTSERV.

v;-. E .-UPS. .

sensitive newsgroups.

8. A thread is an article that beginsa
discussion,followed by responses to ^
that article,followed by responses to
the responses,and so forth.
9. The best place to ask questionsabout
how to use your AT&rT WoridNet

13. To unsubscribe to a mailing lisc
A. For USTSERV lists,senda message to
1.1STSERVScomputername,w*cre

computenuimeisthecompmerthatho^
. the list. ;
B.

account is the worldnet.hel p.
new-users newsgroup.

C Send a message to the administrativeaddress

10. It*s a good idea to send offa hasty,

firstniraft message to a tnailing lik or
newsgrqup you'vejustjoined to let
everyorie know you've OTived.

forthe list.

D. Seiid a niesageto the entire mailing list
wasting afew mmuresofeverysin^person
on thelist's tirne(Bbm ThisiswTotig.)
E daricel yourAT&TWoildNetaccount,move

to a differentdty,and geaiiunlisted phone
■ ■-■■number..

Young& Bender, 1996, p. 203-205
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19. Match the fplldwing types ofmailing lists with
the command thateach require for subscribing

14. Usenet is:

A. A network ofdisgnimled Internet users.
B. A channel for disoi^ons on a wide variety
.ICS.

•

to a list:

A. USTSERV lists

1. Subscribe/istnome

B. Listproc lists

2. Subscribe listnome

. ■"

C

D. What you connect to when you open the

youmame ■

C Majordomo lists

3. Please add me to the
. lisinarne mailing list.

Netscape News window.

E A system that allows you to read aniciesin any
ofover 10,000 newsgroups.
15. When you first open the Netscape News
window,you are subscribed to:
,

A. worldnet.test

B. riewV.newusers.questions

: .

Thanks! ,

D. Lists managed by 4. Subscribe listname
human beings
youmame

20. Match some of the most widely-read newsgroup
hierarchies with their descriptions:
A. rec

1. Newgroups about
Usenet itself :

C. alt.fan.lemurs
D.

news.answers

E

news.announce.newusers \

16. Which hierarchy would you expect to find i
newsgroup about downhill skiing in?
A. soc.poll tics.*

:

B. see

2. Alternative hierarchy of
unofficial newsgroups

G. comp

3. Social and societal
newsgroups

D. news

4. Recreationalnewsgroups

E. alt

5. Gomputer-related
newsgroups

B. alt.iports.*

; C rec.arti.music,^

21. Match the Netscape News window Toolbar
buttons with their descriptions:

p. a11.swedi sh.chef.bork.berk.bdrk

■ E,:'''rec.skiing.*;

17. To find amailing list or newsgroup that

1. Display the next

A.

unrejad article.

2. Mark all the articles in

B.

the selected newsgroup

. inter^ts you,you can use:

as read.

A. The New York Tunes Web site at www

.nytimes.com

3. Print the selected article.

B. SkyView,the Vinual Observatory on the Net,
at skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov

4. Reply privately to the

D.f

G. The Uszt Web page at www.1 iszt.com

author of the selected

article by e-mail.

;V p. The USA Today Web site at www
.usatoday.com

5. Compose a new article
; to post to the selected

E. The MTV Web page at www.mtv.com

newsgroup.

18. To find newsgroup articles that mention a topic
you're interested in;you can use:
A. The Deja News page at deja news.c0m
;B. The Amazon bookstore site at www
.amazon.com

C; The Weather Charind page
.weather.com

; .D. The Federal Goverriirient ste
.fedworld.gov

E. The AltaVista page at a 1 tavi sta
.digital .com

22. Match up the following comic strips with
their creators:
A. Peanuts

1. Bill Watterson.

B. Doonesbury

2. Chester Gould.

; G. Galvin

3.

Charles M. Schulz.

and Hobbes

D. Dick Tracy

4. George Herriman.

E. Krazy Kat

5. Garry Tmdeau.

APPENDIX B:

THE OREGON TRAIL PROJECT
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Lesson One: Westefn Trail Adventure

■Objectives ■ ■ ■ ■/■ ■ ■

1. To introduce the background of mid-1800 and have clear concept of pioneers'
'adventures'

2. To understand the Oregon Trail andbe able to expkin what they leam about
the Oregon Trail from the video

Viocabularyi erriigraiit, migrate, cholera, mainfest destiny, pioneer;
blacksmith, ford, speculatively, possession, pile, harsh, epic,
odyssey, missionary, paramount, swell

Involving Students'background, interests and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:

Cari you irnaginelife 150 years ago? Do youprefer to live in the modem
world or primitive world?

What is your irnpression aboiit Western America?
■ Materials'-

y"

'Tntroduction'''i'Focus-Sheetn.i.l'';--;'^r'^'--

>

V "OregonTrailHistory^'''Foctis Sheet 11,1.2
;
"The Story of the OregonNational Historic Trail "rdFociis SheellLL3 ■

: "The Oregon Trail'-v^

\

■Activities; 

1. Distribute Focus Sheet H.1.1,II.1.2, n.1.3 The teacher explains the
background of the trail.
2. Simply preview the concept of the video.
3. Make a list of the vocabulary words on the board and explain them.
4. When watching some parts of video, students need to write down the main
ideas. (In the end of thisunit, students will watch thewhole video again).
5. After watching the video, then divide students into small group to discuss the
notes, which were taken during watching the video, and answer the following
questions:

1. List three things in western moviethat we now feel represent ignorant
behavior.

2. Imagine for a moment that you are going on a four^month trip in yqur
family van. You will be traveling through a remote wilderness and

therevvdllbe no p^^

food or supplies. What do you take

along? Make alist. How is your list different or similar to the Oregon
Trail pioneers'?
3. Imagine that you are to travel back in time to become an Oregon Trail
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pioneer. You are allowed to take along one modeni inveiitipn^^^^^
should be fit in your pocket. What would you take? Why?

Homework

Students need to summarize the dicussioh they had during class time.

Assessment Next class,students will have a oral presentation aboutthe summaty
they wrote and vocabulary dictation to evaluate their oral abili^ and
their vocabulary.
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Lesson Two;Planning for the Trip West
■ Objectives

1. To give students practice with planning and research skills
2. To train students to consider the consequences oftheir decisions
3. Tp learn American history and geography by playing the simulation gathe
"Oregon,Trail"^

Vocabulary: axle,utensil,heirloom,abandon,caulk,bevels screw,bolts,
lynch,skein, giddy,itinerary
Involving Students' background,interests and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:
Do ybu know how to read a map and draw an itinerary?
How would you like to take a three-month trip?
Whatdo you bring when you have a long-trip?
Have you taken a wagon before? Was it comfortable?
Materials-: '.

School computer labwith software"Oregon Trail" by MECC
"Jumping off'-Focus Sheet n.2.1
"The Structure ofa Wagon""Focus Sheet n.2.2
"Planning for the Trip West"='Worksheet n.2.3
"Supplies to Take with Me""Hoittework Sheet n.2.4
■■^Activities'- ' ■ ■ ,

1. Distribute Focus Sheet n.2.1 to teach students how to prepare for the
' ■ ' : , • '. ' ■■T . 'adventure. ' ' " ■ ■ '^■. '^ ^ ■ ■ ■
2. Explain the structure of a wagon. See Focus Sheet 11.2.2
3. Distribute Worksheet n.2.3, then group students into small groups to answer
this assignment about planning a trip.

4: After these waimmp activities, the teacher explains the game rules of
"OregonTrail," then demonstrates the beginning of the game.
5. Students can play the beginning of the game, which is the preparation for the
journey, by themselves. If they have questions, teacher will help them.
Homework

When students play "Oregon Trail," computer will ask them to decide what
supplies they want to take. Ask students to review the list of items listed on the
Homework Sheet H.2.4. For each item, they decide whether or not it would be
a good item to take along. Students need to consider the advantages and
disadyantages of each item and come up with good reasons for their decision.
Then, students send their assignments via E-mail to the teacher.
Assessment

Tenchers use the checklist to evaluate students' homework. See Appendix C.
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Lesson Three: Oregon Trail Journal
; Objectives. :

1. To provide prabtice in writing and irnagining skills as students keep ajournal
or diary describing their simulatedjpumey,including its beginning and :
conclusion;;':, .

2. To help students to organize their diarieSvand practice writmg
Vocabulary:

marvel, primitive, hail,quack, scatter, distress, drown

Involving students' background,interests and prior knowledge
Ask studeirtssoitte questions:
How do you feel aboih this gam ;
What did you learn from the last class?
; Wouldypuv^
'Materials
^

Word-processing program for working with the diary reported from Oregon
\Trail.

^

.'Hardship-^Focus Sheet
■■

.;v;

T;':'-';

Jourrial■fbrmat'■Worksbeet■^.3i2,.^■■;

.Activities''

1. Ask students what kinds of difficulties they encounter when they play the
game. Distribute Focus Sheet n.3.1to discuss it.
2. Explain how to write a daily journal.
3. Ask the students to keep aijoufhail of their activities inpreparation for and

during the journey by using journal format»=Worksheet 11.3,2 They can use
the Diar>^ available with OregonTrail 11, recording their thoughts on a

regularbusis during the j[ourri€^ west arid makiiig additiOiialeiitries when
niajbr eVentsdcciU. Teachers m^ ericourage sfuderits to use their
imaginations to add interesting details;Students can use the Export feature
(under the File rneriu) to expott their diaries for use with a word-processing
program. Erdm here, they cari embellish their entries, turn the text into a
story, or compare their record with those ofpublished diaries front the same
year. Each student should reeeiye one copy of the first joUrna.! page and the

last jdurnal page Students shbuld use these pagesfo record information
about the beginning arid ending of the journey. They willneed multiple

copies of the middle joumal page for entries during their jourriey.
4. Studerits have the rest of the time to play the game.
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Homework/-, '

Every day,students have their own group ss with the game. They have to record
teacher via E-inail.
Assessment

Teachers use the checklist(See Appendix C:StudentPerformance Ghecklist)
. ' in ;

evaluate students'sjournal.
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Lesson Four: Diversity ofPeople on the Western Trails
■'Objectives ^

'

1. To encoiu-age studerits to use the "talk features" of Oregon Trail 11
2. To help them understand and appreciate the fact that a wide diversity of
people traveled the westeni trails arid lived in the western part ofNorth
America during the mid 1800s

3. To provide information about some of the Native Americans that migratedon
the western trail

4. To clarify myths about the Native Americans

5. To practice their writing, observation, and imagining skills to create a
chafaetcr sketch of (Hie of the people appearirig in OregonTrail 11
Vocabulary: rpund upj apparently, antelope, impoverish, prairie, massacre,
escalate, substantially, agitated, genocide
Involving students' background, interests and prior knowledge
Ask students some cjuestions:

How do you communicate with other people who carmot understand
■ your language?
Do you like to make friends from different countries?
What are your impressions about the Native Arriericans?
What are the commonalities between the Native Americans andNative
■"■- V- . '

^Taiwanese?:'/ '

Materials- ;,
"Native Americans""-Focus Sheet n.4.1

"Diversity of Pe()ple on the Westerri Trails"'-Worksheet n.4,2

"Native AmericanNations Along the Western Trails""W()rksheet IL4.3
. "Write About Someone YouMef'—Homewbrk Sheet n.4.4
■'Activities

i. Distribute Focus Sheet n,4.1, then discuss NativeALrhericans' contribution
and events on the westward evolution.

2. Distribute Worksheet n.4.2, and ask students to identify the different people
they may encounter while using Oregoh TrailIIby using the program's "See
who's around" and "Talk to this person" features. Tor each person that they
meet, ask the students to recbjrd the person's name and where they met that

3. Group students into small discussion groups to cooperatively complete the
worksheet.

4. Distribute the Worksheet IL4.3. Students have to find the information from

the game or use the Internet to discover Native Americans' features.
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Homework

Distribute Homework Sheet H.4.4 and have students to pay special attention to
the options that allow them to talk with people along the trail. Ask them to
select one ofthese characters and create a written sketch ofthat character based

on appearance,attitudes,and experiences,as well as whatthey themselves have
to say. They might incorporate quotations from that character into the sketch.

After completing the homework sheet,students will send their assignment to the
teacher via E-mail.
Assessment

Teachers use the checklistfollowing writing evalution rubric to grade students'
homework and understanding. See Appendix C:Student Performance
Checklist.
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Lesson Five: At the End ofthe Trail

Objectives

1.

helpstudents practice their
westward trail game

2,To encourage students to think aboutthe various challenges and hovv they
solve the problems which they encounter in Oregon Trail

Involving students' background,interests and prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:

How dp you dealwith those troubles when they occur?
Whatis your attitude when you face these troubles? Adventurous or
'conservative?

What did you learn from this game?
What was your favorite part ofthe game?
■Materials': ..-/; V :

"Mapping the Western Trails"--Worksheet n.5.1
"Strategies for Success"-Worksheetn.5.2
"At the End of the Trair-Worksheet IL5.3

"Storybook Weave" Software, by MECC
Activities.. ' y, ■ ' ! . . ■■^■ ' ■;/--'. ■ ■

1. Ask students to complete the Worksheet n.5.1to show a map of the western
United States and list a number of places for students to locate on the map by
following the directions on the worksheet.

2. Distribute Worksheet n.5.2. Ask students to describe what they believe to be
the best strategy for avoiding or coping with various challenges they face on

the trail. The best way for students to leant how to deal with the challenges in
the program is to face them head-on, make decision, observe the outcomes,
and make future decisions based on what they have observed.

3. After students finish their worksheet, form students into small groups to
discuss and compare their views. Later, each group makes a list of their
strategies. The whole class discusses and evaluates them. In this way, students
may learn from each other about new strategies for success.
4. Distribute Worksheet 11.5.3; Students will answer a series of questions about
the journey they have just completed. In anticipation of this activity, the
teacher should encourage students to take notes along the way or to save and
print copies of their diaries before they exit the program. (An excellent time
to do this is when they arrive at their destination.) Students should also be
encouraged, as they run the simulation, to use its "Guidebook" and "Talk
features" to obtain additional information.
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Homework

Students have to revise their diaries,then they will combine their diaries into
one book about their adventures by using"Storybook Weaver"to create a book

with pictures.In addition,students will write a short summary about whatthey
learned or what theywill do next time.
Assessment

Teachers use the checklist(See Appendix C:StudentPerformance Checklist)
in accordance with the Holistic Writing and Oral Language Scoring Rubric to
evaluate students'comprehension and writing skills.
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Lesson Six: Oregon Trail Internet Project
Objectives

l; ■

'

3. To be able to name the historical landmarks,trail routes,and necessary items
/; '-4:;

Inyplvihg students' bacl^^ound,interests and prior loibwiedge
Ask students some questions
Does yduffhhtily
special objects that belonged to grandparents or
even great-grandparents? What are they? And why do your
parents keep them?

Which pari ofpane is
Oregon Trail.
Materials

Thecomputer with Internet access.
Test Sheet n.6.1

Activities

1.Explain the purpdse ofthis project. Students can choose any topic which
relates to Qregph Trail,such as hlative Americans,landmarks,Bstorical
events,or planning a trip.

r

2.Ask stiidents to usC Kejword Seprch under dirierent searchengmes to find;
various sites about Oregon Trail.
3. Students will have one class time work with the computer,teachers will help

4. Students will watch the video"Oregon Trail" again. Then teachers will help

Homework
Stud

will send it to the teacher via E-mail.
Assessment

After finishing the whole vmit oftheOregon Trail,students will have a
final examination-Test Sheet n.6.1 to test their comprehension which includes
multiple choices^ short answers,and vocabulary dictation.
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Lesson Seven: Follow Up Session—Software Evaluation
•Objectives

■

1 To evaluate the success ofthe Oregon Trail simulation and associated
activities in terms oftheir educational value

2. To practice students' listening and speaking skills

Involving students' bacl^round,interests aiid prior knowledge
Ask students some questions:
What are the advantages and disadvantages ofthis software?

What are your opinions aboutthe simulation game and the video
"Oregon Trail"?
Do they help you to learn English?
;■ Material • ■ ■

None required.
■Activity

This is a whole class symposium. Students should consider the following set Of
questions as teachers evaluate their use of Oregon Trail and their study of the western
trails and westward migration. These questions relate the overall experience to learning
objectives for social science andESL language learning. Students share each other's
opinions and observations, perhaps coming to consensus on some questions {Oregon
Trail Teacher's Guide, 1995, p. 18).

1. Has using the Oregon Trail simulation and associated activities givenydh:
a. A new awareness of decisions and their consequences?

b. New skills in forming or organizing ideas based on a large body of
■

information?

c. A new understanding of how a group of people living in another time and/or
place acted under difficult circumstances?
d. New skills in making group decisions?
2. Has using the Oregon Trail and associated activities helped you to:

a. Look,for details and try to understand how they add to the importance of the .
whole?

b. Interpret a small piece of information and try to understand its relationship to
■■ ■

the whole?

c. Imagine yourselfback in another time and place, experiencing life in a
different way?
d. Think of people today in other parts of the world who experience life
differently than you do?
e. Cooperate with others in trying to achieve a common goal?

f. Gain a greater appreciation for respecting the needs of others in group
activities? ■h,' ;,; , - .
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Afier discussing these questions,teachers may want students to use"Oregon Trail"
again to determine ifthis discussion had an impact on students' success in reaching
their destination,experiencing less frustration and fewer deaths,or attaining higher
scores in the game.
■•Assessment

From students' discussion,teachers can use the checklist(See Appendix C:
Student Performance Checklist)to evaluate students'expression and
understanding. Besides,teachers will integrate students' Opinions to assess this
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Introduction

TTie Oregon Trail v^^ much morethan a pkthway to the state ofOregon;it was the only practical corridorto
the entire western United States,The places we now know as Washington,Oregon^ California,Nevada,
Idaho and Utah would probably not be a part ofthe United States today were it notforthe Oregon Trail.
That's because the Trail was the only feasible way for settlers to get across the mountains. Withoutthe Trail,

rtiost ofthe American West would likely be a partofCanada or Mexico today.

Thejourneyweston the Oregon Trail was exceptionally difficiolt bytoday's standards.One in IQ died along
the way; many walked the entire two'thousand mileis barefoot. The common rnisperception is that Native
Americans were the emigrant's biggest problem en route. Quite the contrary,most native tribes were quite
helpful to the emigrants. Thereal enemies ofthe pioneers were cholera,poor sanitation
and-surprisingly-accidental gunshots.

The first emigrants tb go to Oregon ina covered wagon were Marcus and Narcissa Whitnian who made the
trip in 1836.Butthe big wave ofwestern migration did not start until 1843,when about athousand pioneers

made thejourney.That 1843 wagon train^ dubbed "the great niigration"idcked offa massive move we^On
the Oregon Trail. Overthe next25 years more than a halfmillion people went west on the Trail. Some went

all the way to Oregoris Willamette Valley in search offarmland-many more split offfor Califomiain
search ofgold. The glory years ofthe Oregon Trail finally ended in 1869,when the transcontinental railrOad
■ ■was.cpmpleted..: ' . . - ,■,

Actual wagon ruts from the Oregon Trail still exist today in many parts of theAmerican West; and hiany
groups are working hard to preserve this nationalhistoric treasure.

Return to All about the Trail

Triiiklein&Boettcher, 1997

Http://www.isu.edu/^trinmich/introduction.html
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Oregon Trail History
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Oregbii Trail History
This road to the West was known by many hames.It Was dalled the O
the California Traik the
Platte Trail,and the Mormon Trail by people who traveled it It
prirnarily an emigranttrail.However,
the Oregon Trail was also used by the Army,and stagecoaches and thePony
Routefollowed pan of
■thetrail.' ,

1827 ''Sublette's Trace," pioneered in the winter, was retracedby fiir'trade party inthe spring. This pathway,
with some variations, became the "Independence" Oregon-Califomia Trail.

1827K^a Agencywas established on the Kansas River, some four miles below the Grasshopper's
(Delaware's) mouth. From up to 1838, this was the crossingpoint for "Sublette's Trace" travelers.
1829 Sublette's pack-train, en route West by way ofIndependence, Missouri for the firsttime traveled out
the Santa Fe Trail some distance before turning northwest toward theKansais river. This became the
established Qregon<;!alifbmia trail route.

1830 William11 Sublette took the first wagons along the route (Oregon Trail) to theRockyMountains.
1842 Joseph andLouis Papin arrived and were probably the first white settlers at what is now Topeka.

Papin's Ferry operated at the "Topeka'' crossing of the Kansas (Kaw) River on the bregon-Califofnia Trail

until 1857 when a bridge was constructed. By the middle ofthe [840s, traflic on the Oregon Trail was
tremendous, and the Califoinia gold rush increased its use even more in1849 and 1850.

1844 St. Joseph, Missouri branch of Oregon-California trailproneered. Because ofdifficult terrain, and
attempts to make the roadless circuitous, the route was not a fixed oneinitially, Street's 1850 table of
distances represents the established route.

[1844?] Before 1848 (and speculatively pioneeredin 1844^the fioodyear) all Oregon-Califorma trml cutoff
routes over the hills left the main trail five miles east of the Little (Red) VermillionCrossing, andit at the
Big (Black) Vermillion.

1848 Fort Kearny establisheck at the head ofGrandisland on thfe Platte. Its chief purpose:^
Oregon-California emigration.

1848 Union Town(Ppttawatomie tradingpost) established. Ntoy *49ers ferri^ or forded the Kansas at this
new upper crossing, orithe'Tndependence'VOrcgon-CalifbriiiaTraiL j

After 1849 the impact ofgold discoveries inCalifornia caused the Oregon Trail to be labeled the California
Trail by California-bound travelers.

The Oregon Trail continued to be heavily trayeled during the Civil War, but as the UnionPacific Rmlroad
was built, the use ofthe Oregon Trail declined.

Parts ofthe Oregon Trail were still used locally in 187b, but the Oregon Trail was no longer the great
throughway it had been.
-. ./Chinn, 1996 . .

Http://www.ukans.edu:8080/heritage/traiI^othist.html
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Oregon Trail Interpretive Center

Page:

The Story ofthe Oregon National Historie
Trail":

WAIL

The

Road is a 2,000'mile monumentto the human spirit.

INTEBPRCTIVC CENTER

Between 1841 and the turn ofthe century,more than 300,000 Americans ofall walks ofIjfe sold most of
their worldly possessions, piled what was left in a wagon and set ofiFon an epicjoiirney. The odyssey took
five to six mbnths across some ofthe harshest and most hostile territory in the world. One in ten fell victim

to disease or injury along the way.Many were buried under:the Trail itselfto protect their giaves frpni
scavenging animals.
■ Trail first traveled

..

The trail was first traveled^ backwards,by Robert Stewartfollowing the fur trade on
behalfofJohn Jacob Astor. Travel was limited until!834, when Jason Lee,and then

Marcus Whitman,came westto bring Christianity to the American Indians. Reports
from these missionaries greatly stimulated eastern America's interest in the rich land
awaiting them in Oregon,especially the Willamette Valley.

The first organized party ofemigrants set out in 1841 under the leadership ofJohn
Bidwell. They were the first in a trickle ofemigrants that would swell to a flood in

Listen •

the years to come. The generally-recognized start ofsignificant movement west was

86 KB

1843.

The Oregon Trail directed the flow ofwestwardexpansion and was ofparamountimportance to the
settlement and developmentofthePacific Northwest.In Oregon its route(generally Interstate 84)h^
remained ^ principal course ofeast-west travel to the present day and provides a diverse range ofterrain and
historic interest-^the rugged Blue Mountains crossover in northeastern Oregon the dry plateau area between
Pendletion and The Dalles,the perilous Cascade Mountains and Columbia Gorge section,and the
geographic end ofthe Trail in Oregon City, where Willamette Valley settlement began.
Congress memorializes Trail

In 1978,The U.S. Congress memorialized the vital role the Oregon Trail played in our nations history by
designating a National Historic Trail(National Trail System Act,FL.95-625,as amended).The intent ofthe
public law was to designate the primary route ofthe Oregon Trail,extending full length between

Independence,Missouri and Oregon City. Oregon.This route is based an travel, which occurred during the
period 1841-1848 and included the 100-mile Balow Road,developed in 1846 between The Dalles and
Oregon City.
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Oregon Trail Interpretive Center

Page 2

Oregon Citv official end of Trail

In August 1981 the NationalPart Service,an agency ofthe US DepartmentofInterior,issued its
three-volume document.Comprehensive Management and Use Plan: Oregon National Historic Trail
identifying Oregon City in Clackamas Coimty as the true and correct End ofthe Oregon National Historic
Trail.

Abernethy Green,Oregon City
The significance of Abernethy Green is it's historic designation as the official end ofthe Oregon Trail,
the main arrival area for emigrants and the land grant ofOregon's first provisional governor,George
Abernethy.

Physically,the site is bounded by the confluence ofthe Willamette and Clackamas Rivers and the wooded
bluffs at the eastern and southern edges. The southern boundary is established by Abemethy Creek located
at the foot ofthe southern bluff. Oregon City, with its downtown business districtjust south ofthe site, has
about 15,000 residents and is 12 miles south ofPortland, which has a metropolitan population of 1.4
million.

U-MAIL ♦ FAQ ♦aORDER ♦ SURVEY
- E-Mail - FAQ - Order - Survev CoDvrisht © 1996 bv NETMARK®

Cited from: Http://www.teleport.com/~eotic/hist.html
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"Jumping off*
Preparing for the adventure ofa lifetime

Jumping offcities
Waiting
Supplies
Wagons
Congestion
Overpacking

Jumping offcities

The Missouri River heads due west from St. Louis;so most emigrants loaded their wagons onto steamships

forthe upstreamjourney. It was easy travelling,but it didn't last long. Two-hundred miles from St. Louis,
the Missouri takes a cruel turn to the north. So the pioneers unloaded their wagons at any one ofseveral
small towns along the Missouri river which they called "jumping off'places.

Independence was the first option.Further upstream \vas Westport,St. Joseph,Omaha and Council Bluffs.
The economies ofthese frontier towns depended on emigrants passing through,so many hired agents to go
east and badmouth the competing cities.

Emigrant William Rothwell:"I have never in my life heard as many false statements as were
told us in coming up here. We were frequently told that at least 15 to 20 cases ofcholera were
dying daily in St. Joseph".

In reality, no one died ofcholera in St. Joseph that year.

Each spring these small hamlets became raucous bopmtowns—asthousands ofemigrants camped for days,
or weeks while getting ready to begin thejourney.Independence was by farthe most popular point of
departure in the Trail's early years.

Emigrant/author Francis Parkman:"A multitude ofshops had sprung up to furnish emigrants
with necessaries forthejourney. The streets were thronged with men,horses and mules. There
was an incessant hammering and bangingfrom a dozen blacksmiths'sheds, where the heavy
wagons were being repaired,and the horses and oxen shod. While I was in the town,a train of
emigrant wagons from Illinois passed through—a multitude ofhealthy children's faces were
peeking outfrom under the covers ofthe wagons."

Waiting

By mid April,the prairie outside Independence was packed with emigrant campers— often over three square
miles worth. It was so crowded,one emigrant spentfour daysjust trying to find his friends.
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This entire massofhumanity was waiting forthe grassto grow.Sfeading westtoo e^lyme^tthe gr^s

woddn't be longenough forthe anittials to grazb alongthe way-h niistake thatcothd bh fatal;.
Historian Merrill Mattes:"Ifthey lefttoo early and weren't well stocked with grain,they could
be in deep trouble ifit was a dry year.So the key was rain in the plains."
While they waited,the emigrants stocked up on supplies.

Supplies

EmigrantLansford Hastings;"In procuring suppliesfor thisjourney,the emigrantshould
provide himselfwith,at least,200 pounds offlom,150 pounds ofbacon;ten pounds ofcoffee;
twenty poimds ofsugar,and ten pounds ofsalt."

A family offour would need over athousand pounds offood to sustain them on the 2000 milejourney to
Oregon.The only practical way to haul that much food was a wagon.

Wagons

Huge conestoga wagons were never used by the pioneers—they werejusttoo unwieldly

Instead,the emigrants used smallfarm wagons.Although they appear simplistic,farm wagons ofthe 1840s

were technologically-advanced vehicles.Fofexample,the complexundercarriage centered around a
kingpin,which allowed the front wheelsto pivot,so the wagon could turn easily. Andthe front wheels are
smaller than the ones in back—which also helped the wagons to round sharp comers.

Even the width ofthe wheels was carefully calculated Wide wheels were more effective in soft,sandy soil.
Narrow wheels worked better on hard surfaces.The cotton covers were typically drawn shutat both ends to

keep outthe incessant dust. To keep outthe rain,the covers were treated with linseed oil,but most
eventually leaked anyway.

The wagon box measured only fourfeet by ten feet Mostemigrants loaded them to the brim with food,
farm implements and lumiture-often over aton ofcargo.

All this was supported by massive axles.Ifone broke,the travelers were in serious trouble. Withouta spare,
they would be forced to abandon their wagon or reconfigure it as atwo-wheeled cart.

Most wagons had several handy options:atoolbox on the side,a water barrel,and mostimportantly,
hardwood brakes.

By late April or early May the grass was long enough~and thejourney began.

Congestion
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Jumping off.(Page 1)

. ' ".

When it was finally time to go,eyeryone wanted to get started atthe same time--^d the resultwas often a
huge trafficjam.Even worse were greenhornsfrom cities back east,who had never before yolked ari oxen
or driven a mule team. Theytipped their wagons,bumped into trees and cpuldn'feven gettheir animals to
go in the right direction.

Historian Charles Martin Sr.:"People that came out ofNeW York;or the east,w constantly
having trouble with their animals."

Overpacklng
Only a ]

their wagons,Their only choice-startthrowing things put.

Historian William Hill:"Ifyou were traveling with a family,which many ofthemdid,you
was needed—and certainly more than their animals could haul. Many ofthem found out in

shorttime thatthey had too mUch and the wag;ons would fall behind,so aboutthe only thing
you could do was start lightening your load mid that was by throwing things out"
The trail was so littered with thisdebris,that scavengers from thejumping offtowns would collectfull

Return to All about the Trail or Main Page

Trinklein & Boettcher, 1997

Http://www,isu.edu/~tririmich/jumpingoffhtml
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Focus Sheet n.2.2

The Structure ofa Wagon

A covered wagon ofthe 1843 Migration West was approximately 10 feet long,4feet
wide and 2feet deep. The canvas cover,or bonnet,was a double thickness and
waterproofed with a co^l^^S paint or linseed oil. Often,the cover was lined with
storage pockets.

Space waslimited,so only necessities were packed.Keepsakes^ furniture and other

items were sacrificed nlongthe Oregon Trail ifthe load needed lightening.
Wagon Construction

:A \^gpn

1,300 ppundsempty:The box,or bed was made ofhardwoodsto

resist shrinking in the dry plains air. The box was caulked and constructed in such a

manner that it could be us^^^^ as a boat. Side boards were beveled outwardsto keep out
river water.

Front and rear wheels were different sizes. Rear wheels were 50inches in diameter and
smaller front wheels were 44 inches in diameter. Hardwood wheels had an iron tire

around the edge and a hub that screwed into aniron skein axle.Later wagons had a

wooden brake block,which was contoured tothe rear wheels and contrplled by alever
near the front,right side ofthe driver's seat.

Tlardwood bows,usually five, were soaked until pliable and bent to a curve then dried,
held up the heavy brown wagon sheets. Make ofcotton homespun drilling,the sheets
were doubled over to make them watertight. The hardwood bows were never painted as
this would cause them to break. The cover was well tied down and overlapped in back
as to prevent leaking ofrain or dust.
^■Contentsl--:.:'!^:

A jockey box attached to one end or side carried extra iron bolts, lynch pins, skeins and
paint bands for the axle's, seasoned hickory wedges, chisels, saws, knives, assorted
nails, tacks, hoop iron, a punch for making holes in the hoop iron, augers, a jack and
assorted light tools.

The rarely used driver's sear had the only springs found on the wagon, one leaf on
either side. There was also a foot rest. Water barrels, a butter chum, shovel and ax, a
feed trough, and a chicken coop were also attached to the wagon.
Team

Most of the time spent at the jumping off spot was used training a team. Three-to-five
year old oxen were best, well set and compactly built, not too heavy but usually around
a ton. Milk cows were useful in helping feed the family. Mules were inferior in strength
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and not as easily managed but were faster. Mules required two to three sets ofshoes
each. Oxen also were shod.

It took up to three weeks to teach the green teams simple commands such as giddy up,
gee and haw. And crossing the first stream or double teaming up the first hill was
learning experience for man as well as beast.

The Sketch of Wagon
cove

bows ••

wagon bed

>

grease
bucket

wagon axle

wagon
tongue
m

Whatkinds ofsupplies can you find in this
wagon?

1:

Travelers rarely rode inside covered wagons.Instead, wagons were loaded with several
thousand pounds ofsupplies. Supplies varied from wagon to wagon,but most included
tools(such as axes,shovels,saws,and pitchforks),cooking utensils, blankets,bags of
seed(for planting in Oregon),ammunition,strong,rope,and ofcourse,food(mostly
canned).People would often bring furniture and family heirlooms along,but these were
frequently left abandoned along the trail to lighten the load.
MECC,1995,p.42;Netmark, 1996. Http:/AVWW.teleport.comy~eotic/wag.html
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Name:

Worjksheet n.2.3

Planning for the Trip West

jI hear you're planning to move out west!

1. Why are you going? Give me three reasons.

3.

4.

5. Whatfood will you take?

6. What will you take besides food?

7. What is the best time to leave?

8. What is a"jumping-ofF'place?

9; Abouthow many miles is itfrom yourjumping offpoint to your destination?

,10.

MECC,1995,p. 29
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Name:

Homework Sheet n.2.4
Supplies to Take with Me

Out on the trail,

pioneers were pretty much on their own. When getting readyfor their longjourney
west,they had to consider carefully the kinds ofthings they would need along the wa
Every item they took with them had some disadvantages:it cost money to buy in the
first place,it took up space in the wagon,and its weight added to the burden onthe
wagon and the animals that pulled it. So each item's possible advantages had to
outweigh these disadvantages.
on

the trail. Would you buy that item?(Would it make a difference whether or not you had
a lot ofmoney to spend?)How would that item be used,or what good would it do you
on your longjourney?(An example is provided.)
Item

Example:boots

Buy it?
Yes

Why or why not?

They may help keep your feet warm and protect
you from snakebites.

salt
canteen

mirror
hammer

iodine

fishing pole
matches

guitar

grandfather clock
rope

hatchet
dried fruit
hat

butter chum

MECC,1995, p. 25
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Hardships

^

Pagel

-V;,

';Miny walked the entire 2,000 miles barefoot-and thatWas the easy part!

• Walking
• Accidents
• Weather

• Cholera
• River Crossings

Walking'. '

Because mostemigrants grossly overloaded their wagons,few could ride inside.Instead most walked—many
made the entire 2,000 milejourney on foot

Historian Merrill Mattes;"Able bodied children ofany age walked,and some walked clear
across the United States;and frequently without shoes."

Historian William Hill:"WhatI marvel atis the things that we take for granted and the speed at

which we can dothings—werejustimpossible for thern. Justthe idea of3pehding your day
walking. They did that without complaint.I don'tthink most ofus could do that. 1justthink
they saw a lot ofthings we would see as hardships asjustsome ordinary partoftheirday and
didn't think about it."
Return to Table ofContents

Accidents

'

The emigrant wagons didn't have any safety features. Ifsomeone fell imderthe massive wagon wheels,
death was instant. Many lost theirlives this way.Most often,the victims were children.
Edward Lenox:"A little boy fell over the front end ofthe wagon during ourjourney.In his
case,the great wheels rolled overthe child's head—crushing itto pieces."
Even more common than crushings were accidental shootings.

Historian Merrill Mattes: "They would have Bowie knives and pistols as well as rifles,
shotguhs~yetsafety devices for these guns were veiy primitive and any number ofemigrants 
died or were seriously injured by accidental gunshots. Either somebody else wasfiddling with
them,or it would be half-cocked and go offin the wagon-it's surprising how many people died
ofthat cause."

■

Return to Table ofContents
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■ H^ships.(Page 2)

v'"'

Weather

Greatthuriderstormstook their toll. A half-dozen emigrants were killed by li^tnihg strikes, manyothere

were injured by hailthe size ofapples.Pounding rains wereespecially difficultforthe emigrantsbecause
there was no shelter on the open plains end the covered wagonseventually leaked.

Historian Merrill Mattes:"Sothe tripfor mostpeople wasan ordeal.Morethanthey

^

bargained for,Tm sure.But mostofthem had the giits to stick itoutand either getthere ordi6
■ . ■ ;iatheeffort'V:,\
Return to Table ofContents

^■Gholera;. ' ';

Perhaps the biggest problem on the Trail was a mysterious and deadly disease-called cholera.
HistorianMerrillMattes: "It was the greatest single problem and there was nothingthey could
do about it—if they got it they were dead. The doctors that were alohg the trailwere mainly

quacks and theie wasn't much they could do. It had one blessing—they diedina hurry.It Wasn't
a lingering death."

The was no cure. Often, an emigrant would go ftom healthy to deadinjust a few hours, Sbmotinies Aey

received aproper burial,but often, the sick wouldbe abandoned, intheir beds, on the side ofthe trail,
Would die alone. Makingmatters worse were aiumals that regularly dugup the dead and scatterrerithe trail
withhuman bones andbody parts.

Emigrant Agnes Stewart: "We cairiped at a place where a Woman hadbeenb^edand the
Wolves dug her up.Her hair was there witha comb stillinit. She hadbeen buned topshallow. It
seems a dreadful fate,but what is the difference? One Cannot feel after the spirit is flown.

Cholera killedmore emigrants than anything else. Inabad year, some wagon trains lost two-thirds oftheir
people. ,

Emigrant John Glark:"One woman and two men lay dead on the grass and some mpre ready
to die. Women andchildren crying, some huntingmedicinearidnone to be found. With
heartfelt sorrow, we looked around for some time untilIfelt tmwell myself. Got up andmoved
forward one mile, so as to be out ofhearing ofcrying and suffetring.
Return to Table of Coments

River Crossings ■ ,

River crossings were a constant source of distress for the pioneers. Hundreds drowned trying to cross the
Kansas,NorthPlatte and ColumbiaRivers-among others. In 1850 alone, 37 people drowned trying to cross
one particularly difficultriver—the Green.

Emigrant
John
B.Hill:inches
"The ferryman
allowedHe
too ordered
many passengers
in the
boat,asand
water came
withintwo
ofthe gunwhale.
every mantotoget
stand
steady
thethe
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Hardships.(Page2) ;

Page3

boat was liable to swamp. When we were nearly across the edge ofthe boat dipped;I thought

Those who didn't drown were usualiy fleeced. The charge ranged up to 16 dollars; almostthe price ofan
bxem One feity earned $65,000 injust one summer.The emigrants coinplained bitterly.

Tririklein & Boettcher, 1997

Http://www.isu.edu/^trinmich/hardships.html
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Name:

Wbrksheet 11,3.2

Oregon Trail Journal Format
Record ofthe

A.Before the departure:

To whom it may concern:
This is to clarify that.

occupation;

on the date of
Independence,MI,for the territory ofOregon,

in the Company of.
18 .do hereby leave from

Besi
and

C:..' , : ■ ' ■ ■ ■ '

-V" ■ ■ •

■ ■■ ■ ■

.v-'

Total:

Cash remaining:
Our health on the departure is.

3our pace_

and our food

rations

B,On the way to Oregon; (Students need to make copy ofthis chart.They have to^
^

r

record their progress every time.)
Location & Event:

Date:', ."yHealth

Weather

Food. ■
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Next Landmark
Miles traveled

•Health" ^ , - ;
Weather

FoodNext Landmark
Miles traveled

Date;

Location & Event;

Weather

/: •'

Next Landmark

:

Miles traveled

C:In the end ofthe trail(Final Report):
After
months on the trail, ourjoumey has ended at

on the date of

,18 ,vvith these results;

Results

people in

Points

health condition

. . . V , wagons ■

'■ ■ '-■ 'Oxen

spare wagon parts
sets of clothes

pounds of food

cash remaining
Total Point;

MECG,1995,p.27
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Native Americans.(P^

Focus Sheet IL4.1

^

Native'''Americans;::;
.The untold story'

» Native Americans along the Trail
• Grattan Massacre
• M^sacre Rocks incident

• Bbar River Massacre

Nadve Americans along the Trail

The first section ofthe Oregon Trail bisected two major Native American tribes-the Cheyenne to the north
and the Pawnee to the south. The emigrants worried about both.Butthe expected attacks did not come.
Historian William Hill:"That's Hollywood. Most ofthe accounts in the firstfew years are of
fnendly Native Americans being quite sociabl^^^^^^^

In fact,there were many instances ofNative American kindness—helping pull out stuck wagons;rescuing
drowning emigrants^eyen rounding up lost cattle.

Historian Charlie Martm Sr.''I have a very interesting diary ofthis woman who headed west
(without her husband). By the time they got into Wyoming,suddenly a Sioux party-apparently

a war party—came down.And these men,all men.Native American men;they looked atthis
woman with her kids and she w^ brave as could be-and they traveled with her. Because they

said they were in a place where she might have trouble with the Cheyenne. And they stayed
with her for four days: Traveling all through this area ofWyoming until they thought she was
safe. Then they waved her goodbye and killed an antelope or something and leftit there for her
and drove off."

Most ofthe encounters with Native Americans were simple business transactions. The emigrants offered
clothes,tobbacGo or rifles,in exchange for Native American horses orfood.
Historian Larry Jones:"The Native Americans looked upon the emigrants asjust another
means for their trade. But once they started seeing more and more ofthem come,they started
becoming alarmed."

The tribes were alarmed for good reason. Within afew years,the emigrants had overgrazed the prairie
grasses,burned all the available firewood,and depleted the buffalo: Soon many tribes along the Platte were
impoverished.

y:'

The emigrants worried a great deal about possible Native American attacks,but very few were ever actually
killed by the native tribes.
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Native Americans.(Page 5)

'

Page^

Return to Table ofContents

Grattan Massacre

Perhaps the mostimportant confrontation with the native tribes occifred nearFt.Laiamie in 1854,and
became known asthe Grattan Massacre.It began innocently enough-asingle cow wandered awayfrom an

emigrant wagon train. When the cow showed Up ata nearby Sioux village,the tribe promptly ateit An
aggressive Lt Grattan and 28 men then leftFortLaramie with asingle objective-punish the Sioux.The
Sioux recognized their error and offered a horse in return forthe cow,but Grattan wasntinterested. He
ordered his men to fire on the tribe.

The Sioux chieftold his warriors to withhold retaliation. Grattan fired again and killed the chief.Strikes and
counterstrikes escalated into all-out war-the battles continued for decades.
Return to Table ofContents

'

Massacre Rocks incident

For years,the Hudson's Bay Company had been a stablizing force on the Native Americans who lived near
the Snake River-but when the British fiar-tradirig conipany pulled outin the early 1850s,attacks on
emigrants increased substantially.

The best-known incident happened near Masiiacre Rocks in whatis now Southern Idaho.On August9th,
1862the attack came without warning. Within minutes,five emigrants were dead.The next morning the
survivors regrouped and fought back.

Emigrant John Hilman:"Thirty men went in pursuit ofthe Indians andfound them seven miles

distant. Atfirst fire from the Indians,twothir^ ofthe menturned and ran."
In the resulting battle,four more emigrants were killed.

After hearing about battle(andseveralothers)many wagon trainstook an alternate route-the Goodale
Cutoff-which steered clear ofany"agitated"Native Americans along the Snake River. The cutoffskined
the edges ofastrMge set ofgeologic formations now known as Craters ofthe Moon.Yeteven atthe height
ofthe Native American troubles,the majority ofthe emigrant wagons stayed on the main route along the
south side ofthe Snake River.
Return to Table ofContents :

;Bear,RiverMassacre-

Bythe early 1860s,many felta need to punish the tribes alongthe trail.Col.Patrick Conner,stationed in
Salt Lake City,was among those who wanted to teach the Native Americans alessoa In January of1863
Coimer and his California Volunteers marched north to the Bear River.Iliere,Conner's men wiped out400
Shoshpni men,women and childrea More Native Ainericans died atBear Riverthan any other batlJe in
_ western history.':

This brutal attempt at genocide did have its intended effect. The Trail wassafe forthe emigrants;for a
while.

Trinklein & Boettcher, 1997

Http://www.isu.edu/'~trinmich/native.html

Name:

Worksheet IL4.2

Diversity ofPeople on the Western Trails
a great diversity

ofpeople on their longjowney.The people they ehponntered inclu^^

oftheir wagontrain,other travelers,and people tyho lived along the^^^w^ Use the

Mowinglist and the program's"See who's arpdnd"and'Talk to this pei^on''features
Person:,,;

Name

Where you met them

Irish immigrant
Bannock Indian

Methodist missionary
African-American cowhand
and former slave

Mexican army officer
French trapper
Shoshoni chief

African-American seamstress

Chiiiese immigrant
Aristocratic Hispanic Woman
Potawatomi trader

Russian immigrant

1

Mormon businessman

Southern woman,a former
slave owner "■ .

British doctor

German immigrant

Other groups
MECG, 1995,p.31
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Name;
W

Native American Nations Along the Western Trails

Many ofthe emi^antstraveling along the Oregon,Gahfopiia,and Mormon Trails

during the mid-1800s never encountered any American Indians(Native Americans)
during the entire course oftheirjourney.Others did. More often than not,these
encounters were peaceful,sometimes with trading taking place. Only occasionally were
the encounters violent. The common movie or television"western"incident of

hostilities between wagon tfaiii emigrants hrid American Indians wasthe rare exception,
riot the^rule.V:

, ''

Wagon trains passed throughthe traditional lands ofmany different Native American
nations on their way to the Far West. The names ofsome ofthese nations are listed

below.In playing Oregon Trai/,use the"See who's around"and"Talk to this person:
features often in hopes ofencountering people who belong to these Native American
nations. Check offthe ones you encountered,tell where you metthem,and provide
some additional information a^boutthem.For examiile,did they tell their name? Were
Native American

More Familiar

If Encountered,

Nation(Actual
■. .,G Name) ■ V, ■ ,

Name of That

Where?

Other Information

Nation

Bannock

Bannock

Cayuse

Cayuse

Inuna-ina

Arapaho

Kansa

Kansa (or Kaw)

Lakota

Sioux

Paiute

Paiute

Pawnee

Pawnee

Potawatomi

Potawatomi

Shoshoni

Shoshone

Tsinuk

Chinook

Tsistsistas

Cheyenne

Umatilla

Umatilla

MECC, 1995, p.35
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Homework Sheet n.4.4

Directions; As you travel the trail with Oregon Trail, use the program's"See who's
around"and"Talk to this person""features. Write a character sketch aboutoneoft^
people you see. Theirspeeches are short,but even a short speech can be full ofhints
aboutthe speaker. What a speaker talks about can be a clue to what he or she considers

important.Does a speaker mention the scenery or concentrate on the hardships? Does
he or she seem to have a positive or negative attitude? Draw any conclusions you can
about one ofthese characters and use your imagination to write a sketch.
You may choose to write about a real-life person based on accounts or diaries. Francis

Parkman and Narcissa Whitman,among others, were westward emigrants who wrote

abouttheir experiences.Ifyou choose to write a sketch about a historical person,you

After you complete this assigiment,please send it to the teacher via E-mail

MECC,1995,p. 46
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Name: .

Worksheetjl»5>l
On the map below,indicate the following;
■l.;>
2:

a. Independence
b. St. Joseph
c. Nauvoo

d. Council Bluffs (Originally calledKanesville)
3.

a. Willamette Valley/Oregon City
b. Sacramento Valley/Sacramento
c. Rogue River Valley/Jacksonville

4.

missions

■avRori Kearny' ^

^

■b;:Fort..HalV,,;
c. Whiteman Mission

d. Fort Churchill

MECC, 1995, p. 22
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Name:

Worksheet 11.54
Strategiesfor Success

As you use Oregon Trail,you will encouiiter many different challesnges,such"a^ river
crossings, hills to climb and descendjdeserts,illnesses,injuries, wagon accidents,and
bad weather. Some ofthese problems may be avoided with careful plarming. Others are
unavoidable. All ofthenij however,can be dealt with in different ways. The choices you
make play an important role in determining your success in coping with these

■challenges:
The following list describes just Some of the challenges you may encounter in Oregon
Trail. For each of the challenges you may face in Oregon Trail, tell whether you think
there's any way of avoiding this problem, or at least of reducing your chances of having
this problem occur. Also tell what you think is the best way to deal with this problem.
River Crossings

Is there any way to avoid crossingrivers? Are there any choices you
can make before setting off on the trail that might make crossing
rivers easier or less dangerous? What's the best way to cross a river?
Or does it change depending on the river's current conditions?

Going up and

Is there any way to avoid going up and down hills? Are there any
choices you can make before setting off on the trail that might make
going up and down hills easier or less dangerous? What's the best
way to go up a hill? To go down a hill? Does it change depending

Down Hills

on the hill's current conditions?
Snakebites

Are there any choices you can make before setting off on the trail
that might make snakebites less likely to occur or less dangerous if
they do occur? What's the best thing to do if someone in your
wagon party is bitten by a snake? Does it change depending on your
current circumstances?

Cholera

Are there any choices you can make before setting off on the trail
that might make cholera less likely to occur or less dangerous if it
does occur? What's the best thing to do if someone in your wagon
party comes down with cholera? Does it change depending on your
current circumstances?

Desert

Crossings

Is there any way to avoid crossing deserts? Are there any choices
you canmake before setting off on the trail that might make deserts
easier or less dangerous? What's the best way to cross a desert?
Does it change depending on your current circumstances?

Other

challenges

What are some of the other challenges you face in Oregon Traill
What do you do to prepare for them or to try to avoid them? What
decisions do you make when they occur?
MECC, 1995, p. 40
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Worksheet n.5.3

At the End ofthe Trail

You're a newcomer to the western territories. You've rested after your long,hard
journey. So now,before you gettoo busy,you should send yourfriends back home
some information aboutthe trail. Maybe they'll follow you here next year.
1. Which rivers did you cross?

2. Which rivers had ferry crossings?

3. How else could you cross a river?

4. What forts did you find along the trail?

5. Did supplies cost about the same from fort to fort?

6. What animals did you see along the way?

7. What mountains did you see?

8. What are the names ofsome ofthe American Indian nations who live in the regions
along the trail?

9. Where did the trail split?

10.Ifyou needed help crossing a river, whom could you hire?

MECC,1995,p.43
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Name:
Score:

Suggestion:

Test Sheet n.6.1

Oregon Trail FinalExamination

1. Who were the first white explorers to cross the -^erican continent?
A.Stanley and Livingston
B.Lewis and Clark

C. Astor and Stuart
D.Fremont and Carson

2. Who were the first emigrants to travel to Oregon Country in a wagon?
A. The Whitmans
B. The Astorians
C. The Johnsons

D.The Donner Party

3. Which wasthe only feasible passage through the Rockiesfor emigrant wagons?
A.Independence Valley
B.Emigrant Canyon
C. The Lander Road
D. South Pass

4. Which ofthe following was mostcommonly used to power emigrant wagons?
, , A:Horse
B.Oxen :

C. Crude steam engines

D.All ofthe above were used about equally
5. Why did many emigrants walk the entire distance?
A.Punishment for a crime they had committed
B.Because they could not afford a wagon

C.Because there was no room in the overloaded wagons.
D.Because they wanted to get exercise

6. When there was no wood for campfires;whatfuel did the emigrants nprmally use?
A.Fuel oil
B. Kerosene

C.Peat moss

D.Buffalo dung
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7. Which river did the emigrants NOT follow on the Oregon Trail?
A Colorado
B. Columbia
C. Platte
D. Snake

8.In the yearsjust before emigrants started going west,most Americans thoughtthe
Great Plains area was:
A. A vast desert

B. A lush,fertile prairie
C. A dense forest

D. Gol-mining country

9. Mostofthe interaction between emigrants and Indians was:
A.Large-scale battles
B. Guerrilla-type attacks
C. Simple barter

D. There was no interaction;the Indians were all on reservations.

10. Which ofthe following was NOT a fort on the Oregon Trail?
A.Ft. Laramie
B.Ft. Vancouver

C.Ft. Keamy
D.Ft. Lincoln

11. What was the mostcommon deadly disease on the Oregon Trail?
A. Smallpox
B. Cholera

C.Influenza
D.Pneumonia

12. Who led the Mormons west along the Oregon Trail?
A. Joseph Smith
B. John Richard

C.Brigham Young
D. Angus Stansbury

13."Oregon Country"included the places we now know as:
A.California, Oregon and Washington
B. Oregon,Nevada and Idaho
C. Oregon, Washington and Nevada
D.Oregon,Washington and Idaho
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14. The goal for mostofthe Oregon-bound pioneers was to reach:
A. The Willamette Valley
B. South Pass '

C.Portland,Oregon
D. Ft. Boise

15. Who were the 49ers?

A.Galifomia-bound emigrants looking forfarmland
B.Gold prospectors who began going west in 1849
C.Bored emigrants who invented a sport using a pig skin
D.A famous group ofolder emigrants; allover the age of49

16. What was the mostcommon alternative to floating a wagon down the treacherous
Columbia River?

A.Paying a toll to use the Barlow Road

B. Abandoning the wagon and pushing ahead on footthrough the dense forest.
C.Turning around and going back home
D. All ofthe above were common alternatives

17. Who was"The Father ofOregon?"
A.John Jacob Astor

B.John Fremont
C. John W.Booth

D.John McLounglin
18. About how long was the Oregon Trail?
A. SOOmiles

B. lOOOmiles
C. 1300 miles
D.2000 miles

19. Most ofthe Oregon-bound travelers were:
A. Single men
B.Elderly men and women
C. Families

D. Government workers

20. About how many emigrants went west on the Oregon Trail?
A. 500

B. 10,000
C. 25,000
D. Over 100,000
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APPENDIX C:

STUDENT PERFORMANCE
CHECKLIST AND ASSESSMENT
RUBRICS
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APPENDIX C

)%);oral

presentations, which include classroom participation(25%);test grades(25%);and
self-assessmentfor oral reports(10%).Each has its own rubric to assess students'

performances,After finishing one lesson,the teacher has to calculate students'grades,
thencomplete a final course grade chart.
Lesson Grade:Lesson

Student Name

Writing

Oral

Test

#1:

:#2

Total

Semester, 199_

Filial Course Grade-

Student

Self-assessment

#3i' ' - ^ #4y. .

Name

#5

Extra

Credit
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Total

Holistic Writing Scoring Rubric
Criteria

* Writes single or fflultipie paragraphswith clear introduction,fully
Proficient

developed ideas,and a conclusion.

*Uses appropriate verb tense ahd a variety ofgrammatical and
syntactical structures; uses complex sentences effectively uses
smooth transitions

*Usesvaried,precise vocabulary

Has ocpasional errors in mechanics(spelling,punctuatiori,and
capitalization)yhich do not detractfrom meaning

::5

Fluent

* Wntessmgle or multipleparagraphs with mainideas and supporting
detail, presents ideaslogically,though some parts may notbe fullv

'developed.■
;:;

'

\

■ •

*Uses appropriate verb tense and a variety ofgrainmatical and
syntactical structures;errors in sentence structure do not detractfrom
meaning; uses transitions

* Uses varied vocabulaiy appropriate forthe purpose
* Hasfew errors in mechanics(spelling,punctuation,and
capitalization)which do not detractfrOm meaning

Organizes ideasin logical orsequential order with some supporting
Expanding

detail; begins to write a paragraph
Experiments with a variety ofverb tenses,but does not use them

consisteritly,subject/verb agreementerrors; uses some compound
and complex sentences;limited use oftransitions

Vocabulary is appropriate to purpose but sometimes awkward

Usespunctuation,capitalization,and mostly conventional spelling;
errors sometimesinterfere with meaning

* Writessentences around an idea;some sequencing present,but may
Developing

lack cohesion

* Writesin presenttense and simple sentences;has difficulty with
subject/verb agreement;run-on sentences are common;beginsto use
compound sentences

Uses high frequency words;may have difficulty with word order;
omits ending or words

*Uses some capitalization,punctuation,and transitionalspelling;
errors often interfere with meaning
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Beginning

*Begins to convey meaning through writing
* Writes predominately phrases and patterned or simple sentences
* Uses limited or repetitious vocabulary
* Uses teniporary(phonetic)spelling

■1,

Emerging

* No evidence of idea development or organization
* Uses single words, pictures, and patterned phrases.
* Copies from a model

* Little awareness of spelling, capitalization, or punctuation

O'Malley & Pierce, 1996, p, 22
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Holistic Oral Language Scoring Riibric

Rating

Description
* Gommunicates competently in socialand classroom settings
* Speaks fluently
* Masters a variety ofgrainmaticalstructures
* Uses extensive vocabulary but naay lag behind native-speaking peers
* Understands classroom discussion without difficulty
■ * Speaks in socialand classroom setting with sustained and connected
discourse;any errors do not interfere with meaning
* Sepaks with near-native fluency; any hesitations do not interfere with

',5;:

communication

* Uses a variety ofstructures with occasional grammatical errors
* Uses varied vocabulary
* Understands simple sentences in sustained conversation;requires
repetition

*Initiates and sustains a conversation with descriptors and details;
exhibits self-confidence in social situations; begins to communicate in
, classroom settings
;

4

* Speaks with occasional hesitation
* Uses some complex sentences; applies rules ofgrammar but lack
control ofirregularforms
* Uses adequate vocabulary;some word usage irregularities
* Understands classroom discussions with repetitiohj rephrasing,and
■■■): clarification
■3. -

■

* Begins to initiate conversation; retells a story or experience; asks and
responds to simple questions
* Speaks hesitantly because of rephrasing and searching for words
* Uses predominantly present tense verbs; demonstrates errors of
omission

* Uses limited vocabulary

* Understands simple sentences in sustained conversation; requires
repetition

* Begins to communicate personal and survival needs
* Speaks in single-word utterances and short patterns
* Uses functional vocabulaiy

* Understands words and phrases; requires repetitions
* Begins to name concrete objects
* Repeats words and phrases
* Understands little or no English
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O'Malley & Pierce, 1996, p. 67

Self-Assessmentfor an Oral Report
Name:
Date:

. Add comments.

Activity

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Comments

1.1 researched,
outlined,and practiced
my oral report

2.1 spoke slowly and
clearly

3.1 glanced at my notes
while talld^^^^^^ ^ ^
4.1 used gestures to

help express meaning
5.1 used iny face to
express feelings

6.1 answered questions
on my report
7.1 summarized the

the main points
8.1 gave details to
support my main
; points

Teacher's suggestion:

O'Malley &Pierce, 1996,p. 88
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ESL SOFTWAREEVALlJATlOlSrSAMFt^ FROM EPBE INSTmJTES

The Educational Products Information Exchange(EPIE),founded in 1967,is a

nonprofitorganization that provides professional information on educational products
by devising systematic or scientific procedures. Recently,the EPIE Institutes has

focused on evaluating computer-assisted instruction products and has become a clearing
house for information exchange.The EPIE plays an important role in American
education and instructional technology field because it acts like the customs house to
check software that seeks to enter the educational field. It makes sure that"few bad

apples don't ruin the image ofinstructionaltechnology as a whole"(Schwandt,1995).
A courseware review form is adapted by the EPIE Institutes. Ten evaluated software

reviews have been selected to be samples. Then,the following section is the format ofa
review form.

Evaluated Software Samples:
1. ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH . U
SU3J: English As Second Language
TYPES: Rote drill, test generator

USES:

' '

EPIE #055968
GRADE(S): 1-6

GROUP: Indiv.

School for regular curriculum, adult ed.

A Course-Master Speed-Teaching disk designed to allow teachers to
create their own quizzes by adding to existing quizzes and
editing content. Covers punctuation marks, pronouns,
prepositions, clothing, verb forms, the face, vowels, and
sentences. Allows teachers to employ graphics in 12 quizzes.
INCL: Disk(s), slides..
CAT #: CEOllOl

AVAIL: Coiapu-Tations, Inc., $34.95 on disk.

■

CONFIG:

:

:■ . : ■ ■

'V/-

Apple II/II+/IIe/IIc, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3. .

2. GRAMMAR MASTERY II - SERIES A ^
SUBJ: English As Second Language
TYPES: Skills practice, tutorial

. USES:

EPIE #056001
GRADE(S): 9-Coll
GROUP: Indiv.,sm. grp
School, home, college, vocational education for regular

curriculum, adult ed.
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Provides tutorials before each exercise and offers help screens
throughout the lesson. The exercises focus on difficult grarnmar
points for ESL students at the beginning level. Covers: verbs,
nouns, pronouns, questions, prepositions, two-word verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. Is copy protected. Network vers.
not available.

INCL: 7 disks, teaching guide, reference manual.

AVAIL: American Language Academy, $249.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

IBM PC Family and Compatibles, 512K, 5-1/4" disk drive, MS-DOS.
Apple II Series, 64K.

TEACHERS' FRIEND
SUBJ: English As Second Language

EPIE #056198
GRADE(S): 2-5

TYPES: Rote drill, skills practice
USES:

GROUP: Indiv.

School for

Consists of 80 lessons that help students acquire language.and
grammar concepts. Reinforces skills such as identification,

ordering, perceiving cause and effect, predicting outcomes,

drawing conclusions, developing vocabulary, etc. Contact supplier
for price and more details. Not copy protected. Network vers.
available.

INCL: 20 disks, reference manual.

AUTH:

Barnes

ISBN:

18087-600

VERS:

3.0

REL:

1988

CAT #: TSS-EX

AVAIL: Computer Tutor, Inc.
CONFIG:

Apple II/II+/IIe/IIc, 48K, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
TRS-80 Mod Ill/IV/Color Cmp., 4BK, 5-1/4" disk drive, BASIC,
TRSDOS.

INVENTION - A LOGIC TOOL
SUBJ: Logic and Problem Solving

EPIE #056322
GRADE(S): 5-12

English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPES: Skills practice, tutorial GROUP: Indiv.
USES: School for regular curriculum, adult ed.

Teaches problem-solving, analytical thinking, math, and language
to ESL students as well as native speaking students.

INCL: Disk(s), reproducible lesson plans.
AUTH: J. and M.^ Higgin REL:
10/87
AVAIL: Research Design Associates, Inc., $49.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

Apple II/II+/IIe/lie, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
IBM PC Family and Compatibles, 5-1/4" disk drive, MS-DOS.
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5. RHUBARB - A TEXT RECONSTRUCTION TOOL
SUBJ: Foreign Language

EPIE #056323
GRADE(S): 5-12

English and Language Arts - English As Second Language.
TYPES: Educational game, productivity program/computational
tool GROUP: lndiv.,sm. grp
USES: School for regular curriculum
Presents students with a "masked" text in which all of the

letters have been changed into a letter of the word Rhubarb. All

of the word lengths and punctuation are preserved. Students
construct the text by using logic and experimentation. Teacher
can add to text.

INCL: Disk(s), reproducible lesson plans.
AUTH: J. and M. Higgins
AVAIL: Research Design Associates, Inc., $69.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

Apple ll/ll+/IIe/llc, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
IBM PC Family and Compatibles, 5-1/4" disk drive, MS-DOS.

6. MARK-UP - A PUNCTUATION TOOL .
SUBJ: English Basic Skills - Punctuation

, EPIE #056325
GRADE(S): 5-12

English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPE:
USES:

Skills practice GROUP: Indiv.
School for regular curriculum, adult ed.

Presents students with sentences stripped of all punctuation. The
bottom of the screen carries a list of all the stripped marks.
Student must return marks to their proper places.
INCL: Disk(s), reproducible lesson plans.
AUTH: J. and M. Higgins
AVAIL: Research Design Associates, Inc., $49.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

Apple ll/ll+/lle/llc, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.

7. SEQUITUR - A TEXT SEQUENCING TOOL

EPIE #056326

SUBJ: Reading - Comprehension Skills
GRADE(S): 1-Coll
English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPE: Skills practice GROUP: Indiv.
USES: School, college for regular curriculum, adult ed.
Presents the student with the first line of a text of prose,
poetry, or dialog from its library {or entered by teacher).
Bottom of screen gives three possible continuations. Student is
asked to choose the correct one.

INCL: Disk(s), reproducible lesson plans.
AUTH: J. and M. Higgins
AVAIL: Research Design Associates, Inc., $49.95 on disk.
CONFIG:
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Apple II/II+/lle/iic,, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
TEXT TANGLERS
SUBJ: English Basic Skills - Multiple Topics

EPIE #056327
GRADE(S): 4-12

English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPES: Skills practice, teacher aid GROUP: Indiv.
USES: School for regular curriculuin

A discovery learning-based multi-task language program. Creates
text reconstruction puzzles from pure ASCII text files. Teachers

can add to"text library. Allows students to examine language from
a variety of perspectives.

INCL: Disk(s), reproducible lesson plans.
AUTH:

Vance Stevens, et al

AVAIL: Research Design Associates, Inc., $69.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

.

Apple II/II+/IIe/TIc, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.

9. CROSSWORD CHALLENGE
EPIE #056332
SUBJ: Reading - Vocabulary
GRADE(S): 4-8
, English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPE: Skills practice GROUP: Indiv.,sm. grp
USES:

School for regular curriculum

Contains 30 puzzles suitable for basic skills to provide practice
in vocabulary.
INCL:; Disk{s), reference manual.

AVAIL: Research Design Associates, . Inc., $59.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

Apple II/II+/IIe/IIc, 5-1/4" disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.

10. STORYBOARD

EPIE #056333

SUBJ: Foreign Language.- German

GRADE(S): 4-8

English and Language Arts - English As Second Language
TYPE:
USES: ,

Foreign Language - French
Skills practice GROUP: Indiv. '
School for regular curriculum

Teachers enter a reading passage. Program masks the words and

substitute asterisks. Student must reconstruct the text using
logic and memory. Available in English, French, or German
editions.

INCL: Disk(s), reference manual.

AVAIL: Research, Design Associates, Inc., $59.95 on disk.
CONFIG:

Apple II/II+/IIe/IIc, 5-1/4".disk drive, Applesoft, DOS 3.3.
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EPIE INSTITUTE

ANALYST PROFILE
Name:

Date Assigned:
Date Due:

Home Phone:
Best Time to Call:

Title:
Producer:

COMPONENTS

Everything inside the package:
( )Number ofdisks

:

( )Number ofcartridges

( )Number ofbackup disks or cartridges
( )User's guide( )numberofpages
(___)Teacher's guide( )number ofpages

( )Parent's guide( )number ofpages
( )Combination teacher's-user's guide

( )Numberofreproducible handouts in the guide

(

)Number of well charts

( )Number ofkeyboard overlays

Please describe any other components not listed above(ex: hardware interfaces such as a
temperature probe):
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Please clarifyanytiiing that youfeeiisnotclearfrom the section above(ex:ifthe pro^toicoines
with 3 program disks, 1 data disk and a management disk):

Pleaselist all menu choices(coi^eiit-relatedo^^^
them accordingto the menu
path you musttake to getto them(ex:"Practice,Addition,2-digitnumbers",assuming each one of
these three items wasa menuchoice).Assign eachone ofthese an arbitrary "section"number,e.g.
"01":

Section Number * Menu Title

:€lJRRieULUM:ROIiE'' ■

Identify one or more from each group by writing an S ifstated or anIifinferred nextto the choice.

Group A
( )Administration

( )Computer Literacy
( )English/Language Arts

( )Health

( )Library Skills
{

)Mathematics

( )Miscellaneous

( )Social Science specify which:
(

I Tools-specifv type:

( )Aptitude Test Preparation

( )Computer Language
( )Early Learning/Preschool

{ )Fine Arts-specify which:
(

)Guidance

(

)Industrial Arts
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•

( )Logic/Problem Solving
( _)Medicine

•

( J Physical Education

m

( )Sciences-specify which:

m

( ^Special Education

Group B
•

( J Rote Drill

•

(

)Tutorial

•

(___)Simulation

•

(___)Skills Practice

•

(_ )Educational Game

Group C
#
•
#

( _J Supplemental
(

)Keyed to Textbook

( )Comprehensive

(___)Keyed to Videotape or Videodisk

Computer and Model You Used:
Peripheral You Used:

'

.

Peripherals Recommended by the Producer or You:
USERS SPECIFIED BY THE PRODUCER

Does the Producer specify in print who should use this?
Ifyou answered YES,quote exactly and cite page numbers.
Age:

■ ■

Page Numbers:
Grade:
'

•

' :' . ■

.

Prerequisite Skills or Ability Level:
User Groupings:

'

'

'
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USERS RECOMi\lENDED BY YOU

Ifdifferent than producers or ifproducer did not state. Give reasons;

Prerequisite Skills or Ability Level:
User Groupings:

■

CONTENTS

Describe the pfogram structure:(ex: 10games that provide practice in word attack skills at 3-5

difficulty levels, 15-20 minutes to complete a lesson)and give atwo or three paragraph description
ofthe program;Describe what the user actually sees on screen and does when using the program.
Use as much space as necessary(use back ofpage for extra space).

Cite the page numbers(ifany)in the documentation that contain a step-by-step description ofwhat
the learner sees and doesfrom beginning to end.
^IMPORTANT

Thefollowing questions should be answered on a scale of1-5 and N/A(notapplicable). Ifa program

LACKS somefeature that would be applicable,it should receive arating ofN/A with an(*)nextto
■it. '
' ■• '"■ ^
■ ■-. ,
APPROPRIATENESS FOR USERS SPECIFIED BY PRODUCER

*
*
*
*
*

Content appropriate for stated audience 5 4 3 2 1NA
Readability level appropriate for the stated audience 5 4 3 2 1NA
Tone of address appropriate for the stated audience 5 4 3 2 1NA
Pacing appropriate for stated audience 5 4 3 2 1NA
Graphics appropriate for stated audience 5 4 3 2 1NA

* Sequence logical and inappropriate increments 5 4 3 2 1NA
* Enoughinformationpresented for intended learning to occur 5 4 3 2 1NA
* Sufficient practice provided 5 43 2 1NA
ACCURACY AND FAIRNESS

* Facts are accurate 5 4 3 2 1 NA

* Spelling, grammar, usage and typing are accurate 5 4 3 2 1NA
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CLARITY

*
*
*
*

Procedural directions,cues,and prompts are clear5432 1 NA
Instructional statements are presented clearly54321 NA
Examplesand demonstrations are very helpful54321 NA
Frameformattingisclearandnotdistractmg5432 1 NA

SUPPORT MATERIALS

* Support materials are valuable5432 1 NA
TECHNICAL QUALITY

* Branching is used effectively(ex:as aresultofstudentperformance)5432 1 NA
* Program is free oftechnicaldesign problems(ex:longloading time,program crashes,
programming errors,excessive time to display text or graphics)5432 1 NA
Explain:

DOCUMENTATION

* Technical and operational explanations are clear and complete 5432 1 NA
* Documentation helps integrate program with applicable curriculum 54321 NA
* Suggestionsfor prerequisite classroom activities are valuable5432 1 NA
* Suggestions forfollow-up classroom activities are valuable 5432 1 NA
USER CONTROL

* Interactively level very high 5432 1 NA

* Userhas great dealofcontrol(in regards to things such as reviewing instructions,reviewing
previous frames,exiting to menu,calling on help,changing answers)5432 1 NA

* Easy to turn offorlower sound 5432 1 NA
FEEDBACK

* Feedback is very effective 5432 1 NA

* Remedialfeedback is used very effectively5432 1 NA
* Feedback is non-threatening5432 1 NA
GRAPHICS

* Technical quality ofgraphics is excellent5432 1 NA
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• Graphics are clear,notdistracting,and don'tcompete with content54321 NA
AUDIO

* Audio quality is excellent5432 1 NA

EVALUATION

* Effective and easy-to-use meansofevaluating student mastery ofcontent5432 1 NA
RECORDS/MANAGEMENT

* Score-keeping or record-keeping is very effective54321 NA

* Record-keeping very easyto use(set-up,access)5432 1 NA
* Printing records is very easy5432 1 NA

* Teacherhas greatflexibility in regulating parameters ofthe program(ex:numberof
problems,rate ofpresentation,add or change content)54321 NA

* Regulating parametersofthe program is very easyto do5432 1 NA
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

How many learner objectives are stated? Where are they stated?

Approach

* Approach is extremely motivating54321 NA
Please add any comments you feel are necessary to explain or qualify any ofthe choices you
expressed,above:
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ANALYST'S SUMMARY

How much preparation time would an experienced teacher(experienced with boJh computers and the
subject area)need to use this program? Explain:

Please list the numbersofthe statenients above thatbestrepresentthe major STRENGTHS ofthis
program(maximum of5). Address all areas: content^ approach,etc. Add any additionalej^lanations

that youfeel are necessaryto clarifythese statements(ex:give an example)ORto describe a major
strength that does notfit into any ofthe statements above:

Please list the numbers ofthe statements above diatbestrepresentthe rhajorAVEAKNESSES ofthis
program(maximum of5). Address all areas; content,approach,etc. Add any additional e^qjlahatiohs

that youfeel arenecessaryto clarify these statements(ex:give an example)OR to describea major
weakness that does notfit into any ofthe statements above:

In order ofpriority,list up to5tips thatteachers willfind mostuseful in using this program:
OVERALL RATING OETHE program
Please CIRCLE the appropriate rating:
^Highly^reCpmmended:■,:

•

Recommended with reservations

Not recommendedbut may meet some needs
.Don't consider: ■

The following categories shouldbe used in determining your oyerallrating of theprogram. They are
not exhaustive but suggest the areas you should consider inmakingyour judgnents. All items may
not be appropriate to use inrating allprograms. Consider the scope and intendedpurpose of the
program (ex: it may be inappropriate topenalize a simulation that has no management system):
Goals and Objectives
■■■Content;

.Methods/Approach;' ;C;
Documeritatibn/Support Materials
Evaluation/Tests

Technical Quality
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Graphics/Audio

* User Control/Interactivity
* Branching
* Management/Record-keeping
Pleasejustify yourrating;
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. . .■

USEFUL INTERNET SITES FOR

i:T:SSpNPLANSvTEACBDGVG/LEARNING m
Lesson Plans& Materials
AskERIC Lesson Plan
Http://ericir.svr.edii/virtual/lessons

Free lesson plans,materials,And cunicvdrnns ftoni ERIC.
English Language Teaching
Htlp://wwwstir.ac.uk/epd/higdox/stephen/elt.htm
Stephen Luscombe's collection ofpoems,folk tales,and even an online
phonology course.

English Teachin^earnihg Materials
Http://www.ling.lancsaG.iik/staffi^visitors/kehii/kitao/materialshtml
Excellent collection from the Kitaos,including Holidays,Colonial Days,
Communicating with Americans,and Developing Reading Strategy.
ESL Activities and Games

Http://www.eslcafeC0ni/discussi0ii/wVywb0ard7/wvvwboard.html

Discussion forum on ESL/EFL activities and games

ESL Lessons froni WSU^^ ^

(

Http://www.educ.wsu.edu:80/esl/lessOns.html

Material includes Bolivian instruments,glaciers,lesson on weather,folk song
lesson,environment lesson,and easy recipes.
ESL Quiz Center

■ ■

Http://www.Dacificnet.net/~sperling/quiz

ESL Teaching-Learning Material
Http://www.eslcafe.com/discussion/wwwboardl1/wwwboard.html

Interacting forum on ESL teaching/learning materials.

Ideas and Lessons Plans for Writing Assignments
Http://vww.ecnetnet/users/uvvwwelp/topics/htm
Tips from the English Language program at northeastern Illinois University.
Internet TESL Journal

Http://www.aitech.ac.ipA-itesli

Articles,research papers,lesson plans,classroom handouts,teaching ideas,and
-

links.

■■

V
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K-12 Lesson Plans
■html

Links to lesson plans in all subjects^ from the LA county office ofEducatibn

LessonPlans andResources for ESL,Bilingual, andForeign Language Teachers.
Http://wvm.csun.edu/~hcedu013/eslindex.htnil

Another terrific resource from Dr. MartinLevine of CSU,Northridge
Links to ESL Lessons on the Net

Http://www.aitech;ac.ip/~itesli/links/lessonlinks html
Super resource from the Internet TESL Journal

Professioiial Associations
The

HttD://www.outfitters.com/com/aaeip
An organization ofintensive English programs presentedby their directors

The Association of Language Testers inEurope (ALTE)
Http://www.edunet.com/alte

European association of providers of language examinations
Http://wwvy.arts.unimeIb.edu.au:80/HorwoOd/ATELL/ateU html

Associationpflan^age centers locatedin Australia.
The British Association for Applied Linguistics
HttD://www.swan.ac.i^cals/baal.html

A professional associationbasedin the U.K., which provides a forum for people
interested in language and the applications of linguistics
The British Council
Http://www.britcoun.Org

The British Council promotes a wider knowledge of the United Kingdom and
the English language.

California Association of Teachers ofEnglish to Speakers of Other Language
(CATESOL) /
Htti)://wwW.crl.com/~malarakycatesol/catesol.html

An organization dedicated to the support ofEnglish as a Second Language
teachers throughout both California and Nevada
Canada TESOL

Http://www.tesl.ca

■

Central States Conference on the Teaching ofForeign Languages
HttD.//www.inpiii.edt]/~cscfl

An association ofsome 1,800 foreign language teachersfrom Arkansas,
Colorado,Illinois,Indiana,Iowa,Kansas,Kentucky,Michigan,Minnesota,
Missouri,Nebraska,North Dakota,Ohio,Oklahonia,South Dakota,Tennessee,
and Wisconsin
The'

Http://calico.org

A professional organization ofmembers interested inbpth education and high
technology

'■"EUROCALL

'/V

■

Http://wwwhull.acuk/cti/eurocallhtml

International Association for LearningLaboratories (lALL)
Http://eleazardartmouth.edu/IALL

Dedicated to the promotion of languaige learning with technology

International Association of Teachers ofEnglish as a Foreign Language (lATEFL)
Http://www/man.ac.iik/IATEFL

An international organization meeting the professional needs of teachers of

English as a foreign language.

International Society for Technology inEducation (ISTE)

;

;

. - Http://www.iste.org ^ /

National Foreign Language Center (NFLRC) inHawaii
Http://www.lll.hawaii.edu/nflrc

TESOL Homepage
Http://www.tesol.edu

Home page of the one and only TESOL, with almost 18,000 members
worldwide.

Bookstores & CALL Software Vendors on the Web
Athelstan Publications
Http://www.athel.com

Blackwell's Bookshops
Http:y/www.blackwell.cb.ukfo

Direct from Oxford, England, you can purchase books online from the "world's
finest academic bookseller."

^BooMink

Http://www.intacxom/~bookIink

Online bookstore that specializes in ESL/EFL and multicultural books.
Courseware Publishing International
Http.V/www.usecpi.com/frame.htTn
EF Multimedia
Http://ef.com

Http://Www.dvned.com

The ESL Cafe Bookstore
Http://wwweslcafe.coin/bookstore

ESL Network

Http://wwW.esl.net
njaterials

Http:/Avww.humbird;Com

International Student Bookshop
Http://www.ilcgrouD.noni/books

Specialistsin English language teaching books and materials
Merit Audio Visual
Http://www.meritav.com

The One World Distribution Home Page
Http://w^\nv.trStonelcbm

Speakware ESL Software
Http'/AvwWvSpeakwarecom

Virtual Bookshop
Http://www.umet.Com/eflweb/b-shophtm
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Athenlstan Online

Http://\vh^.nol.net/~athel/~athel.html

Lots ofresources and demo software from Athelstan, publisher and distributor
ofproducts related to technology and second language learning.
CALL Cookbook

Http://wvvw.owlnet.rice.edu/~ling417

A student project from Rice University,the CALL Cookbook provides
"inspirational examples('recipes')ofworking web-based activities we created to
add flavor to the regular meat-and-potatoes classroom study ofa foreign
language"(Sperling, 1997,p. ).
Computer Assisted Language Learning
Http://wvyw.chorus.cvcor.ca/Duber/call.html
One ofthe very best CALL resources available,from the talented Jim Duber.

Computer Assisted Language Learning Web Board
HttD://wwvy.eslcafe.com/discussion/w\vwboard8/ww\vboard.html
Interactive discussion board for teachers interested in CALL.

Computer-Mediated Commuhicatioii ill Foreign Language Education: An Annotated
Bibliography
Http://wwvy.lllhawaii.edu/iiflrc/NetWorks/NW3
Very comprehensive bibliography on computer technology and its applications
in second language teaching.
Cutting Edge CALL Resources
Http://\vvm.choim.cvGoLca/Duber/m(304d.html
More interactive creations from Jim Duber.

Ohio University CALL Lab

Http://www.tcom.ohiou.edu/QU Language/OU language.html
First-rate resource from John McVicker.

Electronic ESL/EFL Publications/Journals

The Australian Journal ofComputers and Language Education~ON CALL
Http://vmw.cltr.uq.oz..ac:8000/oncall/home.html
EFL Web
Http://\v\vw.u-net.com/eflweb

An online magazine for those teaching and learning English as a Foreign
Language.
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Englisli Teachers'Electronic Newsletter
Http://ietn.snunit.kl2.il/newslett.htm

Issues have included information on reading, writing,testing,and CALL.
•■Exchange.::'; V

.

Http://deil.languiuc.edu/exchange

Publishes writings ofnon-native English speakers from all over the world and
providesEnglish self-studymaterials

Headway-^Ideas and Comments for Teachers ofEnglish
Http://wwWl.oup.co.uk/oup/elt/headwav?

Ideias and comments for teachers ofEnglishin an online magazine, publishedby
OxfbrdTJniversity Press.
Heinemann ELT—First Class Newsletter
Http:/Avww.heinemann;co.uk/heinemann/elt/1stclaSs/first htmT

Includes teaching tips and free photocopiable activities.
-Impact! 'OnlineV'.

Http://www.ed.uiuc.edu/impact

A hypertextual newsreader for interme^ate and advanced learners ofEnglish as
a Second or Foreign Language.

Internet TESL Joumal

Http://www.aitech.ac.ip/~itesli

This fine monthly web magazines includes articles, research papers, lessOn
plans, classroom handouts, teaching ideas^ and links.

Http://\\ww.helsinki.fi/science/6ptek
It'sOn-Line

Http://its-0nline.c6in

■:'.

Excellent ESL web magazine for both teachersand Students

System—An International Joumal ofEducational Technology and AppliedLinguistics
Http://www.elswevier.nl:8Q/inca/publications/store/3/3/5/

;

The lALL Joumal of Language Leaming Technologies
Http://langlab.uta.edu/iall/ioumal

Language Acquisition Center: the University of Texas of Arlington
The Language Teacher Online
Http://langue.hvper.chubu.ac.ip/ialt/pub/tlt
■
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(JALT).

The TESLElectronic Journal,T^ST-EJ
Includes articles,reviews,and conference information

English for Specific Purposes(ESP)
Business Meeting

English for Science and Technology
Http://www.hut.fi/~rvilmi/est

Ruth VilM^

ofexcellentlinks to science and technology resources

English for Specific Purposes

International Directory ofProfessibrials in ESL

This excellent resource from Roy Bowers is also mirrored in Mexico,France,
and Hong Kong.
Topics in Medical English

Http://www.interserver. mivazaki-med.ac.jp/~kimbaH/med/1 html

Resources

Dave's ESL Cafe

Http://www.eslcafe.com

Several interactive resources,including the ESL graffiti wall,ESL question
page,ESL idea page,ESL message exchange,ESL quiz center,ESL email
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EFL ESL CAE CPE CEIBT ESL Resources
Http://www.irifbhaus.com/access/bv-sellei/elite

English as a Second Language Home Page
Http://www.lang.uiuc.edu/r4i5/esl

Links,information,resources,and activities from the multitalented Rong-Chang
Li oFtheLiniversity ofIllinois at Urban-Chanapaign.
English Lan^age Teaching Resources
Http://\v\vw.tcOm.ohiou.edu/OU language/teachcrs-language-engl html

: Collection ofresourcesfrom Ohio University
ESL Virtual Catalog
Http://www.pvp.com/internet resources.htm

Directory ofInternetESL/EFL resources.

FLTEACH(Foreign Language Teaching Forum)
Http://ww\v.cortland.edu/www rooEflteach/flteach html

Http'//wwvy.virginia.edu/^asniedia/flitig.htm

Foreign Language Teaching Resources
Http://babel.uoregdn.edu/vamada/forlanghtm1

Resourcesfrom Yamada Language Center at the University ofOregon.
Frizzy University Network(FUN)
Http://thecitv.sfsu.edU/'-^funweb

Excellent collection ofresources for students and teachers,including tips on
' how to make a Web page and links to other resources. Students can even take
FUN classes in writing and grammar.
Gopher Menu

Gopher://gopher.ucc.cunv.edu/ll/subiect%20specifiC%20gophers/teslfl
Kathy Schrock's Guide for Educators

Http://www.capecod.het/Wixon/wixon:htm
Updated daily; you'll find a list ofsites on the Internet useful for teachers.

Language Resources & Technology Information

Http://www.cet.middleburv edu/herren/pages/langtech html
Language,Literacy,and Arts Education - Useful Resources
Http://wWw.edfac.unimelb.edu.ac/LLAE/re.sourceshtml
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MIDTESOL--MidAmerica Teachers ofEnglish ofSpeakers ofOther L^guages
Http://\vww.kcmo.com/midtesol

NCBE Home Eage :
Http://vvwwncbe.gwu;edu

ORTV English Home Page
Http://www.ortv.com.tw/english/index.html
Planet English-- Learn English,ESL,EFL,TESOL,for Students and Teachers
Http://www.tesol.com
Resources for TeachingESL
/■htm

Resources in AppliedLinguistics Link to ESL
Http://Wwwsurrevac.uk/ELi/extemal.html

Teacher Helping Teachers
Http://www.pacificnetnet/~mandel
Teaching tips and ideas for teachers.
TESL/FL Resource Guide

Http://math.unr.edu/linguistics/mele.fag html

One of the very best collections of Frequently Asked Questions, from the
newsgroup.

TheESLoop

.

Http://math.unr.edu/iinguistics/esloop/esloop.html
The ESLoop is a collection of sites relevant to English Language Teaching and
Learning on the WWW. Each site is linked to the next, sO that ho matter where

you Start, youwill eventually make your way aroundall the sites and end up
back at the begiiming.

VirtualEnglishCenter
Http://www.c6menius.com
■■Volterre-'fr-;,;:^"'
Http://www wfi.fr/volterre

Edited and publishedby Linda Thaimah; you'll find some of the most extensive
links and resources found anywhere on theTnternet.
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Web-Based Learning Program
EF Englishtown
Http://www.englishtown.com

HttP://www.go-edcotn/el-public
English Grammar Clinic

Table ofContents: On-Line English Grammar

The Phrasal Verb Page
Http://www.eslcafe.com/pv-cgi
TOEFL Online

Http://wwwtoefl.org

dates and practice questions^
TOEFL prep

;Toeic,:/'^:
Http://www.toeic-usa.com

Sperling, 1997; Woiig^1997;Kitao&Kitao, 1996.
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